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Paris, July 23 (by the Associated
Press). "Uncle Sam."in Intimat
ing recently unit he woum appre
clato payment of his war loans, has

not only caused M. Parmentier,' a
member of the French ministry of
finance, to undertake a trip to
Washington, Itut has succeeded in
tightening tho French purse strings
to a point where many are wondering what has become of the
forty odd billions of paper francs
that are known to be in
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SELLERS BELIEVES LEGISLATORS

WILL FOOT BILLS OF A SPECIAL

SESSION TO BOOST RECLAMATION

Bernalillo County Legislators Are Willing to
Serve Without Fee; Journal Wires Members
of Both Houses to
If Session Can Be
Held Without Cost to State.
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wanting in the country's markets
during the past week that the NEW GUARANTEES MAY
coal and railroad strikes have
BE ASKED BY FRANCE
begun to impose an appreciable
check on the rates ot the industrial activity. Oddly enough It Is Other Angles of the Reparthe shopmen's strike, which has
ations Question Are to Be
been considered relatively unim
Discussed at the Meeting
portant as an immediate disturbing fnetor, that 1ms caused a
in London.
in
loss
coal
further important

li Ja

ize now
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OF CONFERENCE

As--

Expert

TO

TO BE SUBJECT

and Railroad Walkouts
Have Begun to Impose an
Appreciable Check on InPoincare'Will Go to London
dustrial Activity.
to Discuss a German
lly The AuMichitfd Pkm.)
Moratorium With Premier
,
New York, July 23 (by the
of Great Britain,
sociated Press.)
Signs were not

'
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The French people seem to real
that the American war ad
vances are looked, upon in official
and many other quarters as real
loans ind not mere gifts, and tnat
they must be paid. This conviction
seems to be responsible
pr tne
sudden retrenchment noticeable all
along the line, which was particularly emphatic on Bastile day.
The gaiety and fiee rpending by
the common people, which has al
ways marked this day In the past,,
Friendship," the palatial home of Edward B. McLean,
this
was a great disappointment
President and Mrs. Harding will publisher, as a "summer White
year to the proprietors of wine
shops and amusement resorts. Less occupy the palatial home of Edward House." The home provides facilities for golfing, tennis and horsemoney was spent this year in the
entire four days celebration than B McLean, millionaire Washington back riding in perfect seclusion. It
on
Was spent
any one day last year.
The theaters, moving picture
race tracks
restaurants,
houses,
DOCTOR'S INJURIES
and in fact all places which m1ht rwlDRE
be classed as lujcurics show a large
ARE NOT CRITICAL
falling off in receipts. Many movfor
closed
are
houses
ing picture
(By Tbp Ainnrlntfd I'reM.)
the summer season and restauFramlngham, Mass., July 24.
rants where tables were always enThe injuries which Dr. Clarence R.
gaged days in advance, a few
Gamble of Pasadena, Calif., remonths ago, now are advertising
extensively.
ceived when his airplane crashed
300 feet Into a swamp near here
There ls.still a lingering hope
yesterday,
killing the pilot, Z. R.
back
will
M.
Parmentler
bring
that
Miller of Boston, are not critical,
from Washington one of those surhospital physicians said today.
prises in high Ifinance which are
Dr. Gamble, who Is a son of
of Construction
forming the plot of many French Shortage
James N. Garrtble. soap manufacstories nowadays. Tho more optiHas
Been
was at first thought to be
turer,
Accumulating
mistic ones are prone to point out
hurt.
Since the War and Has seriously
that it was M. Antoine Augustln
Italph K. Miller, the third man
who went to America in 1769 and
In
the
plane and a brother of the
Reached Critical Stage.
brought back a few samples of the
pilot, esaped v,ith cuts and bruises.
humble potato at a time when
The three had planned to start to(Bj The Associated Frees.)
France was suffering from a
on a flight to the Pacific coast.
dearth of foodstuffs.
Cleveland, O.. July 23. The day
of adjustment.
He obtained royal permission to shortage of building construction
, s To continue seniority rights
of employes who suspended work."
Mer- plant a few experimental hills of that has been , accumulating In
list W. A. Finlay, Pioneer
potatoes and then prevailed upon American cities since the outbreak
It was pointed out that this
HARDING GIVING
to wear a potato blossom
chant of Carlsbad, Dies; the kingbuttonhole.
of demands contained only one of
',
which
of the war is now so great that it
in his
the original three grievances
Funeral Held Under AusSubsequently the potato became would require building operations
resulted in the strike call that re- one of the chief vegetable products
of out.
of 25 per cent above
of
lattng to the discontinuance
Masonic
Lodge.
pices
of France; hence tho former Par- at the rafe 10
.H (.nntraptlnff and it was indlyears to make up
mentler is looked upon as the.- normal for
cated that almost every road In the
the deflol, awarding .to a report
iftahor of France's culinary
bad agreed to stop
eooatry alreadyThe
'
M.,
Carlnfe&d, N.
v
July S.VT.r.
omission Of
issued today by the Cleveland
this practice.
to wages Finlay, pioneer merchant of Carls
Col. Leonard P.
original demands relating
E
Trust
company.
- bad, died Friday from a
line
and
waist
coinsome
The
long
high
and rules occasioned
bank's
economist,
the
below
wound
Ayres,
the
as
gunshot
just
continued
skirt
outstanding
mAnf the belief
expressed
being
Carlsbad feature In the advance styles now reached this conclusion as a result
that the shop men finally had of the heart. Word reachedwhen
Dr. being privately shown in Paris. All of the
early Friday morning,
tn mrroa to a rehearing
study of building operations
sent
was
the
board.
It
for,
shooting the dress showings have sleeves in 60 leading cities for the last 22 Government's Future Course
Doepp
these points by the labor
bemost
taken
to
the
which
seems
be
the
and
brown
having
this
to
night
'place
was action similar
in the Situation Created
's
years.
popular color.
averted a threatened strike by ap- - fore at the ranch home of Mr.
Tho shortage began to be evimaintenance
daughter. Mrs. Edgar WIN
Big picture hats will be seen alnroximately 400.000
By Walkout Left in Realm
mildent in 1916, Colonel Ayrcs said,
of way men at the time the shop liams, sixty miles from Carlsbad. most exclusively next fall, the
e and has increased
tarban-likin
year
of Conjecture.
every
He
had
small
made
while
his
home
since
the
there
liners
say,
men "walked out.
the death of his wife several years
affair will be worn more in since. It is now so great that, on
Conference Today.
Brown also the average, it would require the
(By The AaMWlatrd Pre.)
W. ti. McMenimen. labor mem- ago. He had been In poor health the winter .months.
e
efforts of tho building inhas captivated the milliners.
Washington, July 23. Tho govber of the labor board, who was for years and wap subject to spells
' '
half
two
a
seams
and
and
without
for
Shoes
of
future course in tho sit
ernment's
gloves dustry
nearly
melancholy.
largely instrumental in" averting
strike of
threatened strikes of maintenance At one time Mr. Finlay was a with a cocoacorde on the side have years to make it up, the report uation created by the
railroad shop crafts men was 'still
of way men, signal men and clerks regent of the New Mexico Military been approved by the designers, continued.
The greatest Indicated shortage left in the realm ot conjecture to
tonight Institute at Roswell. Until his who have adopted a dark mahogorganizations, announced
An in- was
that of Portland, Ore., day through President Harding,
that he will confer here tomorrow health failed he was actively en- any color for the footwear.
was
noticed
shoe
in
to about 3.5 years. Oth- who was In personal touch all day
novation
In
the
styles
W.
P. Noone, representing
the hardware business
with
gaged
amounting
station clerks' organization.
and prominently
connected with at the opening of the Beauville er Important shortages were those Saturday with tho problem and
several
when
season
of San Francisco with one of 3.4 personalities in it, cancelled his
recently
It was reported also that the all 'of Carlsbad's publio Interests.
these years, Chicago 3.2 years, St. Louis week-en' engagements
d
union
to stay
wearing
The funeral was held this after- models appeared
igeneral chairman of the steama
series
with
fcnd
equipped
noon from Grace Episcopal church high boots,
2.7, Minneapolis' 2.6, New York at the White House Sunday where
composed of railway
means
which,
and
of
hooks
by
and
eyes
serious
2.0
most
close
communicahandlers
The
Boston
In
would
under
be
he
clerks,
2.1,
the auspices of the Masonic
ship
freight
arrangement,
deficits were found in cit- tion with whatever other governexpress and station employes will order of which he was a promi- of a mechanical
could be fastened and unfastened building
meet here Tuesday.
nent member.
ies of the western states, while the ment agencies were active.
with a single upward or downward least shortage existed among tho
Whether Chairman Hooper of
pull on a little leather tab.
cities of the middle Atlantic sec- the, railroad labor board, who retion.
turned to Chicago last night after
The Grand Prix automobile race
The average value bf the new an extended conference with Mr.
at Strasbourg last week and the construction
begun each year in Harding, carried new and highly
touring car race held In connection
these cities from 1900 to 1910 confidential Instructions for a rewith the feature event, have Im- was $31 for each person In tho
opening of negotiations with the
experts that
pressed automobile
according to the re- union leaders or whether the advalveless motors are far more val- population,
anTho
ministration Intended to stand by
ports.
average
highest
uable than they had heretofore nual
was the labor board, were matters conper capita expenditure
'
The automobile classic
supposed.
of Los Angeles, where it cerning which no Informed and
also convinced" many of the experts that
$64, and the lowest that of responsible official In Washington
that racing cars, except for labor- was
.
.
Fall
River, Mass., where it was would talk.
atory experiments, have little, .if
This wide range of exEvery possible contingency .n
any, real value. They point out only $12. for new
buildings was connection with the rail situation
that only four of eighteen original penditure
starters were in running condition partly due, it was stated, to the has been incanvassed by President
his conferences with
Harding
at the end of the race, and that one varying ratesdueof togrowth of cities,
the great dif- advisers In the cabinet and with
of the four was so far behind it had and partly
See
buildIn
of
of
ferences
the
members of the senate, It was uncourse.
quality
to be flagged
In general the low- derstood, the suggestions placed
;
An analysis of the race shows ings erected.
were before the government
Including
that eight entries in the Grand Prix est average expenditures
event dropped out with broken those of southern or mill cities, even federal control both of railwhile
car
were
found roads and mines as a step to be
the highest
"I believe that New Mexico leg- which will convene December 1. valves while in the touring
islators are so Interested In the de- The next state legislature does not races the next day, three cars ex- the western cities that have grown considered In the final emergency.
abanesand
trouble
of
New
valve
Mexico
and
Other suggestions were said to
convene
rapidly.'
velopment
until early in January and perienced
Seven of the
have been that the strike be left
I'rr
pecially In the success of the pro- it is reared that if the enabling doned the contest.
Capita Expenditure.
exIn general, the per capita
to wear Itself out, the government
posed reclamation of the middle laws are not passed until that time remaining cars were equipped with
motors,-whicRio Grande valley that they will the McNary bill will have become a sleeve valve
experts penditure for building was found maintaining a policy of protecting
attend a special session of the state law and others of the 22 Btates declare allowed them to run with to be Increasing, even after full interstate commerce meanwhile;
legislature at their own expense to which are possessed of proper en- far less trouble than the racing allowance had been made for the that labor representatives ' be
enact an enabling law which will abling laws will have secured all cars and only 16 per cent slower, changing cost of building and the charged in court proceedings with
comply with the requirements ot of the reclamation projects provid- although they weighed twice a growth of the cities. The report an extended conference with Mr.
the McNaryi reclamation bill," de- ed for by the first fund created by much, were limited to in their gas- explained this as due to tho rising commerce; and., finally that railoline carrying capacity and packed standard of housing In America. road managements be required to
clared Senator D, K. Sellers, of the McNary bill.
Bernalillo county, who has recently
regular touring equipment.
Save Btnte Money.
During tho hist quarter of a cen- yield on the seniority rule, while
taken the question up with a large
Greatly enthusedoover the prostury a new type of dwelling house the railroad labor board be innumber of the state legislators.
has come into existence in this duced to modify some of the conpects of the reclamation of. the BIELASKI EXPECTS TO
C.
IVfechem
M.
stated
Governor
middle valley, Senator Sellers took
it was stated, much finer clusions against which the shop
QUIT MEXICO TONIGHT country
here Thursday that he believed a the, matter of the expense of the
than nny that ha,d heretofore been crafts have struck.
session up with a number
To date every White House proavailable
special session of the legislature
for any except wealthy
special
was necessary In order to pass re- of state representatives and came
(By The AmnrlateA Prest.)
nouncement has been of a nature
persons.
A.
23.
Bruce
Mexico
Boon to
laws
clamation
City, July
enabling
that the great
labor
It was hardwood floors, steam supporting the railroad
enough to allow New Mexico to majority of the representatives Blelaskl. formerly attached to the
heat, modern plumbing, electric board, and the actions of Chairtake advantage of the McNary bill, would be veryglad to attend the investigation , tmreau ot the de- lighting, Improved windows, and a man Hooper. Opinion that any
'which probably will be the first session, paying' their railway mile- partment of justice at Washington completely
basement. modification of this attitude wps
finished
bill to be passed by the congress age and not charging their regular and who recently figured In a sen- These Improvements are now be- Intended, lacked official support
formhas
sational
case,
.
kidnaping
i
per diem rate,1
.,
ing incorporated even in houses tonight.
"The Bernalillo county represent ally notified the Mexican' authori- occupied by people of the modost
tatlves In .the legislature will be ties that he expects to leave Mex- Incomes. Similar changes are taktomorrow night If the supreme
glad to serve at the special session ico
ing place in business, Industrial.
without remuneration, and I be- court acts on a minor matter of arlU. public structunes, these imbrought him to provements
lieve every, representative of every business which
largely accounting for
no Inticounty will feel the same way about Mexico. Thus hefarorthere is Blelaskl
theHsfng expenditures.
Mrs.
'
FORECAST.
it and be glad to serve the state mation that
An
, The first object that I
Interesting feature of the re
Denver, Colo., July 23. New In this way and at the same time will be detained. The Cuernavaca port is a chart showing changes In
had in mind at the time
Mexico: Monday and Tuesday, fair save the expense to the state of court, however, is still conducting the
cost of building since 1840.
except local thunder showere north the special session,". Senator Sel- an investigation Into his recent This shows .that the Increase In of acquiring the Morning
portion. Cooler east of mountains. lers stated to Journal rpresnta-ttve- s kidnaping.
the cost of building during the Journal has been accomArizona: .Monday and Tuesday,
last night.
Civil war was relatively about the
PEACII BRANDY SEIZED.
Journal Wires Members.
plished to my satisfaction.
generally fair, not much change In
same
as it was during and followRaton. N. M.. July 23. The
Feeling that the matter was one
temperature. J.
Effective from today my
of Ellle Denton at ing the world war. After the civil
of such importance that no time chicken farmThird
streets. North war building costs foil irregularly
connection with .the pubshould 'be lost In determining Ponil and
IOCAli REPORT,
officers for about 15 years.
whether a special session could be Raton, wastenraiden and the
for the twenty-fou- r
i, Conditions
lication ceases. My future
The 60 cities studied included
of
secured
peach
quarts
'
lioura ended ,at t p m. yesterday, held without expense to the state,
of all the popuwa put under ar- about
attentions will be devoted
the Morning Journal Immediately brandy. Ellis have
recorded by the university:
to answer to a lation of the ountry. The estirest and will
.
sent
94
all
to
the
to carrying out the profollowing
telegram
Highest temperature
would
mated
of
liquor
Intoxicating
having
shortage
charge
apparently
68 members of dthe New Mexico legisLowest , ,
' In his possesion.was It was not require about $1,250,000 building
gram of development of
.
j 81" lature:
Range .
selling the operations to make It up, he recharged that Ellis
the
The Journal Is asking every
resources of the dis78
Mean
his
it
in
he
sold..
had
About
of
these
but
700,000
'that
port
brandy,
member of the senate and
46
,.
Humidity at t a. m
tricts
was giving operations would be new buildings,
and
Illegally
possession
adjacent to the
house this question:
Would
27
Humidity at 6 p.
It away to his friends.
He was the remaining ones would call for
Santa
Fe
and Northwest0 , you be willing to serve
.
the
hated before United States Com- additions, alteratibns, etc.
Precipitation
Of
state without per diem charge
80
ern railroad.
Wild velocity
missioner' Haner and released
theso 300,000 wpitld be residences,
or
If
Mechem
Governor
.
mileage
Direction of wind.". .
be- - and a
J500 bond for appearance
SIDNEY M. WEIL.
majority of , the rest would
-rnv.
r
f ,i
.icouuiiusa va
(JUaractec of (lay. ,'urlly cluudy
Two.;
jjo garaguii,

(B, The Aaaorlnled Press.)
Chicago", July 23. Hope of a
settlement ot the railway strike
again centered tonight In the United States railroad labor board following the return of Ben Hooper,
its chairman, from a conference
with President Harding.
. While Mr. Hooper was meeting
U.s government officials in Washington, B. M. Jewell and other
strike leaders were in conference
with James J. Davis, secretary of
labor, at Mooseheart, 111.
and
I At the' end of the meeting
before departing for Washington,
Mr. Davis expressed the belief that
the strike ould be settled at once
4t the roads would restore the
seniority rights of the strikers and
the labor board would take up the
"other questions in disputyv
In commenting on the attitude of
the roads and the strike leaders
Mr. Hooper' asserted that his Investigation had convinced him that
"no serious obstacle is to be found tariff.
to peace" except restoration of
seniority rights to the strikers.
Further Progress Seen.
Further progress was seen in tho SEEF-ILICT- EI
statement issued last night by Mr.
Jewell, however. In which he said:
"There are three principal Issues
now preventing a possible settlement of 4 the railway controversy
which art found in the refusal of
the railway executives:
"1 To discontinue contracting
'
FATAL
out of work.
"2 To establish a national board

GERMAN
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(By The AiwnelHtM) I'rrm.)

(By The Annotated Press.)

Washington,
July - 23. Enactment of the wool duties proposed
in the pending tariff bill would
result in a burden upon the
people at least as large as that
imposed by schedule K, of the
h
law, Senator Walsh,
democrat, Massachusetts, declared
in
a
formal statement. Sentoday
ator Walsfi, who is'ln charge of
the democratic fight In the senate against the wool duties contended that the 33 cents apound
duty on raw wool alone would
increase the nation's clothing bill
annually.
by $200,000,000
Senator Walsh said he would
not argue that the woolen industry did not need protection but
said this price should be moderate and that the cost to the public should be taken into Consideration.
In a statement issued today
through the committee for a nonpartisan scientific tariff, Senator
Townsend, republican, Michigan,
announced his support for the
Frellnghuysen amendment to the
pending bill proposing a "scientific" tariff to be based upon
findings of the tariff commission. Senator Townsend was quoted as saying that such, a tariff
making system would be" of great
benefit to the country, which, he
contended, "suffered beyond calculation every time there Is a
general change in administration,"
with a resultant
of the
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LIQUIDATE DEBT

Proposed Rates Will Impose American War Advances, It
-Is Now Realized, Were
ja Burden Upon the Peo- Loans, Not Mere Gifts,
pie as Large as That in
and Must Be Paid.
Famous Schedule1 K.

Payne-Aldrlc-

Hooper Says He Is Convinced That This Is the
Only Serious Obstacle to
Bringing About Peace,

Harding Picks Millionaire's Home
' to Use as Summer White House
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Hooper

.
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AGAIN

'
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Dally by Carrier or Mull, 85c a Month
Single Coplo fio

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, July 24, 1922.
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In the steel industry it Is esti
mated that ingot production has
been reduced by about 5 per cent,
.which puts tho industry on something like a 70 per cent of capacity basis.
A decline In car loading also
reveals the effects of the walkout.
A part of the general slackness
of activity might be explained on
the basis of midsummer season;
Washington publisher.
It is quite clear, however, that the
is situated Just a few miles from
strikes are becoming serious facthe real White House. The Hard-lng- s tors
.
in business affairs.
will spend most of the sumThe markets for agricultural
mer there, according to raports..
products continue to be quiet affairs Influenced by the day to
day changes in the weather re
ports, with the price of wheat below one dollar a bushel at priHA
mary points.
Renewed ease In money mean
while has been keeping the secur
ity markets firm, bond prices, reL
flecting the greater supply of
Idle funds with a rather vigorous
advance. Four par cent has now
been established as the ruling rate
AUTOS
on the best grades of commercial
paper.
With the revival having as yet
made no appreciable new demands
Great Changes Have Taken on the banks,
however, and with
the strikes restricting business
Place
Throughout the and
Great Britain shipping gold
Country Since the Turks' in this direction, most observers
do not consider any tightening In
. Grip Was Pried Loose.
the money market to be imminent.

s PERITY

PLENTIFUL

(Bf The Aiiuclnted Proa.)
Jerusalem, July 23. No one who
knew the Holy Land In the days of
tho Turkish regime can fall to note
the great changes that have taken
place throughout the oounlry since
the close of the war.
The Turkish army stripped Pales
tine of Its animals to such a degree
that when the American Red Cross
arrived in June of 1918 there were
a slnKlo
many villagas without
ploughing animal, and neither
sheep or goats were seen on the
hillsides. Today it Is not uncommon for an automobile to come to
a standstill on the principal streets
of Jerusalem to allow a flock of
hundreds of sheep and goats to
.pass by, and out in the country the
Grey hillsides are covered with
thousands of these animals.
Italy
gets a largo amount of her glove
material from the kids of Palestine,
AVhereas much still remains to be
done, a great improvement already
has been made in the character of
the work animals. Th,e army left
behind It tens of thbusands of
horses, mules and donkeys, but even
better than this the natives seem
to have learned valuable lessons In
the care and feeding of stock, so
that today the horses of the public
carriages in Jerusalem are far
sleeker and finer than ever they
were before the war.
Farm produce of all kinds brings
a much better price than lormerty;
hence the villagers are prosperous
and Indulge In luxuries undreamed
ot in pre-waays. rne mnrnon
of Jerusalem were never before
supplied with such a wealth and
variety o delectable articles, and
venders of lemonade and Ice oream
do a thriving business. In the dry
goods, clothing and shoe stores the
most fastidious can find French
and English, and to a lesser degree
American goods, for which they
days.
did not even look In pre-wIt Is interesting to note the
Former
the
in
villagers.
changes
Iv they nearly all walked to Jeru
salem, even from a distance that
took them four and five hours.
Now public automobiles run out in-- o
the country for 10 miles and have
lnreelv monopolized transportation,
The charge for a ride is 50 cents,
formerly the price of a day's worn.
The roads are now almost deserted
by pedestrians, but American mo
Tne reeu
tor cars pass frequently.
pen and ink horn ot the educated
villager has been scrapped by tjie
g
toun
modern American
tain pen.
Wages for skilled and unsKiuea
i..Kr,f hnvn risen several hunnrea
per cent ana good mechanics now
demand five dollars a day; The
hours of labor used to be from
sunrise to sunset, but by tno or
ganization of labor unions they now
day.
have in Jaffa an eight-hothroughout
Lack of organization
Is
the country
the only thing tnat
retards the change In other places.
The quality of workmanship has
not kept pace witn tne rise in
prices, and whereas In carpentry
there are found some excellent mechanics, most of the trades are
carried on by very mediocre artisans,
A prominent Syrian Christian recently exptessed the view that the
Zionist movement was a good thing
for the Syrians, as it would prove
a spur to greater effort and Improvement.
ar

ar

AMirlnlrd I'rrM.)

Paris, July 23. A conference
between David Lloyd George, tho
British prime minister, and Raymond Polncare, the French premier, to discuss the questlott of a
moratorium for Germany has been
arranged for the first part of August.
It Is the realization In Frenolt
circles that the reparations question has reached a derisive crisis.
Tho fact that M. Polncare will
bo accompanied to London by Minister of Finance Do Lasteyrle, as
well as several technical experts,
from both the foreign affairs and
Is regarded
ministries
financial
here ns Indicating that the fate of.
the German moratorium is more
likely to be decided at London
than Paris.
The report of the guarantees
committee la not yet ready but M.
Mauclere, of the committee, showed M. Polncare a draft ofThe report last night. It was after reading it that he wired Premier Lloyd
George ho wou! 1 be ready to meet
him August 1. The report will be
.handed to the reparation commis
sion the middle or end of this
week, and the decision of the commission Is not expected before the
third or fourth of August, when, '
aecordlngito the present plans, M.
Polncare will bo In London.
France's YlcwfloWt.s
It was learned today that th
French viewpoint now is that before a long term moratorium is
granted to Germany supplementary reforms and additional guarantees should be demanded.
The effect of reforms and guarantees added tq tho results expected, from new financial control
to be installed In Germany by the
guarantees commission, the French
hold, would insure the floating and
p4o4n,f of a German foreign loar.
Such a loan, providing important
resources for the restoration of
the devastated regions, would then
permit of the granting to Germany
of a prolonged cash moratorium.
Other angles of the reparations
question are to be discussed in
London. The French are reported
to favor, first, cancellation of Interallied war debts without subordinating cancellation to a similar
decision by the United States:
second, an agreement
by which
reparations payments should be
assigned especially to restoring
the devastated regions and third,
assurance
that German foreign
loans, the proceeds of which are
destined for reparations, shall be
Issued with the briefest possible
delay.

ASSERTS RAIL STRIKE
THREATENS BUSINESS
'

(H; The Aaanclntrd Prut.)
New York, July 23. The pres
ent "transportation emergency
will throttle the new business revival In the cradle if the railroad
strike continues much longer, said
David Williams, secretary of the
central strike committee, tonight.
He based his statement on figures
submitted by the Labor Bureau,
Inc., showing, he asserted, that the
following measures are almost inevitable In dealing with tho crisis:
Emergency
pooling of rolling
stock under federal control.
Resurrection of priorities control over shipments as exercised
during the war.
Shutting down of
Industries and throttling of the
business revival.

RUNAWAY BOY FOUND.
St. Paul, July 23. NickZrunlch,
13, who said he ran away from

his home at Murray, Utah, on May
26 last, to join a circus, was found
today by a policeman.

"BILL" WHITE WON'T APPEAR
OH PLATFORM WITH GOVERNOR

AT NORMAL SCHOOL EXERCISES
"Henry and M" Day Plans Are Disrupted
When Emporia Editor Balks; Offending
Placard Is Removed, Temporarily, At
Least, From Window of Emporia Gazette.

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PREPS 1
Emporia, Kans., July 23 (by the sign In his window and published
Associated Press.) William Allen an editorial In his paper, saying
White, editor of the Emporia Ga- that the governor's interpretation
zette, who for several days, has of the law Interfered with free
been displaying a placard in the speech and courting arrest for
window of the Gazette office, today posting the placard. The fact that
kept his sign concealed from the Mr. White has been an ardent
public. The yellow poster an- supporter of the Industrial court
nouncing "We are for the striking law and that he and Governor
railroad men 52 per cent" was re- Allen have been friends
has
moved late yesterday following the caused much publicity to be givissuing of a warrant charging Mr. en the controversy.
Mr. White said he 'would not
White with violating the industrial
court law. The editor immediate- again post tho placard In his
ly made bond for his appearance window. "I will have it framed
when the case Is called in tho Oc- and keep it as a souvenir," hit
tober term of the district court.
said,
In a statement given out wlien
the warrant was issued, Mr. White
declared he was removing the of- STANDARD FORM OF
fending sign, not In, "acknowledgDRESS FOR TURKISH
ment of the right of the state to
suppress free utterance, published
W0MENJ3EING URGED
In ajdecent and orderly manner,"
because
but
he believed a protest(By The Auorlnted (rea.)
ing citizen should "obey the order
Constantinople, July 2J. Somo
or law whllo the case Is pending.." optimistic and determined
Turks
"Henry and me," scheduled to are attempting to persuade
the
take place tomorrow when Mr. women of the land to adopt a
White and Governor Henry J. Al- standard form ot dress. Optimislen are on the program to address tic, because Turkish women seem
the Kansas state normal school, no more inclined to wear a uniform
will be a day for "Henry only,'' than would their sisters of London.
the editor declared tonight, In Paris and New York, and deterbecause the committee do
stating that he will not appear on mined
la mode Is thinking of calling upon
the platform. ...
.
"No, I will not bem the plat- the police for help In carry out its
form with the .governor
plans,
tomorSOX
"Where are the women who
RED
AND
YANKEES
row," he said. "I do not want to
would consent to have Imposed
embarrass
I
not
had
Henry,
DEAL
PLAYERS'
them an antique and strange
, CLOSE'
agreed to speak at normal and this upon
idea of "Henry and me" day prob- costume found today only In muAnenclstMl
The
Is one of the questions
seums?"
(By
etf.)
was hatched to make a newshurled at the reformers. "Where1'
New York, July 23. The New ably
paper
story."
clubs
Vnrir and Boston American
Is the woman who would recomThe yeHow placard started a mend
closed' a deal today by which the
a costume to another T
between Mr. White Can a such
Yankees acquired Third Baseman controversy
Turkish woman of old world
and Governor Allen, life long Stamboul
dress like a modern
Joe Dugan and Right Fielder
Smith from the Red Sox in friends, both publicly and pri- hanoum of aristocratio PeraT Na- - j
over
of
Elmer
the
Outfielder
vately,
interpretation
tlonnJlst fanataclsm Is an excellent
exchange for
Miller John Mitchell, Substitute the industrial court act. At the thing, but only 'within limits'."
The committee, in answer to
Shortstop Wilson Fewster, lnfield-e- r outset of the railroad strike, Govand a Ditcher to be selected ernor Allen Issued an order de- these and sundry other attacks, has
exclaring that posting signs,
later.
announced darkly t Is working on
The deal was closed by Presi- pressing sympathy for the strikers, a scheme to put over Its project,
dents Jacob Ruppert and Harry was In violation of the
the application of which will be
Krastee ot the New York and M50B- provisions of the law. Placed In the hands of the muntcu
wsfiit &cd tua
iXta Siktyc
El-m-

sr

J.
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AUTHORITIES PUT MINE MURDER SUSPECTS IN IRONS

LOWLY CH1NESL

r

4fcU

r,

i

llf

A special prand Jury will be
called to investigate the attack
on the mine of the Richmond
Mining Company, near Clifton-Till- e,
W. Va., which resulted In
the murder of Sheriff H. H. Duval
by the attacking strike sympathizers. Three of the attackers
also were killed. State police
already have arrested nearly a
core of suspects in connection
with the battle. These are being
pat In Irons and held tinder
heavy guard. Some are said to

i
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Koswell, N. M.,' July 23.
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THEFT OF VALUABLE
ANNOUNCED

(By The Associated

Pre.)

j

Berlin, July 23. A theft of valuable paintings
which occurred
four years ago has been announced
by the Franl:furt police issuing a
proclamation to the effect that "a
collection of pictures were stolen
from a railway
carriage of the
second: guards division en route
from Brussels to Germany November 8, 1918. Included were a portrait of the Spanish Infante by
Valesquez, two works of Rubens, a
Van Dyck and other old masters.
A rewar.V'ot 1,000.000 marks is offered for their recovery."
No explanation is given as to
why the pictures were on the way
from Brussels to Germany or to
whom they belonged.
Two thousand marble statues cf
the most delicate workmanship
decorate the . Milan cathedral
spires.

self-starte-

:

Na-tion-
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Glass-Lumb-
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(BT THE ASSOCIATED
acw iwr, duty .). XToapects burgh toPRESS.)
take four straight from
t.
of an
Louis world's series orl Philadelphia and show Its first imin several weeks, while
a repetition of the
provement
York
classio of lost year loom promi- Cincinnati and Chicago, aided by
nently as the neck and neck strug- consistent hitting and some steadv
majority of fhelr
gles between the Mound City and twirling, won' the
Gotham teams In both major games against eastern rivals.
their
Recovering
batting form In
leagues continue.
The Giants lost the lead to the Philadelphia, the Browns lengthCardinals Saturday for the first ened slightly their lead over the
time since the early days of the Yankees, who were able to obtain
season, but went back into first only an even break against Detroit.
place again today by defeating Cin- after dropping three out of four to
cinnati, while St. Louis lost its first Chicago. Herman Pillette. Tobb's
of five games to Boston. A margin young pitching ace, got credit for
of only three percentage points both Tiger victories.
Cleveland, after early season dls
separates the rivals.
has made the' race a
The Browns lost ground today by appointments,
b
affair as a result of a
losing to Detroit, while New York
which lasted for
streak
Boston and as a result winning
defeated
hold an advantage of only a game twelve games before being stopped
and a, half. In back of these clubs py wasnington Saturday. The In
are Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland. diana, lost again today to Chicago,
bunched within two and a half but apparently have hit their real
games of each other, and within stride and will bear watching.
has three pitchers Covel-eskistriking distance of the top, All SpeakerMorton
and TJhle perform
figure as contenders.
St. Louis has never won a pen- ing brilliantly.
Boston
climbed
from last place
nant in the history of either major
by holding the White Sox to an
league but this year with the even
break, while the Athletics lost
strongest contenders It has ever
to St. Louis and
had in either circuit the chance of three outtoof four
the cellar.
dropped
breaking the long spell of reverses
week's record In each league
appears unusually bright. The best of The
games played, won and lost, to
that the American league team has
ever finished was second In 1902, gether with runs, hits and errors,
while the Nationals have never including games of Saturday, is as
landed better than third place, this follows:
American Lcnsrno.
being done 1876, the first year of
P. W. L. R. H. E
the National league's existence, and St. Louis .'
5
1 29 60
4
again In 1914, 1917 and 1921.
7
4 84 75
3
The Cardinals, drawing up to Now York
7
4
3 38 75 13
Chicago
practically even terms with the Detroit
8
3 84 61
6
.
Giants last week. In what amounts
5
Cleveland
if ....6 1 41 267 157
b
to a
race, in the older circuit, owe their winning drive to Washington . ..6 1 ,B 12 83
43 12
Philadelphia ...66 3
tremendous hitting power, evident Boston
3 26 60 11
especially in the pinches. Seven of
National
League.
the last eight games St. Louis, has
P. W. L. R. H. B
played were decided by a margin New York
3
7
4 28 63
of one run.
.'7
1 39 71 11
6
The Giants, handicapped by the St. Louis
3 38 68
7
4
absence of Heinle Groh due to In- Chicago
7
4
3 34 83 11
juries, and erratlo pitching, drop- Cincinnati
3
3 35 64
6
ped two out of five games in Cin- Brooklyn
5
1
6
28 59
cinnati, after their setback in St. Pittsburgh
23 67
6
1
' '
Philadelphia ....7
Louis.
7 1
6 34 81 10
Good pitching
enabled Pitts- - Boston
all-S-

all-Ne- w

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN (K ULAR
REFRACTION
107 6. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

L U 11 B E It
GLASS
CEMENT

-

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

Hemstitching
Best work guaranteed.
Prioea moderate.,,
Machines sold and rent,
ed or easy payments.
Liberal allowance for old
machines.
Needles for all makes of
machines.

vingand .reduces the
cost of doing business.
What effect does this
have on prices? Even
casual glance will
the new
tell you.

National
things at
Garment CompanyWest Central.

war-affect-

I

O.

orr

yesterday. This
keeps the stocks mo-

LOOMING STROiiG AT THIS TIME

er

IIALDRIDOK LCMHER CO. I
IM South first Wr t.
Phone 408.J

every wee, sometimes
New
twice a week.
things arrive by express. New styles can
displayed at f he National Garment Company sven before they
are shown in the Los
Angeles or El Paso
A woman in
the' store today will
find things she did not

......

BETWEEN ST. LOUIS TEAMS ARE

Dr. 3.

director general of the
Lee highway and R. H. Coffee and
R. II. Cato of Vernon, Tex., arrived
here last night, having completed
a survey of S94 miles of proposed
Lee highway yesterday. The Lee
which
extends from
highway,
Washington, D. C, to Los Angeles
has been designated up to Lawton,
Okln., and from Clovls to El Paso
through Roswell and on to the

PAINTINGS

t

PROSPECTS OF WORLD'S SERIES

M. Johnson,

of an
automobile engine is
r;
effected by a
HiCHUNDPHARMAQ
fresh stock is
PHONE 30
the self starter of a
business; fThe
.Windshield

Garment Company, through its'
with the largest retail buying syndicate ii Ihe country,
obtains fresh stock

.

attackers carried their
wounded to a nearby farmhouse
for first aid. Pennsylvania state
police are guarding the border on
the lookout for fugitives.

394 MILES

A

Impossible to
duplicate.

Aus-trla-

.
(Continued From jpage One.)
The
dishes.
drying
Stop
. calls a special session of the
United States government says
it is a waste of time. It shows
legislature to enact a new rethe housewife how t arrange
clamation" law. Please answer
saves
at once at our expense.. Signed
y ...
a rlnser and drainer that
dishleaves
and
ihe
this work,
Sidney M. Weil.'" ,
turn-ov- er
es in better condition.
There are 73 members in both
It shows her how to make a houses of the state. legislature, the
senate being composed of 24 memtireless cooker if she can't buy
bers aifd the house of 49. A maone. Its use will cut the fuel
save
much
and
two
in
bill
jority in both houses is a quorum
entitled to transact business.
Jahor.
"Interest throughout' the valley
Did you ever think of putIn the proposed reclamation projting a hinge on one end of the
ect
under the provision of the
ironing board and attaching it
bill Is intense," Senator Selto the wall, with a collapsible
lers
Thus
on
other?
it'
stated last night after having
the
leg
folds out of the way and
spent the past few days in various
Is always ready for use.
parts of t'e state. "Practically the
last shred of opposition has passed
These are but a few of the
away and the jand owners and all
hints on household efficiency
other residents of New Mexico are
Uncle Sam gives in a booklet
distributed free through our nj)w anxious to secure the reclamation and to put the state into such
Bureau.
Information
Every
a position that the project can be
housewife should have it and
put up to the reclamation service
every husband should .help
her put its suggestions Into as a concrete proposition with all
preliminary work as required by
effect. Fill out the coupon below and enclose two cents in Lthe McNary bill complete."
rne Middle Kio- - Grande valley
for - return postage.
stamps
Reclamation association was termWrite your name and address
ed Several weeks ago and now has
clearly.
a large membership. The purpose
of the association"' is to complete
the preliminary work required by
FREDERIC J. RASKIN,
the McNary bill. Much of the work
Director.
is now complete, but, after an exThe Albuquerque Journal Inhaustive research into the state
formation Bureau, Washinglaws, leading attorneys, including be
ton, D. C.
I enclose herewith two cents Governor Mechem, came to the con
clusion that there were no stats
in stamps for return postage
laws which, would give the asso
on a free copy of the Home
ciation proper legal 'status to com
Conveniences Booklet.
plete its work as required, i It is
to enact such a law that the special
Name
session is being. considered.
Street
Reclamation of the middle valley
as proposed in the project to be put
City '
before the reclamation service upon Lstores. 1
the passage of the McNary bill will
State
include the erection cf two storage
dams, one in the upper" Rio Orande
and the other in the Chama river.
CONSIDERABLE GAIN
These two reservoirs will prevent
flood dangers and by lowering see
SHOWN BY MAYFIELD the
the peak flood waters will lower
the water table and drain much of
(Br The Anoclnted Frent.)
the swamp land. The project willn
23.
Earle also Bolve the river bank
Dallas, Tex., July
protec-tiqB. JMayfleld
showed a consider
problems; provide ample water
able lead over his opponents for for irrigation in dry weather and
tf e democratic nomination for remove the silt problem which 1
United States senator at 7:30 threatens the efficiency of the Eleo'clock tonight, when about half phant Butte dam.
of the total vote of 2E0 counties
had been counted by officials of RAILROAD TRAINS IN
a
the Texas election bureau.
JAMMED
RUMANIA-ARThe vote showed. Mayfleld, 84,- .
See
107: Ferguson, 63,008; Culberson,
64,338;
Thomas, 47,898; Ousley,
Galatz, 'Rumania, July 23 Some
th'e
22.412.
33,861; Henry,
railroad trains in Rumania are so
In the governor's race, Govern Jammed with the roving populace
or Fat m. JNerr naa I70,(i4&; that the conductors are powerfess
Rogers, 103,471; Warner, 80,234; to collect fares.
Heneethe im03
King, 8,487.
pression Is conveyed that one may
travel for nothing, which serves
More plays are being created by only to bring larger numbers to. the
Americans than all the rest of the already overcrowded
coaches.
world.
Like most other
L
Mc-Na-

the

COMPLETE SURVEY

one-ha-

quality

SPECIAL SESSION

'

oe snrrenng from wounds received in the battle. The coroner's inquest is now on.
Testimony of witnesses conflict! on the number of dead. One
of the surviving defenders testified he saw six dead. Reports
had it that but four were killed.
Testimony also brought out that

h,

It's toasted. This
one extra nrocess
rare and
gives

A

The

h ! rim

fj

coast.
The trip yesterday was to In- -'
BAVKRRS TO MOVTORMY
from
New York, July 23. Twenty spect a route through Texas Padu-caAmerican bankers left tonight for Vernon to Crowoll through
Matador. Floydada, Plalnvlew,
(Montreal where financial and comMuleshoe. The fact
mercial arrangements
between Clayton and
394 miles from Vernon to
Canada and the United States will that the was
Roswell
negotiated in thirteen
Jbe discussed with the
Canadian
and
hours running time
bankers this week.
or at the rate of thirty miles an
hour Indicates the condition of
the road. Roswell people bellevo
that of the five transcontinental
routes passing through the city the
Lee highway will, when completed,
be the most important. It 1b
planned that the Lee highway will
be to the south what the Lincoln
highway is to the north.

Cigarette

(

Nine men suspected of complicity In the Cliftontflli mine attack chained F?
together and under armed guard being taken to JalL Lower right, r. '
Mierm u. u. Duval, killed while resisting the attack on the mine by
strike sympathizers.
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(Br The Asinclate

Hong Kong. July 23. The low-J- y
Chinese
perhaps
the most abject of all the world's
of the
is
learning
Just
toilers,
power he is able to wield through
the medium of organisation,' and
like ft great flood the movement
to form various trade guilds is
weeping the country.
It was hardly more than a
year ago that China witnessed
Its first important strike. Since
then the larger cities have experienced walkouts in almost all
"classes of work, with the result
that business is demoralized,
transportation is so uncertain that
merchants refuse to ship, and in
many cities the public health is
menaced through strikes of street
emand waterworks
sweepers
ployes.
Canin
time
At the present
ton the carpenters, painters, school
teachers, butchers, street sweepers
anil city employes are on strike,
while the seamen and launchmen,
who but recently ireturned to
work, are on the Verge of an
other walkout. The city of Macao
is in the thick of a general strike
xcVilpli fa nlmnnt n fftntA nf nlpfTA.
The casualties to date have been
40 killed and nearly 200 injured.
"The situation in this city Is similar to that in Canton, , although
Jiers even the beggars
and
thieves have formed unions which
are
for
using
political purthey
poses. The sanitary condition in
Foochow, the purely Chinese section of Hong Kong, is said to be
deplorable, as the street sweepers, garbage collectors and water
carriers are out to a man.
The seamen's strike hers has
had a tremendous effect alj over
"mad., on it iias
ther laborers confidence in given
their
new guilds and stimulated their
desire for better living conditions.
The seamen have been so successful In forcing tfcelr demands
iiicii. tiicjr nuw IU1K ui going into
the shipping business for
themselves. The men are being asked
to subscribe five dollars each, and
judging from the eagerness with
which they are responding the
backers of the project expect soon
to, have a steamer running between here and Canton.

fftTf

A

Medium of Organization.

delightful

"'1

countries, Rumania has not enough
passenger coaches to take care of
the throngs of people who want 0
travel. The Germans and
confiscated most of the rolling stock.

'
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Wage Earner Is Just Learn-Able
He
Is
Power
ing the

wage-earne-
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BELIEVES LAWMAKERS
WILL FOOT BILLS OF

HOUSEKEEPERS! SAVE
TIME AND STRENGTH
THESE HOT DAYS.

GUILDS

TRADE

v

.

FORM

WORKERS
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Singer Sewing
Machine Co.
Now
,

At

117 Gold Avenue

Phone

435-J- r

1

five-clu-
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two-clu-
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Motorists are supported in their choice of
June was the biggest month in all the ?
of
Firestone's
Firestone
twenty-tw- o
history.
equipment by America's greatest
years
g
experts, including taxicab operaMore than 700,000 tiresCord, Fabric and
tors and motor transport companies through- -'
Truck were shipped from the factories at
out the country.' They have investigated the
Akron to meet the tremendous demand for
v
high quality materials, workmanship and
Firestone products.
g
t
and
special processes of double
g
Firestone
into
cure
inthat
Tires,1
This is convincing proof of the rapidly
go
creasing public recognition of the high stand- - and have accurate records to prove the exv.
ard of quality, value and service established
traordinary mileage they give,
owner's
Firestone.
ofiers
car
Share
Firestone
the
reflects
in
the
It
by
advantages
eager acceptance of Firestone's pledge of
you. Buy from the reliable dealer in your
Most Miles per Dollar.
neighborhood who sells Firestone quality. V
tire-buyin-

-

,

gum-dippin-

.

air-ba-

.

Most Miles per Dollar

TWO MEN HELD FOR
KILLING TAXI MAN
AT RATON IN 1921
(Special Correspondent io 'lti JoDrn.il.)
Raton, N. M., July 23. "Slim'

BINDERS-THRESHI- NG

OUTFITS

Griffin and John Barker, who were
arresiea some time ago in connae
tion witn ins BwicK murder, ara
agaln under arrest, awaiting prelim
inary examination. Sheriff
believes he has sufficient evidence to hold the men for the
grano Jury.
s ffte murder was an unusually
brutal affair. The body of Charles
Swlck, a taxi driver, was found one
night beside his car, badly mangled
and the marks of a violent conflict
were found In the car, where he
had been murdered. Immediate in
vestigation took place and "Slim'
Griffin and his Dartner. John Rnr.
ker, were found beside a camp fire
near Hebron, Their presence
in
that vicinity was investigated and
it was found that not sufficient evidence was available to hold the
men.,
Not long ago "Slim" was arrested
on Information provided hy a room-rfi- g
house woman In LasA'egas, who
aeciarea sne naa heard the two
men talking of the murder. She
also stated that "Slim," while in
an Intoxicated condition, had dl
vulged Information concerning the
murder.
"Slim" is now confined
in the county Jail awaiting his pre
llminary hearing, while his partner,
wno was arrested in Amarillo
Texas, is in the city jail. Neither
man seems willing to talk, accord'
lng to Sheriff Hixenbaugh. Barker,
however, told the sheriff thai
"Slim" was a liar, and that the fact
that they had been picked up in
connection with the murder had
given Griffin an idea that he was
a bad man. Griffin, according to
hit partner, loved to talk in a blood
It was this that
thirsty way-an- a
had gotten fnem In bad. Hlxen-baug-

the best at any price
dependable, honestly built and honestly sold. Also
genuine repair parts
McCormick and Deering

RAABE and MAUGER

First and Copper.

"If It's HardwareWe Have It."

Phone 305

Nothing Over $2.98
a single pair of shoes priced more than $2.98. This
your last chance. Get your supply of shoes now. Do not wait for
'higher prices. ...When again will you buy shoes at such prices?
Absolutely not
is

Only 6 Days Left
Saturday, July 29th, is Positively Our Last Day Here

'

s

GUM-DIPPE- D

CORD S

CORD
30 x 3
30 s 3

32x4
32x4
33x5
30x3
30 x

iS

30x3
30xJ

Regular Size.. .$13.75
Extra Size

17.50

s

32.40
41.90
52.15

FABRIC
Oldfield "699".. $7.99
Oldfield "999".. 8.99

l

8.95

10.63

(Plut Tax)

Journal Want Ads Bring Results,

MANUFACTURERS SALE SHOE STORE
301 NORTH FIRST

fh

WINDOW SHADES1
Rollers and Shade
Let as give you an

ntectl

r?n

Cloth.

stlniate.

'

ANDERSON BROS.
' Phone

870-- J

.
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HON. SEFERIKO CR0LL0TT DIES

AGEPJTS

II

AFTER SHORT ILLNESS; HE WAS
PROMINENT IA STATE POLITICS

CLOSED

SATURDAY NIGHT
at Us

Held

Conference

Vegas; San Miguel Boys'
Pig Club Proves Worth of
Balanced Stock Feed.

t

'

-v
,
The advantage gained by balanced rations to livestock was forcibly demonstrated at the summer
conference of county agents which
was held at Los Vegas last week,
according to County Agent Leej
u Reynolds, who returned from the
conference last night.
"A demonstration was given by
San Miguel county pos' Pig club
which exhibited two pigs, each of
the same age and one, weighing
more than S!0 pounds more than
the other, due to balanced rations."
The smaller pig had been fed on
corn and the other on a balanced
ration of corn, 'bran and tankage.
The difference had been made in
the two pigs during 60 days of balanced feeding.
The meeting was one of the most
Important held by the county agents
for several summers and, aside
from a number of practical demonstrations being made, several addresses were on the program. The
conference was attended by President H. S. Kent and many other
officials of State College, which has
supervision over the county agent
work.
0
An entertainment was given at
the Las Vegas Y. M. C. A. for the
visiting agents on Saturday night.
The party was given by the Boys'
HOX. SEFERINO CROIiLOTr
Pig clnb and was featured by large
which
slices of iced watermelon
confined to his home ln the welfare and betterment of
After
being
was served ln a pig trough.
at 1201 South Fourth street, for the his people. He served in the New
legislature, was district atpast two months, suffering from Mexico and
served as Justice at Old
chest and stomach troubles, Hon- torney
for several
Albuquerque
orable Seferlno Crollott, one of He belonged to the Fraternalyears.
Aid
the well known residents of the union of which ho has been presicounty of Bernalillo, died at 10:30 dent for 10 years. He was recogo'clock yesterday
morning, j He nized as one of the best public
was 65 year years of age.
INTO
speakers of the county and state,
Mr.
was born ln true and loyal to his friends,
Crollott
a
Santa Fa and educated ln St. M- good citizen and neighbor and
ichael's college. In his youth he loved by all whb knew him for his
was a teacher In the common sterling character. The county of
schools of the capital city and also Bernalillo and the state of New
was a clerk in the Indian office Mexico in tho death of Mr. Crolunder
W. F. M. Amy. lott have lost, one of Its best
Aim
At the age of 30, he moved into citizens, a pioneer of the county
:laled Press.)
(By Tha
23
Ind
Bernalillo
Julycounty, establishing his of Bernalillo who was always for
Indianapolis,
(by
the Associated Press). President residence at Bernalillo, which was the best interests of tho city of AHarding was urged to appoint im- then a part of this county, where lbuquerque and the state.
he practiced law in the lower
mediately a
The funeral will be held tomortribunal to Inquire into the courts and engaged in farming.
row morning at G:30 from the famcoal situation ln a telegrarn sent
Mr. Crollott married Miss Cris-tln- a ily residence to the Sacred Heart
him tonight by A. M. Ogle! presiPerea, of Corralcs, from which
where requiem mass will
dent of th'e National Coal associa- union they have the following church,
be held.
Burial will be in tha
announced
The
the sons and daughters who survive family
tion.
president
lot
at the cemetery, of
consideration of such a committee him: Fred Crollott, undertaker Santa Barbara.
last week.
Bernalillo county clerk, Jose-fit- a,
and
Short funeral orations will be
Such a tribunal, If appointed ImCarlota, Luis, Tercsita and delivered before lowering the casmediately, could develop within a Juanita, all of whom reside with ket to Its last
resting place by his
comparatively short time such their parents; and Henry, a mar- two
friends, Congressman
facts regarding the coal industry, ried son. The wife and children Nestor g
and former GovMontoya
as "would of the deceased were at thed bednays the telegram,
O. A. Larrazolo.
strengthen your hand in carrying side of the husband and father ernor
The active pallbearers will he
out your program to start the when the end came
peacefully af- former Governor O. A. Larrazolo,
mines ln accordance
with your ter
the
receiving
communion
holy
Felix
Jesus Romero, Manuel
proclamation to the governors, of and rites of the Catholic church Pino, Baca,
B. Ruppe and Nestor Monthe several states involved."
Of which he was a member.
toya. Honorary pallbearers will
Mr. Ogle, in the telegram, also
During- - hla life Mr. Crollott was be A. A. edillo, Prank A. Hubbell,
suggested the appointment
a
active
man
very
in
all
public Max Chavez, Rafael Garcia and
miner and one operator as techni- matters and took'
special Interest Max Gutierrez.
cal advisers, but neither to have
a vote or voice in the deliberations
of the tribunal.
finished business of the senate to
the exclusion of all other busiUNION COUNTY BOYS
ness until disposed of, and thereafter no senator may speak more
AND
GIRLS "FINISH
than one hour in nil on the bill
EIGHTH GRADE EXAMS
the amendments and the motions
affecting the some. No dilatory
motion, or dilatory amendment ir
Sprlnl CoiwponrfHice i TL .l.mfnnl.)
amendment not germane shall be
Clayton, N. M., July 23 One
in order.
hundred and twenty-seve- n
eighth
.T. HASKLV.
By
FREDERIC
have
Union
of
county
It Is apparent that this Is not
grade pupils
D.
Washington,
received their eighth grade certifi- Something must be c., July 23
much of a gag rule, for by the
done about the time
cate.
it can be carried into effect
United States senate.
It Is not the senate
as a whole must bo
The highest average In the counA
functioning
properly.
great
many
ty was 95, made by Arthur Jones, people have insisted ,that this is ready for action. Indeed, some
93
was
of
The
that un
average
Hayden.
the case for a very long time, but parliamentarians declare to
made
less the senate is ready
by Esther George and now senators are
adopt
critics
becoming
Miriam Lamb, both of Centcrville, of themselves and their own insti- the previous question rule It is
The average of 92 was made by tution.
wasting its time in considering
and means of limiting deGladys Goats, Kenton, Okla; MarAs a
the sen- ways
bate. Debate in Btich a body will
garet Larkin, Ouy, 64. The aver- ate Is entitled to anfactory
effioienrv
rat.
age of 91 was made by Earl Jack-ar- !Jg that would shock production ex- - be unlimited, or it will be subto the will of the
Charley Bradley, pens.
Hayden:
Ford, who says that ject absolutely
or of tho presiding
Centcrville: Viola Wyler, Cuates: the rate ienry
of production is tho most malority,
who
represents the majoriMary Fowkes, Sedan; and Rachel important factor in industrv. Mild
However, It will be interestMpier, Des Moines.
have taken the senate ty. to
see what Senator Watson
ing
The average of 90 was made by apart and put It
together again as
Alma T,urner, Hayden:
Madge an entirely different kind Of ma- evolves by way of a now rule.
and other
Senator Watson
Rasmussen, Sofia; Tommle Ed- chine had he been elected a memmonson and Carlota Sanchez, both ber when he sought the toga that leaders who feel the responsibilfor
the
of Clayton city school; May Paint- Mr. Newberry now wears. That
ity
party's legislative
Des provided he could have found js,a program believe that the trouble
er, Clayton; Katie Mertaln,
of what the
Moines, and Genevieve Qulnn of way to introduce Ford methods and is a combination
chairDes Moines city school.
innovations into an establishment
president and the national
man
that seems to have been organized
hays' criticized. -- That' is
to say, they attribute the proto prevent Just mat sort of
thing. crastination of congress to the
Waste motion is the problem
the
minorities,
by
efficiency
experts
tackle first when power wielded
Don't Spoil Your Child's
they undertake to speed un a man whether political or special interest in, character.
Hair by Washing It ufacturing plant. Waste words
or waste wind seems to be the
It Is to be expected that the
trouble
with J.he senate. senators and
of
principal
When you, wash your child's At any rate, senatorial leaders who the opposition representatives
will do all
hair be careful what you use. are addressing themselves to the that they can toparty
obstruct
legisla
Most soaps and prepared Bham-po- question of how to dispose of the tion in which
they do not believe,
contain too much alkali, legislative program before the elec- but at the present
time there
which is very .Injurious,
as It tion are agreed that the first thing is a farm bloc minority, an anti- dries the scalp and makes the to be done is to find some way of bonus
anti-shi- p
suban
minority,
hair brittle.
limiting debate and forcing action sidy minority, a reclamation minThe best thing to use Is
wumn a reasonable period of time ority and minorities on varionS
cocoanut oil shampoo, for on
measures such as tariff schedules that are not necthis Is pure and entirely grease-les- tariffImportant
and the bonus. Hence tho
political ln their line-uIt's very cheap and beats amending of the senate rules is now essarily
These groups or blocs in many into
else
all
pieces.
anything
under consideration.
stances Include both republicans
Two or three teaspoonfuls of
Would Avoid Boomerang.
and democrats who
Btand toMulsifled in a cup or glass with
the problem is how gether for
Accordingly
or against - certain
a little warm water is all that Is to frame a new rule that will accom
moisten
the norlty instead of the majority. legislativethatproposals with a sol
required.
Simply
legislaJeopardizes
hair with water, and rub It ln. ioo
rar, mat will command tho nec idarity
tion
parties which has long
It makes an abundance of rich, ewary
votes, to put it through, and been by
of
the
order
accepted
things
cleanses
thorough
creamy lather,
that will not prove to be a boom' In the congress of the United
The ang if the time
ly and rinses out easily.
should come when States.
,
hair dries quickly and evenly, control df the senate is reversed
Each group has a program of
and Is soft, fresh looking, bright and the republicans are in the miown.Its
have
axes
to
All
arid
their
to
handle.
easy
fluffy, wavy
instead of in the majority, grind. Each has Its views which
Besides, It loosens and taftes out nority
This calls lor political genius and must
be presented to a patient,
every particle of xdust, dirt and .wisdom
a high order. It also
dandruff. Ytou can get .Mulsifled calls for ofcaution
country
through
tho
and
despite
endless
at any drug store, and a few emergency it is unlikely that imspeeches. None is strong
ounces will last everyone In' the mediate
to
in
Itself
the
dominate
enough
Senaction will be
senate, but any one of them can
family for months. Bp sure your ator James K. Watson taken.
of
Indiana,
conduct a successful filibuster al
druggist grtves you Mutsuiea.
whO'ls looked upon in some quar most
indefinitely and a combinters as the successor of the late" ation
of two or more of them can
Senator Penrose as tho real repub
rentier
the republican majority
lican leader, has the Job in hand.
helpless. It was such
indicated virtually
President
The most ueonomlcal, cleanslnp and
Harding
a combination that thwarted the
clearly ,what he thought of the sitgermicidal of all antiseptics' is
uation in the congress, as a whole, plan to bring the tariff debate
and in the senate in particular, to an end, by cloture.
.
Power of Small Groups, '
when, he denounced legislation by
"Today half a dozen men can
blocs.) Secretary of War Weeks
and he, too, was formerly a sena prevent the senate of tho United
Slates from functioning, and that
tor spoke, right out in meeting and fs
A soluble Antiseptic Powder said the fundamental trouble Is the
being done," said Senator Wat'
in discussing the
son,
low standard of statesmanship re
to be dissolved in
situation.
"Twenty years ago sensulting from the direct primary.
Water as Needed.
Chairman Adams of the republican ators coming to. Washington to
As a medicinal
antiseptic for national committee, fixes the .re- legislate studied and debated pub
douches in treating catarrh, Inflam- sponsibility on the democratic mi- lic questions. After a senator had
or
.
mation
of nose, nority.
ulceration
presented his arguments in full
Under this rule 16 senators and' had done his utmost 'to make
throaty - Lnd that caused by feminine
ills It as no equal ..For ten years may sign a motion at any time o his viewpoint prevail ho was contho Lydla E. Plnkham Medicine Co. bring; to an ,end the debate on tent to elt down and let the mahas recommended Paxtiha In their any pending; legislation and the jority rule.
.
"Disjointed discussion and Irre
prlvats correspondence with wom- seriate must vote on this motion
en, which? proves Its superiority within one hour after it meets on levant talk more and more are
Women who have been' cured say It the' following calendar day but featuring tho proceedings of con- -'
1s "worth Its weight In gold."
At one.
of a quorum gress and under tho existing rules
jt
druggists, 60o. large box, or by mail. vole in tho affirmative then tho there Is no way to prevent this,
The Paxton, Toilet Co,, Boston, Maes, pending measurt becomes the;un. The uenate ' isn:t functioning be

cause ve have here minority rule
and we shall continue to be governed by a minority until the senare
ate
rules of procedure
changed. I am now formulating
and intend soon to Introduce a
proposal to change the rules so
thnt tho senate can function, enabling a majority opinion to prevail on any subject within a reasonably limited time."
Cloture, which is the power of
tho presiding officer or the majority to shut off debate when
legitimate argument has been exhausted and the debate is being
for mere obstruction,
.prolonged
TW
a possible weapon of gag-labut experience has indicated that
without
it parliamentary Institutions are likely to break down.
In the house the "previous question" has been the means of silfor
encing the
many years, but because of its
snutllt'r size the senate had not
considered such a rule necessary
until the closing hours of tho
h
congress, which terminated March 4, 1917. The filibustering tactics of the senators
whom Presidont Wilson termed
the "little group of wilful men"
had prevented the passage of the
armed ship bill prior to adjournment, whereupon in the special
session which was called at once
the senate passed a cloture rule on
March 8, 1917.
wwa-jamme-

Sixty-fourt-
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the sdpport of a throe-stor- y
building, should future occasion justify
SUIER-1LITfurther additions. Tho present arrangement of the
Harvey house will undergo conCO. WILL1
siderable changes and rcuuidelinir.
The eating counter will bo extended, the lobby made much larger,
the dining room enlaw.l alui a
number of Individual tallies added;
the main entrance will be changed,
t he toilet room enlarged and modernized, and whole structure
out with the samo design, as
Concern
Erecting
it row shows, and when completIs
Given ed the entire building will present
Building Here
one structure as though built at
to the
Addition
'Contract for
same time.
There will be five sample rooms,
Harvey House.
a new and larger office, and l.irmj
news stand rooms and sales deGallup, N. M., July 23. The
partment.
contracSumner Sollitt company,
0
The addition will require
tors with offices in Chicago and
of new furniture, and the or131
der has already been placed.
Paso, have been given the
has
Tho contracting company
to construct tho Gallup Harcontract for tho new First Naaddition
the
house
This
addition.
vey
rooms with a tional bank building for
will havo forty-fou- r
bath for every room. One of the
features will bo a sun parlor on
second floor. This parlor will be
Lightning has struck tho Kiffc!
suitable for club meetings, social tower in Paris several times, but
or
visitors
there were not aware of
gatherings, private parties,
any
meeting where people want pri- it at tho time.
vacy. As an evidence of what the
Consumption of ico cren in the
Harvey house people think of the
future of Gallup, the foundation United States is increasing much
of tills addition will be put ln for faster than the population.
T

BUILD

GALLUF

HOTEL

ca-ri-

Bank

$20,-00-

eon-tra-

ct

dians have one of the fastest nun-teu- r
AMBULANCE TRIP
teams In this part of tip?
TIME
MADE IN QUICK
state. Abeyta for the Indian.-struck out 17 batters and allowed

AIR

)

but one base on balls. Chavez for
struck out six and
allowed six bases on balls. Tho
Indians will meet any team wishing a game on the cominr; two
Sundays, on their homo grounds.
It. II. V..
Score:

(Hy Tim Aw. elated PrrM.)

the Nationals

San FramWo, July 23. An
trip believed to be a record was made from Crlssy Field
here to a point in Solano county
find return lato yesterday.
The
distance, 120 miles, was covered
in Ir minutes, by an air ambu-l- a

Nationals ...102 010 0004 r :!
104 000 Six 9 11
Indians
Batteries: Abeyta and Jojol;. ;
back was Chavez and Zamora.

nee.

X

Tho patient brought
Sergeant Fred V. Kolterman, 9!.-,-t
aero- squadron, who had fallen
while on an aerial trip from
Mather Field near Sacramento.
His spine was injured.
Captain A. W. Smith, known
as "The Flying Doctor" at Crissy
Field, drove the nir ambulance
and other medical officers said
that Kolterman now had a fair
oluneo to live which would not
have been his had he been subjected to tho Jolts and. delays of
any other means of transportation
to a hospital.

DEATHS

LOPES Miss Angn Lopes died
last night at her apartments, Bio
South Second, after a short illness.
She Is survived by one brother.,
The body was taken to Crollott
funeral parlors, pending funeral

ISLETA INDIANS TOO
MUCH FOR NATIONALS
The Isleta Indians defeated the
Nationals yesterday
Albuquerque
afternoon nt Isleta by tho score of
9 to 4.
Tho Nationals say the In

ANDFUNERAL$

ALLISON The funeral of Tt. H.
Allison who died Friday night, will
bo held this morning at 9 o'clock,
from Crollott funeral chapel. Burial will be at Santn Barbara.

arrangements.

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

k
r

OPERATOR URGES

PROBE

THE

mm
fact-findi-

hwest cost mileage ever known

life-lon-

of-o-

WASTED WORDS
LOWER SENATE

"EFFICIENCY"
,

Effective July 20th, Goodrich establishes a revised price list

that is a base line of tire value.
.f

-

Iti gives the motorist the buying advantage of knowing that
whatever size tire he selects is of the same quality the
Goodrich one' quality standard.

It gives him the longest mileage, the most satisfactory service
and the highest quality his money can buy Results will prove
that it is impossible to buy tire mileage at lower cost.

ri

Think of being able to buy

law-maki-

--

d,

r

'i

,

,

,

Mul-slfl-

s.

-

g

Special

To

Women

.ft.

-

two-tnir-

at such prices as these:
SIZE

30x3f CL
31x3.85

CL

SIZE

$13.50

34x4 S.B.
32x4jS.B.
33x4fS.B.

15.95
15.95

30x3S.B.

22.95
26.45

32x3jS.B.
31x4 S.B.

32x4 VS.B,
33x4 S.B.

BASE LINE PRICE

29.15

J

30.05

i

BASE LINE PRICE

'

$30.85

37.70
38.55
39.50

34x4? S.B.
35x4? S. B.
33x5s S.B.
35x5 S.B.

40.70

ri

46.95

5
if

49.30

No extra charge for excise tax. This tax is paid by Goodrich

eNc'w base line prices

are also

Goodrich Fabric

'

SIZE

"

Vre5

BASE LINE PRICE

SIZE

BASE LINE PRICE

32x4 S.B. Safety
33x4 S.B. Safety
34x4 S.B. Safety

$21.20

30x3-"-

55"

$9.65

30x32-(5-

5,,

10.65

32x3S.B. Safety

effective on

16.30

2235

I:

22.85

No extra charge for excise lax. Thu tax is paid by Goodrich

This revised price list affords the motorist
as definite a guide to tire prices as Goodrich
Tires are the definite standard of tire quality.
THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

P.
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Tap
SCORE

YANKEES

7

WORLD'S CHAMP
SCULLER
SMILES,
THOUGH EXHAUSTED

teats

-- ---

Red Sox,

to

11

.

4--

(B.T'Tha AsHiclatrd 4'rcu.)
New York, July 23. New York

"

Ituel, c

Russell, p .
Piercy, p . .
xMenosky .

Fullerton, p
xxliarr . . . .
Total
tolnth.

7 10 24 10

37

5

Batted for T'iercy in seventh.
in
Batted
for Fullerton
New York.
A 13. It. H. PO. A. E.

Witt, rf
T'ipp, lb
Meusel. ft

....

Ruth, rf

Schang, c

Ward,

2b

2

0

1

2
3

15

1

(I

II

1

3

0

0

2
2
3
3

R

3

4
S
4
2
4
.r,

Seott, ss
McNally, 3b
Bush, p
y.Sklnnor . .
Jones, p . . .

.

.

.

5
4
2

(I

1

'4
1

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0

1

8 .1
7 27
Totals
Walter Hoover.
By innings:
.001 200 0014
New York . . .
This photo of Walter Hoover was Cincinnati . .
.100 000 0001
e
taken as the Duluth, Minn., roan
bits Ryan,
Summary:
climbed from hi3 shell after win- Bums, Harper, Young,
Kelly.
Double
hit Young.
ning the world's sculling champion- Three-bas- e
to
Rawlings to
ship at the Henley regatta. Worn plav Bancroft
out by the strain, he still was abla Kelly. Base on balls Off Luque,
to smile when be stepped ashore, J 1; Ryan, 1. Struck out By Luque,
4; by Ryan, 4.
Two-bas-

3
37 11 15 27 16
Totals
r,
Battpd for Bush in sixth.
By Innings:
7
013 002 001
Boston
11
110 027 OOx
New York
e
hits
Summary:
Burn, Ward, Ituel, Smith. Home
runs Pratt, Collins, Scott. Stolen
Sacrifice Meusel.
base Burns.
Double plays Seott to Ward to
Plpp; Pratt to Burns; Scott to
Plpp. Base on halls Off Fergu1.
son, i; Russell, 1: Fullerton,
Jones. 1. Struck out By Bush, 1:
by Plercy, 1; Jones, 3. Hits Off
Bush, 6 In 6; Jones, 4 In 3; FerguRussell, 2 in
son, 9 in 5
Fullerton, 1 in 2.
Plercy. 3 In
loosing
Winning pitcher Bush.
pitcher Ferguson.
Two-bas-

off Danforth, 4 In 2. Hit by pitch
er By
Khmke
(McManus).
Struck out By Dauss, 3; by Dan1.
forth, 1; by Bayne,

Washington. 11; Philadelphia. 2.
Washington, July 23. Washington collected sixteen hits off a trio
of Philadelphia pitchers and won
easily, 11 to 2. Two double plays
by the local team brought their
season total to 104.
Score:
R. H. E.
2 11
3
Philadelphia 000 000 200
Washington 140 005 01x 11 IB 0
Batteries: Sullivan, Naylor, Eck- ert and Perkins, Bruggy; Francis
Detroit, 11; St. Lows, 8.
Pieinich.
Detroit, July 23. The St. Louis and
Browns played ragged baseball toChicago, IB: Cleveland. 0.
day and the seven errors commitClfiVPlnnil. .7lltf
m flnvrtlnn.l
ted by members of the team largefor
Detroit's
returnedhome
today after a victo
ly were responsiblo
Owen3 rious road trip to lose to Chicago,
11 to 6 victory. Umpires
and Connolly missed their train at 10 to 6. Leverett outpltchcd a reto lay of Cleveland pitchers all the
Buffalo and it was necessary
us Bierhalter and Howley, train-er- a way. An outstanding toature was
rethe hitting of Jamieson
of the Browns and Tigers,
and
Wnmbsganss.
spectively, as arbiters. Score:
Score:
n tt v
St. Louis.
302 020 10210 16 v0
AB. n. IT. PO. A. E. Chicago
,
1 Cleveland
fi
1
6 11
..002 000 004
C.erber, ss . . . . 5 0 i
fi
2
2
1
0
2
Batteries:
Leverett nnrt SfhnivTobin. rf
Uhle, Lindsey, Edwards, Bagby
Sisltr, lb
and O'Neill.
McManus, 2b
3:

1

-

.Tacobson,

of

.

Williams, If
Severeid, c
Collins, c
Brotikie, 3b
Davis, p
Pruett, p
Wright, p
Danforth, p
Bayne, p

..

...

1

BY NORMA

t

40

6 14 24

14

2
0
1

(i

.1

1

1

B

3

2

K

1

5
4
4

1

1

3

n

x

;

1

1

1

o

0

1

0
0

1

n

1

fl

0

1

o

n
0

0
3
6
0
0
0
2
0
0

..... .39

11

11

27 18

Totals
x Batted

7

R. If. PO. A. K.

4
2
2

....
....

for

9
3

1

0

0

o
0

0
2
ft

1
1

2

'.

Danforth

2

in
,

Batted for Jones In fourth.
Batted for Ehmke in fourth.

By Innings:
St.. Louis

s.

TheTive

4

A B.

r.z

1

0

Detroit.

fclghth.

0'

1

Blue, lb
.Jones. 3 b
Oagnon. 3b ...
Cobb, cf
Veach, If
Heilmann, rf . .
Cutshaw, 2b ...
Rlgney. ss . . . .
Woodal, o.
Oldham, p
Ehmke, p
Pause, p
zHaney
zzClark

.m

2
2

.1

Totals

.

0
0

1
0
0
. . . 0

xShorten

'

1.

320 000 100
000 115 00x

Detroit
summary:

Two-has-

e

11

hits

Tobin. Sacrifice
Heilmann,
Kigney, Heilmann. Double
plays Cutshaw to Rlgney; Mc
Manus to Gcrber to Sisler. Left on
base Detroit, 11; St. Louis, 11
Struck out By Davis. 1: hv Ehm
ke, 2. by Pausn, 2. Base on balls
Off I.hmke, 1;
Davis. 2; off
I'ruett, v; off Wright, 1; off Daiiss,
1.
Hits Off Oldham, 3 in
" off Davis, r, in 3
oft Dausn,
7 in 5; off Khmke. 4 in S
nff Pruett. 1 in 1
oft Wright,
none m none; off Biiync, 1 in 1
k

.f

.

3;

Football fans

E. BROWN.

Will get a brief flight
own little realm
by

In their
reading the

lonowing:
Audrey Devine. the irnlversitv of
Towa star who- gave the gridiron
sport lovers volumes of thrills to
read in the last fliroe years has re
ceived one of the most coveted
honors in the Big Ton conference.
Annually the Big Ten awards to
One student in each unlvnrilv nf
conference a medal for
tie
me nest nniete and scholar Inbring
that
Institution.
President Walter A.
Jessup and the faculty of Iowa
picked Devine recently without
hesitation.
In the three years that Devine
won his football letter ho ranked
as one of the greatest backfield
men In the college sport if not the
greatest. Walter Camp and western scribes placed him on their
and
elevens.
He was captain of the team last
Ills
best.
season,
Devine's activities were not con
fined to football. He won his
basketball letter three years and
his track letter the sime number,
lie starred as a pole vaulter on the
track team.
Devine's work as an athlete
seems all the more brilliant when
It Is brought to attention that he
earned excellent, standings in his
studies while starring in sports.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION- Kansas City, 6: Iouisville, S.
St. Paul,
Toledo,
Columbus,
Minneapolis,
Milwaukee,
Indianapolis,

THE BEST INVESTMENT
0"J EARTH

Boston, 4; St. louis, 1.
St. Louis, July 23. The Cardinals lost the league lead today by
Boston's 4 to 1 victory, while New
York was defeating Cincinnati.
Closing their home stand In, which
they won 17 and lost 6 games, the
Cardinals departed tonight for New
e
series with
fTork for a
'
the Giants. Score;
Boston.
A 13. R. If. PO, A.E.
4
1
0
5
3
2
Powell, cf
five-gam-

0
0
0
0

212

0
0
0
1
0
fi

1
1

2
6
2

2
2

0
0

1

0

2

0

4 12 27 13
34
St. IvOlllB.

0

If

3

1

1

0

Cruise, rf
Nicholson, rf...
Boeckel, 3b
Holke, lb
Ford, ss
Kopf, 2b
Gibson, c
Marquard, p
Watson, p

3
1
4

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
o

1
0

1

Nixon,

....

Totals

4
4

i
3
3

1

AB.

Flack, rf
Mann, of
Smith, cf
Hornsby,-

-

2b

Schultz, rf
Gainer, lb
Founder, 3b
Earfoot, 3b
Toporcer, 3b
Stock, 3b
Clemons, c
Lavan, ss
Haines, p
Sherdel, p
xMueller

'..
...

1

R.H.TO.

0

0
0
2
0
0 ' 2
0 10
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
5
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

3
1

2

...

i

'

3
2

0
1

0

0

A.K.

0
3

2

. . . 1
0
. . .
i

0
1

"

4

4
3
2

.

1

0'

6"
0
1
0
1
0
0
4
1
1
1

sl

0

30 1. 7 27 15 3
Totals
Batted for Barfoot in 9th.
Score by innings:
101 010 0014
Boston
00
ui
St. Louis
e
hits Lavan,
Summary.
Three-bas- e
hits
Gibson.
Sacrftlces Nteon, Kopf,
Flack.
Double
Gibson.
plays M.rjuard,
Ford and Hoik (2); Hornsoy,
Base on nans
vi. n and Gainer.
Off Marquard, 2. Struck out By
Haines, 3; Sherdell, 1; Barfoot, a.
Marquard, 3. Hits Off Haines, 10
in 6; Sherdell, none In 2; Barfoot,
5 In 7; Watson,
2 In 1; Marquard,
2 In 2.
Winning pitcher Marquard. Losing pitcher Haines.
x

Two-bas-

i--a-

AND WIN BATTLE

FRO! UN E

BOYS

Ratliff Pitches Good Ball;
Crozier, Imported By Gibson, Forced From Mound
11 to 7.
The Grays yesterday afternoon
defeated Gibson in the second game
of the series by a score of 11 to 7.
The game was marked by hard hitting, hut Katliff, for the Grays, had
the better of Crozier and Holman,
who opposed him, in dealing out
hits. He was steady in the pinches
end had good control. Katliff land
ed out two good hits, one oi wnicn
figured in the scoring.
Crozier, who had been imported
by Gibson from the International
league, for tne express purpose oi
beating the Grays, was hit naru.
His control was not as good as it
might have been and in the sev
enth inning, after A. Chavez had
hit safely, Chief Ervin find walkeu
and Mose Chave had been hit o'
a pitched ball, Crozier retired, and
was succeeded by Holman. Hol
man failed to stop the tide, and the
next batter up, Manuel Chavez,
landed out a pretty hit that scored
Jlose Chavez and Ervin. The Gras
got another on a weird play tnai
caused a lot of argument until the
hit
rules were produced. Ratliffscorto center and Manual Chavez
ed on the play. Ortia, who preerviously had reached first on anfirst
ror by Forsyth, was caught off
after the catch, and the contention
was for a time that the score snouiu
not be allowed. The rules showing
run,
that the play was not a forced
the score was allowed to count.
two
Teller made
spectacuiai
batches In left field. Kach team
was credited with two hits through
short that was of the scratch, va
riety.
The game almost became an argument in the fmirth inning when
one of Katliffs slants landed neattrousers.
ly on the seat of Forsyth's
to
Forsyth claimed he had tried
o
avoid being hit, and took first.
Cameron would not allow the
tho
as though
play, and it lookedcalled
off. The
game would be
more basesee
to
crowd, anxious
be
ball, called loudly that Forsyth
allowed to keep' bis base, which
concession gave
was done. TV
Gibson at least two runs, as
afterwards scored, as did tnc
man who followed him. Cameron
stated that too many batters make
no effort to get out of the way oi
the ball, in fact, they attempt to

Chicago, 4; Brooklyn, 1.
Chicago, Jury 23. Chicago won
the series from Brooklyn today by
taking the final game. 4 to 1.
R. II. E.
Score:
Brooklvn ....100 000 0001 6 0 genhwas
a game full of spectacular
Chicago , ... 010 030 OOx 4 9 0
the big
plays and excitement, and
Batteries: Shriver, Mamaux,
crowd enjoyea u.
Aldrldge and O'Farrell.
Score:
Gibson.
ab. n TI. PO. A.E-Clark, if
Comtskey. ?.b .
McOeever, 2b. .
"Forsyth, ss . . .
Augel, lb
Silva, If
Dempsey, cf .
Wilson, o ......
Crozier, p
Holman, p
New York, 4: Cincinnati, 1.
.36 7 10 24 8 2
Totals
1.
Chicago, 4; Brooklyn,
Albuquerque.
Boston, 4; St. Louis, 1.
AB. R. H. PO.
No othef scheduled.
3
Teller, If
1
Parcntl, cf
AMERICAN LEAGCE.
14
.
A.
in..
New York, 11; Boston, 7.
1
.
Washington, 11; Philadelphia, 2. Salnzar, 3brf . . . .
0
Krvin,
4
Chicago, 10; Clevelarid. .
M.' Chavez, c. . .
Detroit, 11; St. Louis, C.
1
Man'l Chavez, 2b
Ortiz, ss
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Des Moines, 4; Oklahoma City, Ratliff, P
l
37 11 14 27 15; 3
Totals
St. Joseph, 14-Omaha, 15-...
innings:
,'
By
Sioux City,
Wichita,
7
lion oijj
CIViKnn
Denver,
,1
Tulsa,
20? 003

YESTER

earth

than the earth itself.
standpoint, Albuquerque real estate is safe,' sound and
certain of substantial returns.

(

Invest in Albuquerque real estate. Deal
with a "Realtor" he's qualified ethically to handleyour business or he would
not be permitted to usehe title.

Albuquerque

Real Estate Board

MM SUITS

Tln'

fte I Uub

St

.........48

Better'

your

oil.'

'

extra-heav-

MOTOR OIL

30x3 v2 Tiro Prices-at

......

Goodyear, at

Diamond, at

ss

.

uo

LO

mapwiM

Use Uniyersa I Electric Home
Needs and Keep Cool
GRILLS

URHS

1.

PERCOLATORS

IRONS

TOASTERS

STOVES

r

....

.......

A

"Z
Summary: unree u
gel. Home. runs wnson,

COAST LEAGUE.
San Francisco.
Oakland,
Sacramento,
Seattle,
Los Angeles,
Vernon,
Salt Lake,
Portland,
5;

rrr c.n.
v.'- -v. .1.
Bases on Da- i-"
.
Holman, 1. Hit ny pucm
i. mmtn
liff 8; by Crozier,
i
k
man.
tiv
n

1.

4;

i..

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Little Rock, 12; Chattanooga,
Mobile, 0;.New Orleans, 3.
No other games scheduled.

ratlff T

$.

LOS LUNAS WINS A
GAME FROM YANKEES

Ilits-- Oft

'

,

.
9-

,

---

;:
-

uui- -

..
tin
crozier, 10

H

innings on nuuu".
3
1
innings.
Losing Pitcher. Crozier.
hits McOeever, Ratliff.
Wild pitch Ratliff. Stolen bases
Sllva, Dempsey.
3

ni'"s

DURANES DEFEATS
Los Lunas Giants took a game
ALAMEDA, 15 TO 5
at Los Lunas from the Albuquerque
Yankees yesterday by a score of 7
yesPuranes defeated Alameda
to 4. L. Costlilp of Los Lunas
by a score of 15
afternoon
terday
clouted out two home runs during to 5 in a game played nt the Puthe game. The Los Lunas boys are ranes field. Puranes will play the
getting ready for a battle with the Bnrelns, N. M. Giants next Sunday.
Old Town Stars later In the seaTho feature of yesterday's game
son.
was the heavy hitting of the PuBatteries in yesterday's
game;
R. Anaya, Puranes
Los Lunas Sanchez and Gallegos; ranes team,
twlrler, getting a home run andr.
Yankees Madrid and Montoyo.
Joe Garcia' clouting out ft
three-bagge-

REALTORS

If
if

'

DAYS

6;

From an investor's

d

111

.1.2-:!-

on

extant mathematical

The-'Tirs- t

,

y;

3.

h no better investment

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
(
Open date.

document known was written 1 y
not least, in Tarry-town- 's
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Aahmes of Egypt who lived about
viewpoint towards Its leadBeMan
World's Richest
1700 B. C.
Washington afj Philadelphia.
ing citizen, is the tradition of the
dimes, the day of das for the boys
comes More Lenient To- and
John
P.
Buds from an apple trus which
girls. Spasmodically,
Bathing shoes whoso soles pro- produced seedless appbs will lis
gives
pieces
ward Photographers But Rockefeller
away to children. How did It start? tect tha newcomer from pebble's or used In an effort to propagate a
Refuses to Be Interviewed
Three stories are current;
new variety.
Number 1 Three boys, many shells, have been invented by a
years ago, walked up tho hill, New Yorker
(By Tbe Associate Frm.)
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
Tarrytown, N. T., July 23 (by climbed the stone wall, went tjp to
i
the Associated Press). Is John D. the porch and sawfo Mr. Rockefeller.
a dime apiece
fisked him
"Rockefeller, passing the Indian They
and got it. Since then, it is said,
summer of "his life on his vast es- the oil magnate has held his yearly
at
last
in
the
Pocantlco
tate
hills,
party.
Clean-Clesr-arletting down the barriers he has
Number 2 A boy was standing
id
photogra- downtown when the Rockefeller
always raised against
machine drove up. A package
phers and reporters?
This is a question which has dropped out. The boy picked it up
been interesting the nowspapor and handed It to Mr, Rockefeller
Heavier-bodieThe boy got a dime,
profession ever since the world's personally.
IB I
II I
richest man.' on a recent Sunday, and John P. Rockefeller got an Inpermitted camera men to snap him spiration which he has followed
to their heart's content after, fliey ever since.
had consented to follow him into
Number 3 A lad was lost. He
The clean, clear, golden
church for service.
wandered onto the Rockefeller
the
bears
color of Texaco Motor Oil
Mr. Rockefeller, who
links. The oil king caw
mystery
of being one of tho most him. He took him into the house,
reputation
proves its purity
men in America, may gave him a dime and sent him
camera-sh- y
be becoming more lenient In his home.
And the
party
engine performattitude toward photographers, but sprang from that.
shows that
ance
as yet he has given no. indication
motor
Whatever the cause, "Plmc
of taking roportcia into Ills confi- day" has beepme to the youth of
needs these heavier-bodie- d
'
dence.
a day apart, ranking
Tarrytown
Mr. with Christmas and the Fourth of
An effort to Interview
Rockefeller on the recent occasion July.
Four gride
fight, medium,
l
of his eighty-fourt- h
birthday anheavy and
niversary made, as usual, through
a third party representing the John m'cbaW
1
household brought tho response,
as
no
As
reporters
"Impossible."
vet have succeeded in storming the
well guarded gates of the Rockefeller home, the modern Croesus
.
goes uninterviewed.
Very Much of nn Kniffnia. Even to. his fellow townsmen the
TMft TEXAS COMPANY,
little man. slight of frame, who
appears in midsummer In leather
waistcoat, overcoat and muffler, is
Run It with
Save ifwith,
verv much of an enigma.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
points out to each
Tarrytown
Texaco Gasoline - Texaco Motor Oil
Rockeof
P.
John
W. Ij
visitor the homo
Pet.
53 33
.616
feller, urges tho visitor to go up New York
and see where Rockefeller Hyes, St. Louis
.613
.57 36
48 (42
.533
talks constantly about Rockefeller Chicago
but rarely sees him Itself.
44
.522
Cincinnati
get
do
seldom
43 44
Tarrytowners
.494
Very
inside tho gates which guard the. Pittsburgh..
44
46
.489
Brooklyn
.369
big home back in the hills. Once Philadelphia .......31 53
in awhile they see John V. come Boston
30 56
.349
machine
his
in
and
sit
dnwntow
while a chauffeur goes into a bank
:
or a store but Tarrytown almost
never talks to Its richest citizen.
exIs
Tie comes nnd goes there
citement while he is downtown, and
"
discussion afterwards. And that Is
all of Tarrytown's claim on Its
Kelly-Springfield,
$12.35 ft
most famous citizen.
Kvrr since tho oil king celebirthday.
brated bis eighty-fourt- h
. . . ... ... . . . .
$10.95
Tarrytown has been seething over
the question of who is its .oldest
as
to
no
is
There
citizen.
question
$ 8.70
the most famous.
' AMERICAN LEAGCE.
An ancient who sits in front of
the big hardware store, lust around
W. Ij
Pet.
the corner from the station, con- St. Louis
38
.582
, . . .63
cedes first place to John P. The New York.
41
53
.564
ancient admits he is only 83.
48 43
.527
But an Italian has asserted his Chicago
48 45
.516
Is a Petroit
grandfather is 88 and tothere
46 46
.500
90. Still, Cleveland
farmer who lays claim
42
46
.477
even in the face of odjls, Tarrytown Washington
38 53
.418
stands loyally behind its promi- Boston
35
51
.407
to
the
announces
Philadelphia
nent citizen and
world that its oldest citizen today
A tree has been trained to form
is none other than the man who
Fifth and Central.
Phone 823
a Japanese boat, -- the trunk being
made oil famous.
mast and low branches the
Mr.
the
But tho town maintains that
Is still a youngster in hull.
Rockefeller
'
spirits.
Journal Want Ads bring result
"Any man who plays golf as fre

Urn-pir-

10-1- 6.

There

Tradition of tho Dimes.

Albuquerque Red Sox dropped a.
game to Mountain View yesterday
afternoon at Washington park by
a score of 18 to 10. Batteries:
View Ponaldson
Mountain
and
Coen; Red Sox Ryan and Madrid.

'

HIT

0
0

of'om."

ODAYS
GAMES

"

twenty-one-year-o- ld

Ferguson, p .

two

RED SOX DROP GAME
TO MOUNTAIN VIEW

nt

,

O'Rourke.vs

quently as he does," began one citizen; when he was interrupted with
a question as to whether John P.'g
private links were regular size.
"Certainly it is, but John T:
goes around it slowly," replied the
citizen, but another Tarrytowner
broke in with a denial. t
"It is net. It is only about four
course. And
holes of a normal
John P. takes three hours to make

last but

ylij The AMoclnti'd I'reii.i
Cincinnati. July 23. The Giants
won the odd game in the series of
five, by beating the Reds today, 4
his third
to 1.
Ryan, pitching
game of the serirs, was in form.
Kddin Roush came to terms with
the Cincinnati club today. He appeared on the field in uniform in
the fifth inning and was given a
tremendous ovation by the 13,000
funs. Score:
Now York,
v
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
4
4
8
0
0
0
ss
. . .
Bancroft,
Rawlins, 2b ... 4 0 1 4 3 0
4
0
Krisch 3 b
Gene Sarazen.
1
4
Meusel, If
1
Gene
Sarazen, new
Young, rf
11
Kelly, lb .
open golf champion of the
U. S., plans two trips to Europe
Stengel, cf
Snyder, c .
within the next year. The first one
Ryan, p . .
will he this fall. He'll-pla- y
over
His second trip
0 the British links.
4
7 27 13
35
Totals
will be next summer to compete in
Cincinnati.
All R. H. PO. A.E. the British open tourney and try
for the title Walter Hagen now
Burns, cf . . . 4
holds.
. 3
Paubert, 1b
Duncan, If . . 4
4
Harper, rf . . 4
Bohne, 2b .. . 4
.
IT.irgrave. c
HARD
GRAYS
Pinelli, 31 . . 33
.
C'aveticy, ss
.
.
Luque. p

won from Boston It lo 7, today.
Tim Yankees won by scoring seven
runs in the. nixth inning, when
bat.
twelve New Yorkers went tothree-base
Collins deprived Until of a
hit with a sensational
catch. Score:
Button.
A R. It. IT. PO. A. 15
1
. f.
rf
Smith,
Harris, if
Burns, 1b
4
2
Pratt. 2b
T)uean. Sb. . . .
4
Collins, ef

X
XX

RIS TOWNSMEN

Ryan Pitches the Third
Game of the Series and
Is in Fine Form; Braves
Defeat Cardinals,

De- -

York
-

Nnw

-

H

THE REDS,

Collins' Sensational Catch
Deprives FUith of a Thrce- Rannpr-

RARELY SEEN BY

E FflOM

ill

110

-

WN s

0

IN THE

RUN S

NEW GOLF CHAMP
TO VISIT ENGLAND ROCKEFELLER IS

Buffalo In Abyssinia
sre
unlike
quite
tremely ferocious,
those in this country.
ex

l.

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

.Wouldn't it b"e nice if you could get your Ijrekfas't in tlie morning withou'
heating up the entire house for, the whole day. "It' can be done. And ybu are
.wondering how,.
4
'
coffee-ia Universal Electric Percolator or Urn. It starts '
Percolate your
percolating immediately and .in about ' ten minutes your coffee ready to' '
'
serve. It is the best," too. '
.
,Toas"t your toast with' a Universal Electric Turnover Toast.:'. Tt toasts
two slices at a time and will turn it without touching it. 'All the'toastyou
'
"
"
V
'
can eat in five minutes.
..'
Do your frying of eggs, bacon or ho'fcak'es on the Table Stove or if you ' '"
haven't a Percolator or Toaster your coffee and toast can be made on the
'
"
v
'
stove Too.
7
'

,

i

-

A

"

:

'

'

,

,

j

'

--

1

,

'.

"

Universalize Your .Home
N

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

V

Phone 98

'

Juty 24, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL?

man s Daily M agazine Page
BECOMES
I am a
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
married woman 36 years old and
have three children.
Four years
dle d ,and left a
afeo my mother
younger Bister an orphan. My sister was 17 years old then and we
took her to live with us. She finished high school and then went to
commercial school. After that my
husband got her a position in the
office where ho works.
About a year ano sister met a
man six years older Mian herself
and In sjiite of all I said she Insisted on going places with him. Now
they are engaged." I have nothing
against the man, but I do not know
him. He has always been very reserved and when ha has been at our
house he has said so little that I
do not feel I can judge htm.
The thine I fpel so badly about
is because my sister is so young.
Now they are talking of marrying
this September. No matter what
I say to stop it, sister seems determined.
What would vou advise? Don't
vmi tViInV mv mister n inn vntinl
to marrv a man bo much older? .
MRS. H. T. D .
I think your sister is old
enough to make her own decision.
Naturally you feel deeply, concerned because you have taken the
place of your mother and you think
that if the future is not bright for
your little sister it will be because
you have not done your duty. You
must not feel that way, because
marriages that seem to promised
perfect happiness often fail. The
fact that your slstefis 21 and the
man she has chosen is six years
older means nothi... From what
you have told ma you haven't anything to disturb vou.

would be all right for me to give
him another book by the same author for his birthday? Ho remembered me Christmas and only sent
him a card. My birthday was in
February and he gave me a present
then too.
ANNE.
Yes, it would be all right to give
nun tno book as you intend to.
T
Mrs. Thompson:
am
heartbroken because the boy I love
no longer loves me. He has gone
with me almost a year and he has
been wonderful to me. but now he
has stopped coming to see me and
is going with another girl. I know
I can never forget him but I would
not want to hold him after he stopped loving me.
I have his picture and he has
mine. I also have a lot of little
things he gave me. Do you .think
I ought to send back rny picture of
him and ask him for the one he has
of me. and should I send the other
little things? We were never engaged and so I have no ring to
send back.
He told Vie he cared more for
the other girl and asked me to forgive him because ho had told mo
he loved rms onlv to find out later
be did not. He wanted to part
friends and said he would always
think of me' as one of the sweetest
girls Jie had even known.
HEART-BROKE-

Since you were not engaged
when the pictures were exchanged
and vou parted friends. I would
advise, you to keep the picture and
the other things and say nothing
about his returning the picture of
you.
Dear Mrs. Thompson: Will orris
root inlure the Niair? I usually
wash my hair, but sometimes I
would find a dry shampoo conven-fen- t.
SALLY.
Orris root makes a good dry
to innot
and
is
supposed
shampoo

Chop cabbage, cooked beets and
celery together, in proportion deHreakfuht.
sired. Mix with salad dressing.
Cooked Cereal with Raisin,
Select firm cabbage, scoop out the
Bacon
Milk
Crisp
Top
Brown and White Bread Toast center, forming a basket. Line
Cream
Coffee
with lettuce leaves and fill with
I.umli.
the above mixture. Put at mound
Tomato Bouillon (made from of whipped cream on top.
i
Sonsonnble llcclpea
cubes).
"Crackers Sift .two
Bread and Butter
Blueberry Pudding
Cotsnge Cheese Salad
cups of flour with two teaspoons
Hermits
Sliced reaches
t baking powder, add one cup
Dinner.
of milk, two tablespoons of meltBaked
Potatoes
Scavfcip.
ed
Royal
butter, three eggs beaten sepcups of sugar and
Cabbage, Beet and Celery Salad arately, tw
Roils
Warmed
one quart of blueberries lredged
KruMiiiel Torta with Whipped with flour. Bake In a greased
Cream
pan for half an hour and serve
with any preferred sauce.
Today's Recipes.
Heat a
Cottage Cheese, Salad One pint
Raspberry Pudding
unmixed cottage cheese,
quart of milk in a double boiler
teaspoon salt, few grains cayenne, and thicken with a tablespoon of
few drops onion juice, one-hacornstarch rubbed smooth in a
can pimentos, chopped fine,
little cold milk. Cook for fifteen
cup minutes, adding a pinch of salt.
cup nuts,
cup whipped Take from the fire, add a tearaisins,
cream. Mix well and jutt In mold spoon of vanilla, a cup of very
and chill. Turn thol'nolded salad fine bread crumbs, the beaten
on a bed of lettuce leaves and yolks of four eggs, the stiffly
serve with mayonnaise.
beaten white of one and half a
cup of sugar. Turn into a buttered
Royal Scallop One and
cups cooked ham, chopped, baking , dish, cover with raspone cup bread crumbs, three hard berries,
sprinkle 'thickly with
boiled eggs, coarsely chopped, one sugar and bake' in a moderate
a: baking oven. Cover
sauce.
in
whito
Put
with a meringue
pint
dish a layer of crumbs, then egg, made of the remaining whites, rethen ham, then white sauce. Re- turn to the oven until brown
peat, leaving crumbs on top. Bake and serve either hot or cold with
cream. Other berries may bo used
till crumbs are brown.
Krummel Torta Mix well cup in the same way.
lf
Cream
bread crumbs, dry and fine,
Blackberry Puddjng
s
teaspoon salt, one teaspoon
cup of butter with
baking powder, one cup sugar, one cup of sugar, add four eggs
one box dates, cut in small well beaten, one cup of blackpieces, one cup English walnuts. berry Jutr, three tablespoons of
Add the yolks of three eggs, then cream and one and one-hacups
fold in the three whites, beaten of flour sifted with half a ' teastiff. Bake forty-fiv- e
minutes in spoon of soda. Bake and serve
a slow oven. This will keep for with any preferred sauce.
many days, Serve with whipped
cream.
Cabbage, Beet and Celery Salad
MENU HINT

lf

lf

er

er

lf

one-ha-

lf

one-ha-

three-fourth-

lf

'

for
Equipped
Comfort and Convenience
Serves as Center of Family Life.

Electrically

ALMOST PITCHES

(By The Associated Tress.)

Machinists, at a public mass meeting here.
Of the 1,100 decisions handed
down by the labor board, the speaker listed 700 as favorable to the
railroad and 400 as "nominally in
favor of our side," but of the latter,
lie said, at least 300 were not put
into effect sby the railroads and
therefore "didn't mean anything."
Assorting that tho strike leaders
were well satisfied with the situation, r. Conlon said:
"It generally takes from 30 to 80
days to make a shop strlks effective but before this one had been
on 10 days, more than 250 trains
had been cancelled out of Chicago,
n
mines
tho West Virginia
were bottled up and the lion and
steel Industry were crying for help
and we have hardly started yet."

ACT1T0IRD
ENDING STRIKE
IS
(By The Assoclntcd Press.)

ment of the strike had been made
he dictated the following formai
statement:
".My trip to Washington
wai
mainly for. the purpose of furnishtho
with
fulU
the
ing
president
Information posslblo In regard te
the strike situation.
- "As might be supposed, the president hopKs to know this situation
from every angle, from the viewpoint of the carriers, the employes,
the labor board and the public.
"There is nothing else that can
he said just now other than to answer the question asked me by
saying that no further action by
the labor board is in contemplation at this time."

Washington, July 23. That the
Chicago, July 23 (by the
railroad shopmen have .been prePress). No further jictlon toward ending the railway shopmen's
paring for the strike new in progstrike. is contemplated by tho I'uit- GAME ress since April, 1921, and waited
ed States, railroad labor board at
15 months because of a desire to
this time, Ben W. Hooper, chairWomen swimmers have Boreas
accumulate enough grievances to
man of the labor board, announced ed in number until now there are
(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORNINO JOURNAL)
support a demand for a nation-wid- e
tonight on his return from a con- as many as men at beach resorts.
Santa Fe. July 23. "Smoky" strike," was the statement made toNinety eight per cent' of the food ference with President Harding at
inwren
consists
of
P.
of
the
houso
i.
vice
Asked whether any
Conlon,
Washington.
president
Gomez, pitching his irst game of day by
new plans looking toward a settle Want Ads Bring Quick Results
the season for ISanta Fe, almost of the International Association of sects harmful to vegetables.
into a baseball "hall of
stepped
fame" when he held Taos without
d
hit or run for eight and
innings in an exciting game played
here this afternoon. With one out
in tho ninth he wrenched his ankle
In going to first to take the throw
and had to retire. The score then
stood 3 to 0. '
Art Weiss, cold and with a lame
shoulder which has kept him out
of the game two weeks, went to the
mound. Ho was touched for only
one hit," but errors were bunched
with a passed ball, netting four
runs.
Qulntana. first up In the
last half of the ninth, hit for three
bases, but Santa Fe was unable to
force in a run. Score: Taos, 4;
Santa Fe, 3.
Grelphan, who was beaten by
the Grays last Sunday when he
pitched in Albuquerque for Santa
Fe, held Santa Fe to seven hits,
two of which were scratches. He
is its surface
a
struck out nine, three of them in
one inning.
is
Favored by a cloudy day and
having no runners on base to disagainst decay.
tract, Gomez was invincible with
bis terrific speed. He struck out
on
strikeside
the
fifteen, retiring
protective
outs in the third and again in tho
eighth.
your
f!ftuer, playing his first game In
more than a month, hit a home
defense
paste
decay?
run in the fifth with no runners on.
Batteries: Taos Grlephan and
scratch
Every
Brisbln: Santa Fe Gomel, Weiss
and Quintana.
surface.

SHUTOUT

SUMMER

Dear

HOUSEHOLD HIN27?

one-ha-

IN

AI-IC-

Dear Mrs. Thompson r My boy
friend lias a birthday the first of
next month. A short time ago he
read a bonrc of mine and he liked
it very much. Do you think it jure the hair.

one-ha-

1

111

PLANS FOR SHOPMEN'S
STRIKE HAVE BEEN IN
PROGRESS 15 MONTHS

'SMOKY' GOMEZ

Page FIviTT

non-unio-

one-thir-

The porch in summer has iieen
termed the outdoor living room,,
but this designation does not begin to cover its functions.
Tho modern, electrically equipped porch not only serves as living room but in many homes in
used as a dining room, kitchen,
sewing room, reception room and
sleeping room. In fact an enUre
day's tasks may Iba performed ou
the porch and performed wlih
more comfort and convenience
than In any other vpart of the
house.
In drawing plans for the modern home the porch should receive
attention and
generous
space. As a matter of fact it in
to
ofttimes desirable
sacrifice the
size of interior rooms in order
that the porches may be sufficiently spacious.
The ideal houso should have
an upstairs or
three porches
sleeping porch, a convenient back
porch, where breakfast may be
served, and an extensive and spacious veranda where almost every
household task may be performed.
To obtain 100 per cent efficiency from the veranda at least
four convenience outlets for electric service should be installed.
These will permit the use of an
electric fan, an electrified
tea
with
electric
wagon
equipped
grill, toaster, chafing dish, percolator, etc.. an electric cleaner with
its myriad uses, an electric sewing machine, iron, heater or whatever appliance meets the moment's requirements.
- A
family of my acquaintance
practically lives out of doors on
its screened veranda from May to
Then it is enclosed in
October.
glass and made cozy and comfortable during tno winter months by
the addition of auxiliary electric
heaters.
Grass rugs, wicker furniture
with cretonne cushions, a roomy
porch hammock, ferns, cut flowers, the latest books and magazines and an electrio phonograph
and fan, make this spot a veritable oasis during the summer
months. Hero family and friends
gather for an iced drink after a
hectic day in town or on the
links; here one may rest and read
one's favorite author or fashion
frocks and furbelows with the a'.d
of the motor driven sewing machine.
In the evening the place may
be transformed into a --moonlit
glade by. means of colored electrio lamps and tnuslc for singing
or dancing furnished by the phonograph.
Likewise, when required for reading, sewing or other
close work, the veranda may be
flooded
with light,
free from
glare.
This veranda has been adequately wired for electric service.
There are two separate circuits
one for, light and one for power
and the outlets for lighting are as
numerous as the outlets for

,

RAXGKRS TO BF.MSOX.
Austin, Tex., July 23. A force
of state rangers under Adjutant
n
General Barton will arrive in
tomorrow to protect shop men
during the strike. Governor Ncft
announced.
General
Barton arrived in Denlson today and the
will
arrive
rangers
tonight or tomorrow, the governor said.
Den-iso-

Save the Enamel

of Your Teeth

1

The most valuable part of tooth
the
thin coating of enamel that Nature's own
tion
Are you scratching and cutting into the
enamel of
teeth, tearing down with harsh and
their only
gritty tooth
against
time you

of the

COMPANY
THIS EVENING
CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE

your teeth, you remove part

STOCK

COLGATE'S CLEANS TEETH THE RIGHT WAY,
"Washes " and Polishes
Doesn't Scratch or Scour

OPENS

With "Baby Mine" as their
first night's offering, the "Famous
Players" will open an indefinite
stock engagement at the Crystal
opera house tonight. "Baby Mine"
is a clean farce comedy, full of
laughs and comio situations. Those

JT

gate's helps to maintain the right
mouth conditions.

Correct In Practice. Today scienthat harsh drugs
and chemicals harm mouth tissues.
tific dentists know

Sensible inTheory.You can't beat
common sense when backed by
modem science. Healthy saliva is
practically neutral, sometimes
slightly alkaline. Colgate's Ribbon

Dental Cream is mildly alkaline,
practically neutral, and cleanses
withoutdisturbingnature'sbalance.
Avoid dentifrices that are strongly
alkaline or appreciably acid. Col- -

Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream
does not contain them. Authorities
agree that a dentifrice should do
only one thing clean teeth thor--!
oughly. Colgate's does thi. No
false claims are made that Colgate's I
possesses any other virtue, but it'
does possess this one in the highest
degree, and in a higher degree than
any other kind of dentifrice.

Colgate's cleans teeth twr- -

pughly- - no sa fe dentift rice
--

JALLMADGE SLIGHTLY
HURT1N PLANE FALL
TO

ACTION DENTOTUCEt

(1) Loosens clinging particles.
(2) Washes them away. '

who enjoy good wholesome entertainment will appreciate this bill,
as well as all of the productions
of this popular company.
They
have a reputation on the coast of
offering nothing but the best of
comedies
clean,
which are sure to please. Six
acts of vaudeville will be introduced tonight. Walter "Bozo" St.
Clair is a riot in black face, whilo
Hazel Stokes and Connie Wagwhen it
oner, are whirlwinds
comes to melody, variety singing
and dancing. Billed as "something different" Harry Zerado
some
does
acrobatic
amazing
feats of strength. Two performances will be given each night
7:30 and 9:00 o'clock.

(SPCOIAL D.SPATCH

IS A DOUBLE

does more. A LARGE tube
costs 25c why pay more

MOSNtNfl JOUSNAL)

Socorro, N. M July 23 This afternoon while Chester Tallmadgo
was making a flight in his aero
from some unexplained
plane,
cause, though possibly because of
a strong gust of wind, the plane,
Mr.
which was flying low, fell.
Tallmadge escaped with a badly
wrenched back, but the plane is a
complete wreck. The accident occurred near the School of Mines
and was witnessed by a largo number of people who were swimnvirfg
in the jool there.

STIC1

CAHOrt

ATjDERMEV REACH BFRMV.
Berlin, July. 23. A delegation of
aldermen
has arrived
Chicago
Coccanut fibre dyed black and here. The mission of the alderwhite is used to decorate interiors men is to study :nunlclpal adminisof Fiji island homos.
tration in European cities.

1

FLIES ARE SWATTED s
NOW BY ELECTRICITY
An

ultra-human-

membcrof

e

S. P. C. A.

the

has rebelled against our
cruel method of patching flies on
sticky paper and allowing them to
die by slow torture while they try
"
to extricate themselves.
He has accordingly invented a
method of electrocution for files,
consisting of a small machine which
is hung on the wall and baited with
Birup or otlier
food
stuff. The bait is exposed to view
and smell through a small slot between two metal plates. When the
fly crawls across one of the plates
to the other ho is instantly killed
and falls into a little trough underneath.
The plate's, of course, are attached to a couple of copper wires
which pass tlMough an electrio cord
connected with an ordinary lamp

U It Ivll loVU 12) It ii

IUI

Ul

U ITU

'

Fnckct,

A.

Cool
and Stocks
Are Complete

While-It'-

--

CARLSBAD
BOY IS ACCIDENTALLY
SHOT BYHIS BROTHER
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Carlsbad, N. M., July 23. The

son of Mr. and Mrs.
Red Smith accidentally shot and
killed his younger brother, aged
seven years, late yesterday afternoon.
The little boy lived two
,
hours, having been shot through
the temple. Mr. Smith had, pur- chased a rifle the day before and
' hadJust returned home from work
and left the gun at his wagon where,
the accident ocourred.
The boy Is so prostrated from
grief that so far he has not been
able to give a coherent account, of
the shooting. The inquest will take
place tomorrow morning.

,

COME EARLY

Doors Open
at:
7:30 A. M.

'

ONE DAY ONLY.

Bob whites live on weed seeds,
insects and grain, the Inst named
of the diet.
being about
one-ten- th

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest
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Wanted: Somebody to do a high"The Wines of Time." By Elizabeth .New- brow review of "Tho Doom Trail."
port Hepburn. (Frederick A. Stokes Co.
Brcntano's Is going to send us a
"Well, the Lord knows kissing
"We are very glad to get a
copy.
isn't all of life, Sally Dallam.'
Mexicommunication from far-o- ff

PERSONAL.

At Gloucester, Mass., a man Bkinned a
:od in 37
seconds. Three years ago this past
June right here in Albuquerque an oil slock sales-

man skinned a
85c; 2an you beat it?

Lifo of It and a
Ono.

With this profound truth,
Donald Graham, the hero
of Mrs. Hepburn's saga completely
dashed the maudlin feminine sentimentality of his young playmate
i.n the garret,
and then several
years later made a desperate effort to make it all up to her. Ho
was not spared for much of it.
Possibly this childish philosophy
Is intended to vibrate through the
long story of Sally Dallam and her
friends. Its rate of vibration, then
could have been faster with no ill
effects, for sentimentalists abound
in the story which is a series of
disasters In the lifo of ono trust,
ing little soul.
The story is laid in Washington,
where the widowed mother of Sally Is a noble but struggling government clerk. Tho little girl grows
them,
up, makes friends," loses
grieves for them, goes through her
love life and subliminatcs herself
in work when that is all that is left
for her. The only variation from
normal Is a thwarted attempt at
suicide by drowning, a recurrence
of a childhood fear experience.
"Tho Wings of Timo" is an interesting story in spite of its banalOnce acity and sentimentality.
quainted with Sally ono will spend
davs seeing what happened her. It
is a story such as popular Juvenile
writers string out into a series of
a dozen books, one to be acquired
It
each Christmas
could well bo "Sally Dallam's School
Sally Goes Camping," "SalDays,
ly's Hero," and so on. That's Just
the kind of story it is.
Sally is a good sort, in spite ol
the way she's brought up in print.
And
A realiy likeable character.
we suggest something autobiograMrs.
phical In lior life history.' Eh,

sucker in seven seconds.

co," the publishers write. "We, in
common with all easterners, Imagined only cannibals, Yaqul Indians,
Gila monsters and
lived there."
Evidently we
impressed them otherwise for they
are going to see that we get whatever new books wo are interested
in. Of course they had to substitute "The Doom Trail," probably
ono of "those
stories
such as we've mopped up on in the
past, for Trldon's "Psychoanalysis
and Love" which they were just
out ,of, but thoy arc going to look
out after us. littlo do they know
the perils our readers suffer from
tho
enchiladas of these
wilds!
man-eatin-

fri-Jol-

g

man-killin- g

'

.

8
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Trf-bun-
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FOR

S A LE

FOR SALE Kotuea
Poultry-E- g
gt
Five-room
briuk house, un-6Fifty 8. C. R. L Bed laying FOB
hen. Phon 1870-- J.
Weit Atlantic.
Assumed Identities Lead to Amus- FOr. BALK Six Whits Leghorn hena,
three-rooFOR HALE Corner
lota,
tucco house, garase, abeda.
Call
good doe and hutch. 614 Souttr Seventh.
ing Situations. 2i;9-J- .
na.
Mra.
Frank
Qroi.
Nine
SALE
FOn
Rhode "island Ited hens
and aoma
"Through the Shadows" by Cyril Allngton
mixed chlckoua. Phone STRICTLY MODERN, almost new throe-roo1742-(The MacmHIan Company.)
house, sleeping porch; o..ly f 1.700,
If you want sheer fun, read FOR SALE Seventeen bronze baby tur-ke- on very easy payments. Phone 1682-new
book,
FOK
and four
SALE
Alington's
Cyril
By owner, suburban home,
geeie.
(our rooms and sleeping porch, city
"Through the Shadows," by all Phone 2402-Jwater, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post-offimeans. While it Is not a farce in
box 218, city.
form, it is in spirit and is admirtwo
house.
To rent by August 1, three FOR
ably suited for adaptation to the WAM'liU
four-rooor
unmodern;' completely furnished,
porches,
house; highlands;
stage. , When presented there, it furnished or
or without furniture; priced right,
till
furnished.
Phone
partly
would be easily recognized as a 1912-South Eighth.
brother to "Nothing but tho Truth" WANTED To buy from owner 4 or 6 FOR SALE
New
house, three rooms,
and "What Happened to Jones?"
room house; must be modern. Unless
features, fursleeping porch, bultt-l- n
in 1900 block. South
"Through the ShaBows" is a de- you mean business don't reply, Vddress nished, on lot 25x150,
Hlch. Phone ll-W- .
lightful yarn growing out of as- Mr. Kennedy, care Journal.
stucco
FOR SALE By owner, four-rooSir
sumed identities.
Richard
LEGAL NOTICE
adobe; modern; price 12,750; will take
Atherton wants to hold a house
car on first payment; terms. Address
meet
in
order
he
'that
party
may
ADMIN ISTKATOK'S NOT1CK.
Box fiS, care Journal.
at close range a chnrmlng Ameri- In the Probate
Court of Bernalillo FOn SALE By owner, well-bui- lt
brick
can girl. His married sister cannot
rooms . and bath, two
house, four
County, New Mexico.
come, so he has an uniharried In the Matter of the Estate of Bar- - screened porches, large lot and shade
trees. 1004 East Coppor.
relative act as hostess, assuming
tolo C. Chavez, Sr., Deceased.
his Bister's name.
Notice Is hereby given that the 28 PER CENT Income Lot 60xH2, two
A few of the guests are in their undersigned was, on the thirteenth
houses, $250 worth furniture; all for
water and
truo colors, but the rest become day of July, 1922, duly appointed $1,500; terms; electric lights,
some other conveniences. Phone 1713-mysterious personages. ComplicaAdministrator of the estate of Bar-tol- o FOR SALE
modern
Splendid
tion piles upon complication until
C. Chavez, deceased, by the
large basement, furnace, built- -.
nerves of the antors begin to Jump Probate Court of Bernalillo county, In home,
features, hard wood floors, garage, '
and necessity begets a large fam- and having qualified as such Ad trees, walks, a bargain, from owner.
ily of lies. But the beauty of it is ministrator, all persons having 700 West Hma,
that the lie, once told, always re- claims against the estate of Bald FOR SALE New noiues uy owner; one
834 West Gold; one
quires a host of supporting false- decedent are hereby notified and 110
$10
North Maple; one (our-roohoods until It seems that the required to present the, same to the North
Maple; terms. Call $21 West 811-- -'
bounds of human inventiveness undersigned in the manner and cr, phone
1943-within the time prescribed by law. FOR SALE Well-buihave been reached.
praotlcal
by
The author has handled his peo- FIRST SAVINGS BANK AND
builder, t75 cash, or best offer, buys
TRUST COMPANY.
and glassed-i- n sleeping porch.
ple remarkably well. The diaAdministrator.
Electrto and city water. The best in
logue is natural yet humorous.
Palmer. 182$
town for healthseekera.
Dated July 13. 1922.
There is not a dull spot in the
south
High phone 1758-book. Tho volume was apparent- NOTKK OP ADMINISTRATOR.
SALE In south highlands, new
ly not designed to promote thought In the Matter of the Estate of J. H. FOR
three-roocottage; two large screened
or Increase knowledge. Its clean
Holman, Deceased.
In porches, oak floons throughout, built-i- n
fun is the sole (though ample)
real buy; very small paya
Notice Is hereby given that Clyde
features;
Call at
excuse for its existence. C. P. A.
down, balance lilte rent.
Holman, Administrator of the Es- ment
Bank building, or
room
National
15,
tate of J. H. Holman, deceased, has 701 East First
Fe. or phone BOS.
Santa
filed in the Probate Court of Ber

REAL SPORT

FOR SALE

lo

WANTEDHouses

by carrier or by mall, one month.
S).uo.
yearly, in advance,
O o o
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
NOTHING NEW.
rating than is accorded to any other paper in New
At Illinois announces the invitaThe
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory. tion ofUniversity
AlbuTalking Pictures. That's nothing.
The only paper in New Mexico issued every
day
of
is
full
them.
querque
in the year.
o
o
o
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A ROOSI'.X KLT1AN IDEAL.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
(Ad in Denver Post.)
the use, for
of all news credited to
"Will go
with widow, ranch in foothills,
It or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
,
wish to stock it up."
the local news published herein.
O O O
MONDAY
AND NOW ROME POETRY.
juiy 24, 132
Three little automobilists,
with a now ear;
Each
"Good name in man and woman, dear my Lord,
One hurried to cross the railroad track
Is the Iniinedliito jewel of their souls;
And the choir sang: "Crossing the bar."
i
Young Miss Winifred Stamm who
Who steals my purse steals trnsu; 'Us
something,
writes stories along side of her
Two little automobilists
nothing;
clever mother, Mrs. Helen Rodey
Still drove with might and main;
'Twaa mine, 'tis liis.'und hns been slave to thousands;
Stamm has received, by proxy, a
They met on a sharp curve one day
meet
check from Collier's magazine. The
And the choir sang: "Till we
But be that filches from mo my guod name,
again."
J
check was sent to her grandfather,
$
Robs me of thai which not enriches him;
Judge B. S. Rodey, in appreciation
MONEY.
MISSOVRI
ALL
RUT
THE
And makes mo poor Indeed."
,
.
for a letter be wrote them about
At the Philadelphia mint last year they turned
Captain Pete's dog Jim, inspired by
out 50,707,473 dollars, 873,000 golden double eagles,
an
article in Collier s on an AlasRUBBER STAMPED.
half dollars, 50,000
100,000 Pilgrim Tercentenary
kan dog. Not professing to be of
MISSOURI Centennial half dollars, 70,000 Alabam.',
the writing clan, Judge Rodey turn
half
We are. living in a superficial age. While the Centennial half dollars, 10,000 Grant Memorial
ed tho check over to the youngest
10,000 Grant Memorial gold dollars.
and
dollars,
efeneration that is passing still exhibits thorough- Who savs a man hasn't got a chance? If you wa it
aspirant in tho family. 'little Miss
does write stories in her own
Stamm
ness, and to a certain extent saves the nation's ba- any of this SCRAMBLE FOR IT!
name, however. She has had sevO O O
con, the generation coming into action does riot go
e
eral published In the Oakland
NOT A BAD IDEA AT ALL.
to the bottom of things, and frequently blunders.
in California, one of them a
A sports item says: "Breathing is important in
now
has
The generation rassing did not have educational and correct golf play." That is certainly true. Wo have
prize winner, and she
ready a story to be sold through an
other advantages comparable with those of the gen- always found breathing necessary except when a
we
and
agent,
didn't
room
at
our
was
in
cat
just like anybody. Success tlrely alone in the world since her
night
eration coming into action, but made greater use strange
to her!
mother's death, who enters the
know what it was.
of what it did have than the latter docs of what it
lives of some lovable, simple,
d
O O O
favored
a
to
be
continues
Fiction
TORMENT.
English people, and marries
hag. Future prospects in this direction do not
?
and
staff
of
Journal
to
a
Barney Chadwick,
pastime
Judge.)
(With apologies
charming
promise larger employment of advantages for we
members. Jack Gotshall, sport young man who is deeply in love
I have only once been humiliated. I have only
' are
'
' once
using the rubber stamp too freely.
editor, has Just hnd a prize fight wiin ner.
felt as the dust beneath Central Avenue trafAdrienne has the reform instinct
In colleges as well as schools there Is disposition fic. I have only once known such degradation that
story, "Ham and Kggers," accepted
by "Short Stories" mnpazlne. Alida and, of course, is a determined egoto "get through" regardless of the manner in which the scorn of a Second street cop sounded as praise
Mcon
of
staff
now
tho
would
F.
once
felt
it
ist,
that
have
Sims,
believing herself eternally right.
the gods. I
only
courses are completed.
In the industrial world from
be heaVenly to prostrate myself before a poolroom Hepburn?
Clures, magazine In New York, has She is a curious character, not at
there has been too much of this rubber stamping. bootblack and ask pardon for living. I have only
Li, Li. Li.
placed a kid story with her edi- all typical of her kind, but inter
a fool and that was when the doctors, submitted under a nom de esting to read about. Much more
.; Once the master of his trade was
compelled to be once felt like
9'J.
and
plume. She is now having the fun interesting to read about than she
conversant with every operation, so that he was tor made me whisper O o o
of selecting her own artist to illus- would be to know. Khe expresses
RECEIVED.
HOOKS
ble to Instruct in every detail of process. Wheu
trate it. Coral Olyce is also in New herself in platitudes, declaring that
THE INCONSISTENCIES OF THE FREE.
labor organized it so changed this standard that a
An Irish Free State Army fchief married a farmYork writing furiously nt moving "all is good" and refusing to actho
Now
question
The following new volumes have picture scenarios at which she is knowledge evil. Furthermore, Rhe
daughter the other day.
journeyman had only to serve apprenticeship er's
has a slight gift of healing and the
Is he any longer an army chief in a free been received from the publishers very successful.
whether he mastered his trade or not time was arises.
kind of faith that-i- s
state?
supposed to
for review in the Journal Book
'
O O
O
move mountains.
substituted for knowledge. The multiplication of
Corner:
A
IX
KANSAS.
Her faith and her refusal to acINVOLUNTARY MARRIAGE
'Morton of the Movies." By f.
machinery contributed to this cifcnge in standards,
On July the ninth three troops of cavalry, bne O. Wodehouse. (Doubleday rage
knowledge evil get her friends Into
and so the division of trades, and specialization, machine
and a medical detachment & Co.)
a
company,
gun
peck of trouble, and ultimately
In Vnln With an Evil
,
for these multiplied "Jobs" and thus extended or- were ordered o Parsons.
breaks up her marriage. This part
Tho Constitution or tne i nueo Struggles
World.
o o o
of the story is the old, old tale of
ganization. This was all favorable to the promotion
States. Its Sources and Its AppliArthur de C. Sowerby, explorer and naturalist, cations." By Thomas James Nor
headstrong woman,
of the union idea, but it did not tend to efficiency
"Adrlennn Toner." Ily Anne Douglas domineering,
has been to Yenpingfu on the Min river in China. ton. (Little Brown & Co.)
unappreciative of the viewpoint of
Socwlclf.
(Houghton. Mifflin Co.)
nd economy. In emergent and exceptional cir- It is
that he saw some very rare birds in
other
read
to
like
HJ
most
reported
people.
Heart."
of
the
Because
Places
people
cumstances it showed that rubber stamps did not that region. Next we Invito him to Albuquerque. H. 'Secret
She is pictured through the IdealG Wells (Macmlllan.)
about unusual characters, and beo o o
Souls for Sale."
By Rupert cause it is a remarkable piece of izing eyes of Barney, her husban'd,
certify very much.
GOOD DOPE ALL RIGHT.
work, the sale of Anneo through the blue tinted monocle
The social, fraternal, and religious life of the
(Harpers.)
- literary
of Roger Oldmeadow, an older,
Ilavelock Ellis, writing in the July issue of Phy- Hughes.
Klslo
last novel,
Malin."
Sing'Bennett
By
Sedgwick's
Douglas
country constantly discloses the rubber stamp. sical Culture, tells us that: "Even among insects, mnster. (Houghton Mifflin.)
is predicted to be keener friend of Barney's, who is
Toner,"
Rank and class result from somebody's dictum success in love affairs is only achieved by becomCommey." By G. W. Axelson. larger than the sale ol any of her somewhat prone to be cynical. InIn other words, girls, you must
The book is honestly written.
rather than distinction determined by quality, abil- ing anto artist." Don't
previous works.
(Reilly and
be
a
an
be
learn
artist
dauber,
paint.
Adrienno Toner is a wealthy teresting and well worth reading.
'Through the Shadows." By Cy
ity, or merit of any sort. Emblems proclaim men that is if you want an insect.
enH. G.
much traveled American girl,
ril Atingonn. (Macmlllan.)
as members of this order, society, or organization,
o o o
A
NINETEENTH
AMENDMENT.
though they do not consistently practice its preceA French court holds the opinion that only tho
ears to nibble!" howled the bad
dents or demonstrate Its principles, if ,they know
and the near royal are at Jlberty to fight
Bob Cat.
what they are, which is doubtful. If there Is one royal
we would tavor congress passing a law
duels.
"You can't have mine! You can't
to
stage a few
superficiality above another 'that is disorganizing that would allow the royal boys
have mine!" cried Uncle Wiggily,
over
here.
BY DE.. W. f. THOMSON
as he turned and hopped away.
religious organizations today, it is found in division good fights
o o o ,
and faster hopped the. BBBBaWmiBHWrBMMVHIWiWgW
Faster
of its forces, energies and resources, to the end that
According to the Denver Post a man shot him
bunny rabbit gentleman, but the
By Howard B. Oarla.
the church may more successfully compete with self in his room in a hotel at Salt Lake City on
Remember the sleeping porch and
bad Bob Cat came on twice as fast,
We
never
have
to
9th.
been
Salt
Lake
City
and he was almost reaching Uncle keep it screened.
worldly attractions and temptations, when it should July
1921. By McClura
sevto
nor
we
have
been
the
hotel
but
mentioned,
Copyright,
Wigglly with his claws when the
copcentrate its forces and make solid its own foun- eral times in hotels where we were temppted to
Newspaper Syndicate.
"Nature abhors a vacuum," but
bunny turned Into the meadow,
dations. Theological schools, church councils, and shoot ourself.
which ran the bubbling not a vacuum cleaner.
through
AND
THE
WIGGILY
UNCLE
o
o
o
examining committees use the rubber stamp too
brook,
1JAP.Y J1S1I.
TOO BAD!
To refuse surgery in the treat
often.
"Oh, how hot and tired I am!"
The United States Department of Agriculture an
Uncle Wigglly. "Oh, If only ment of cancer, is to refuse a hunThere is no need further to cite evidences of the nounces that all chestnut trees east of the MissisOnco upon a time there was a sighed
I can get across the brook perhaps dred to one shot on a sure thing.
rubber stamp. So superficial is the thought of the sippi will be wiped out by 1940. Where will the baby fish who lived in a babbling I shall bo safe!"
When the conversation turns to
flowed through a
He reached tho stream of water,
brook which
times that nothing would bo gained. Everything U eastern "Colyumist" get his chestnuts?
O O O
gave a Jump and landed safely on the topic "Operations I have had,"
all right, else it would not be. The fact that It was
The Nashville Tennessean says that a chronic green meadow. He was a cute lit the other
a
But
tho
side.
sewing circle sounds like a surg
not, but now is, makes not the slightest difference grouch nover goes where he is told to go until he tle fish, but very small, and some legs were so tired that he' bunny's
slipped ical clinic.
often
of
in
fish
the
the
brook
is
While
dies.
he
somehow
that
civilization
are
farther
and
true,
gets it and
larger
for human advancement
and fell down, and could hardly get
around him until he dies.
laughed at the tiny chap.
RCG TISEXFECTIOX.
up again.
and higher than ever before. The possibility that gives it to everybody O
o
o
A deadly bacillus,
ho!"
cried the big fish.
"Oh, how hot and tired I am!"
"Oh,
they might be still farther and higher Is mere specA nows item informs us that a man in a certain
cried
Uncle
(Hid In our rug)
Wigglly.
"You are so small yoi never will
joor
ulation, and there is little or no satisfaction In city got, 30 days for stealing 30 cents worth of gro be of
"Ha! Then this is my chance to
Was planning to kill us,
In
use
world!"
this
any
man
is
ccrles.
a
That
in
what
for
some
gets
dabbling
do
a favor," said a voice, and
mere speculation. And yet there are
people
(Murderous bug);
small affairs.
"You were little bits of things the you
We hung him out warily,
baby fish poked his head up
who can still think and think straight. At no time
o o o
yourselves at one time," gasped the from the brook. "Lie there quietSuspended him airily,
since the war has there been greater effort by
AT TWILIGHT.
baby fish, with a flip of his tail. ly, Uncle. Wigglly," spoke the baby
When, IjO, he had, verily,
Sunset
Rio
the
o'er
Grande
wait
than
I
"Just
until
and
now,
combat
to
I'll
you
falling,
grow
superficiality
A sterilized mug.
fish, "and I will splash cooling
traight thinkers
show you what I can do."
creep along the mesa's crest.
water on you with my tall."
at no time a more genuine attempt to emphasize Shadows
But the little fish grew very
Whippoorwill in hidden canyon calling
soon
The
fish
and
did
We
this,
fear not the occasional ban
baby
fundamental principles.
Waiting for the hours that they love best.
slowly, and when he wanted to Uncle Wigglly felt much better.
quet. It's the habitual
swim off uo stream with the older
The passing generation because of its thoroughthat produces hard vessels,
fish they drove him back to the
gold and silver is the lining
ness is better able to appreciate that superficiality Softened
high blood pressure and eventual
Of the hills in purple rays of light.
?rsnv
where
Io
the
quiet
green
pool
spicy
I
U
A.
It
i li s
apoplexy.
has become a national sin to such extent that
O'er the Sandlas the moon is softly shining,
watercress grew, saying:
' must be checked, else sowing to the wind certainly Its saffron beams mellowing the night.
"You caiUt come with us until
The profits of the employer de
you are larger."
They are trying to put
will reap the whirlwind.
pend upon the efficiency ot tne em
are
fires
in
the
distance
This
caused
fish
be
to
little
the
Shepherd's
to
gleatning;
use
of
the
rubber
stamp
common sense into the
ploye, and the efficiency of the
'
Auto lights across the mesas roam
sad, and as he swam around and
employe depends upon the state of
the end that what it stamps will be worth it, and No wonder the one gone East is dreaming
In the watercress pool he
around
his health.' Promoting the good
for this reason be entitled to full' confidence. A Of Albuquerque, the dear old Home Sweet Home. said to himself:
health of employes is profitable
O o o
but
men
care!
off
I'm
seem,
don't
"I
"Not
what
said:
going
by
business..
prose poet recently
WHERE?
YES,
an
and
have
adventure!
If
myself
to
on
which
what they are is better basis by far,,
A young man named Izzle
they don't want me to come with
Someday we are going to pay
J
Got himself very blzzle
calculate and build in time of peace as well as
them up the brook, I'll go out on
the doctor to KEEP us well we'll
And
new
a
Lizzie.
see
bought
land
what
and
the
happens!"
war."
hold him responsible for any ill
He stepped on the gas
Now this was not wise for the
ness we may acquire; but that day
As a train started to pass !
to
was
to
he
made
little
fish
for
do,
will not come until we are wining
HOPE FOR CONGRESSMEN.
And now, I ask you,
live in water and not out on land.
to
observe the ordinary simple rules
Whorelzzle?
a
of
his
he
gave
big flap
However,
for keeping well.
ad-- 1
o
o
o
midsummer
before
it
he
the
almost
knew
a
and
tall,
termed
vacation,
Although
out eighteen men a Ditcher broke he had sprung out of the brook and
After
If you've a cancer save your
Journment of the house will be, for most memDers, his arm striking
while pitching the last ball.' If he had found
himself
flapping on the
life; chop it earljf with the knife.
a
period of strenuous work, a great majority vi thrown the last ball first that wouldn't have hap meadow grass.
'
pened to mm. "Oh. dear!" cried the baby fish,
the members are candidates for
o o o
for soon he found he could not
SUMMER BASKETBALL
In enumerating the achievements of the present
In
that
you pay a trifle breathe the air on land. There was Tfie littls
on more Japan courtesy requires
sploshed.
IS
POPULAR
house, "Floor Leader Mondell dwelt at length
tnan your notel bill calls for. In this coun too much of it for him. He needed
SPORT
a. lot' of
legislation try you can not do that, no matter how courteous to take his air very slowly through,
economics effected and constructive
AT
NORMAL
SCHOOL
are. The hotel clerk always guesses your pile, his Rlllst from the water of the , "Now. I must hurry pn again,"
enacted, and presented a convincing exhibit for the you
O O O
at"Oh. dear!" gasped the said the bunny, "for he will soon
brook.
defense in the case that critics of congress are
(Special CorreaDoitdence to The Journal.)
A Driverless Ford car failed to return home. We
fish. "I guess I made a mis- be here after me!"
baby
After
it.
handing
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 23.
know the old Lizzie is very reliable, but we didn't take coming out on land! I wish
"Who?" asked the baby fish.
tempting to make out against
ween
folto
his
Know sne was supposed to go home by herself. I was back in the water!"
"The Bob Cat!" answered the tween end basketball games be
over this supply of campaign ammunition
the Normal summer boys and
case
in
met
she
a Fordless driver
this
But. though he flipped and bunny. "I managed to get ahead me
low members, the floor leader made an excursion Probably
winter aggregation reO O O
he could not get back into of him as I leaped the brook. But sultedjNormai
flopped,
cussednesu.
of
in a healthy 29 to 17 victory
, WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Into the psychology
cool brook and he was almost see! There he comes now!" And, for
the
comes
Coach
Miller's
old winter terirt
rarmer Tiamea jiay christens his son dead, when along hopped Wnclo surely enough, on came the Bob
Blaming congress, he told his colleagues,
Which reminds us that the healthiest Wigglly Longears. the bunny rabbit Cat, howling:
quintette. The enthusiasm for bas
ural to the electorate; membership in that body is Timothy.
ketball In warm weather has been
man in Oklahoma Is named T. B. Bugg. Also Lieu gentleman.
"I want ears! I want ears!"
About 250 fans watchl
at risk of unpopularity. All of which the average
tenant TJoolittle is going to try to cross the conti
I'll splash you, too, but In demarkable.
I wonder what that is
"Hum!
"Ha,
bitter
from
soon
ea
will
know,
or
nent in an airplane in one day. If he succeeds,
the contest. ,The winter lads
in the grass?" said the a different way!" said the baby
congressman knows,
flapping
have
not
a game on their
lost
should
reward him by changing his name. bunny to himself, as he twinkled fish. Then, as the Bob Cat leaped
Congress
experience.
floor in three yers, though
o O o
his pink nose while walking across the brook the little fish, with his home
1
"While much adverse criticism has developed
The large Chicago hotels are conducting night the mea'iow. "Perhaps the Woozle tall, splashed e lot of water In the It will be remembered that they
all is not
failed to play up to uaual form at
against congress throughout the country, 86 house scnoois in English for their employees. You don't Wolf of the Fuzzy Fox Is hiding in yes of the bad chap.
of them doing this in Now York. English is the tall grass to catch me as I, hop
hear
"Oh. 1 can't 'see, I can't see!" tne tournament last spring. Tony
ahead. In 92 Republican primaries,
' gloom
not
to
used
It
for
this
there
careful."
From
pay
enough
howled tho Bob Cat. "My eyes are Gutierrez was a star on the floor
learning it.
past. I must he
incumbents have been renominated.
o o o
And then the gasping voice of full of water andI can't see where and at basket shooting, making ten
"
is not
congress
sentiment
against
seem
that
of 13 baskets made. Fouling was
would
DAILY HEALTH, niNT.
you are, uncle Wigglly!"
the baby fish cried:
members. The silver
It's not the cough
"Well, I'm glad of that," laughed heavy. Hale for the summer and
"Oh, will some one please help
being centered on individual
off
That
brook?"
carries
Into
by
the
you
me to get back
the bunny. And before the Bob Gutlerrea for the winter outfit
lining of the cloud so graphically pictured
Rut it's the coffin
be
out of were disqualified on fouls.
Uncle Wlggllv knew he Cat could wipe
Then
Mondell, which is thus revealed, will
A preliminary of fast feminine
That they carry you off In,
was in no danger and the bunny his eyes. Uunle Wigglly hopped
reafter
seekers
omen
welcome
most
by
O J o
hailed as a
to his hollow stump bunga action wag put on in a game be
Mftn puts punch in his argument and is fined Bal,Tll heln you, baby fish!" With safely
tween
low, after thanking the bahy fish, Chavez-Curr- yuay county girls and a
election generally.
y
$15.00.
'
Any man who would waste punch in that his paw, Uncle Wigglly gently lift- of course.
county group. Quay
manner
sent
to
snouid
back
into
be
tho
the
pen,
fish
little
I was of some use in this was winner, 18 to 17. .with Sadie
a
the
ed
of
i.ecount
("And
on
down
closed
mines
the
o
o
o
With
Couvert
as an extra sub.
Dawson
of
the
and
chap
said
the
watercress
tiny
all,"
after
pool,
baby
world,
same
fast train on the Rock Island went in the ditch soon felt better.
fish as he swam around the water stitute.
strike and the railroads closed down for theof coal theA other
"
the
ever
who
to
has
Tlve
be
day.
hammer
if
Anyone
baby
to
the
plenty
Roys On mo.
cress pool. And
"Uncle Wigglly, spoke
attempted
reasop, for once there ought
travel over the Rock Island knows that a fast train fish, lifting his head a little way doesn't try to pull all the nails out Summer School.
Winter School
no
cars.
has
business on that road anyhow.'
out of the water, "you did me a of the letter box so the postage A. Nelson.., ...RF
Pankratz
o o o
a
Gutierrez
stamps go roller skating by them Hale
great favor, and I have learned
"
as
Five
I
I
thousand
saying
Tavern
Is
a
won
Steak
banker
Great
.
C
.
Some
next
,
about
which
Uncle
Evans
hope
.R. Nelson
by
day
quoted
good lesson.
selves, I'll tell you
The dispatch
became Rose, says local paper.
do you a favor."
Judging from the price
Hursh
Wagner
and Grandpa Bull.
RG.M...t.
the world wants America to lead probablynam
mat must do some of this Kansas City beef we may
about that!" Wigglly
LG
don't
Jones
worry
"Oh,
Stapp
he
What
probawy
transit.
read
We
don't
about.
know Rose but we are glad laughed the bunny gentleman.
Subs: Ilfeld for Gutierrez and G.
garbled in
The Majestic, the world's largest
mo
won
or
to
Unelo
instead
it
for
it,
pay
Wigglly,
having
gin
Awny hopped
"lend."
more than 80 Nelson for Hale.
o o o
over hill and dale, seeking adven- llteamship, carries
Points: Winter Gutierrez, 22;
two motor
lifeboats,
including
such
on it may be to the land tures.
For
consolation
one
found
almost
And
he
3; Hursh, 2; Stapp, 2. To
of
Pankratz,
on the part
wireless.
an
with
boats
be
fitted
to
opinion
seems
lubber
who
is far from the sea these warm days, before he was ready for It. when
There
tol. 29.
we
bchcmes
one
win
in
uny
recent
in
about
hundred
out
unit
Cat
down
bad
Bob
tho
sprang
only
girl
Points A. Nelson, 8
many who invested
at the beach is curved like tho magazines picture of a tree and chased bini.
There are about ,0n0 stitches in Hale, 2: G. Nelson, 2; Wagner, 6
that they didn't makj 1U
"1 want ears to nibble! I want
them,
shoes,
Total, 17, Refcreo; Dean,
pair of hand-sewDaily,

mm am,

and New Volumes,

w
I

merry with the fruitful grape
sadder after none, or bitter, fruit."

"Better

Than

SENTIMENT

July 24, 1S22

well-bre-

ff

f

-3

REFORMER

"Ad-rlenn-

Ie.)

nalillo county, New Mexico, his
final report as such Administrator
and the court has appointed Mon
day, the fourth day of September,
1922, as the day for hearing objec
tions, if any there be. to the approval of said final report and the
discharge of said Administrator.
Witness 'iy hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this thlrteonth
day of Ji ly, 1922.
FRED CROIXOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
ADM IN ISTKATOK'S NOTICE.
In the I'robate Court of Bernalillo
County. New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Bar- tolo C. Chavez, Sr., Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undorsisrned was, on the thirteenth
day of July. 1922, duly appointed o
Administrator of tho estate or uar-tolC. Chavez, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalilli county,
and having qualified as' such Ad
ministrator, all persons flavins
claims against the estate of said
decedoalt are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
BARTOLO C. CHAVEZ, Jr.,
Administrator
Dated July 13. 1922.
Synthetic camphor may te made
from turpentine by a process re
cently discovered by a New Or
leans professor.

'

W A NT ED

Miscellaneous

WANTED Ton truck. Address post- office box 141.
WAN T E D dionpy to loan on good first
mortgages. McMilllon A Wood!
e
e HAVE several
first mortMc
gage loans. Who wants them?
Million

&

Won.

TRANSFER and scavenger work itrr,
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 723
'
East Iron, phone 1070-EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player-pian- o
James
Duran,
phone
repairing.
1920 West

1D74--

York.

New

WANTED Ti buy cook stove or sma,l
range with water front; must be In
first-clacondition. Phone 632-at $15 South
MAX Ba1TgAINPTORE,
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
Phone 858.
furnltire.
WANTED To buy used furniture for a
four-roohouse; will pay cash if price
Is right.
Address Mr. Kennedy, care
Journal.
Ht;U CLEANERS
1 25.
xl$ Ruga Cleaned
MATTRESSES renovated. $3.50 and up;
furniture repaired and packed. Ervlo
Bedding Co., phones ei.tW, or 8035-WANTED - Careful Kodak finishing.'
Twice dally service. Remember, satisSend ynur finishing
faction guaranteed.
tn a reliable, established firm. Hanna
Hnna Master PhotntrrspheraJ

WANTED

Boom

One or two furnished or unrooms for hounekaepfnK;
furnished
Fifth to Thirteenth, north. Address Bn
525 care Journal,
WANTED

SUNSHINE

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones

'

,

A

RlTPSarp

mucin lower

Colorado 9prinrfsonPr9
you ihe Pike? R?akRon

i

Ptl&blO invite? you to ihp
9an fcatel National Fores

V

T--

DphVV .gateway
Mounta
ional Park

water.

Will foe

ss

and'Off tte Beaten Patk'.

Phone 204.

R. W. HOYT,' Agent,
;

'

,

!

'

n

'

Albuquerque, N. M.

Men Wanted
SANTA; FE

-

.....LF.....
........

glad to tend you our

&e? lxoklptyla)loraclo Summer
05

the-wat- er

V

inwai

Rocky

7'

RAILWAY

Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,;
Electricians, 'Car Men and Helpers. For these
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
Machinists,

--

Santa Fe mechanical officer.

A

Copyright, 1921 by the) International New
Registered U. & Patent Offtc.

BRINGING UP FATHER.
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KOLUMN
CONNA. FINO MAIE
BROTHER TOOAV IP n--5
'HE. UAT THING

LITTLE HOME.
d
Four
rooms, modem, oak floors, plenty or cioset
screened-i- n
room. Good-size- d
front porch, screened-i- n sleepgood-size-

n

four-roo-

UArretv.:

s

v

NO MDRE APPLES
But a good
brick,
well located in the Second
ward. Good sleeping
porch,
oak floors, nice shade trees,
lawn, sidewalks, good garage,
chicken house, eto. This house
Is in
l
condition and will
sell . Call 640; we will be glad
to show It.

I'll, look fop;
mini

t VONOEft IP HE.
WOULD eE AvROONG
HERE '

I'M

A DANDY

By George McManw

Servlc.
N

v

A--

ing porch. Good walks, garage.
Lot 60x142 feet. This Is a
prefised brick home. In
a good location and priced
well-bui-

Jjght.

lt,

HOME AND INCOME .
frame house with
large porches. In good close-ilocation in Third ward. At
present, arranged for, two families. This is a good value at
$8",750. Terms
Six-roo-

n

y

LINCOLN ADDITION,
A few more good lots to be
had in Lincoln addition. Located
on North Fourth street with
some shade and fruit trees:
also extra large
lots. Good
terms.
,
.

D,

.

Real
210 W,

J.

KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
Gold.
Phone 007--

--

Dieckmann

Realty

Co,

Realtors.
, Phone
W. Gold.

70.

S, 050

BARGAINS
Rooms furnished
.$2,650
Rooms partly furnished,
two
a
family

house

A.

Above are new houses in excellent
condition. Small payment and easy
terns. 216
W. Gold. Phone 999.
See STACEY.

TOR SALE
South Highlands; two houses,
on corner. Bringing $35.00 rent.
$400 down, $1,400.
I
REALTY- SALES CO.
114 S. Second. ' Phone 660.
-

BT7Y SELL OK TRADE

ITTRNITURE, ETC.
T. L. & E. L. McSPADDEN

lEQj

'

WANTED
Tie-

makers.

j Mckinley

t.
business
have two
lots on West Central Avenue
you should BUT now and hold
a short while, then sell for
real money.

We

25-f-

A. L. MARTIX & COMPANY,

Realtors.

Loans
Insurance.

and

Phone 156.

'

land and

A

llll.

WE WILL GET YOU
AND 10

18

for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on

Apartment;

Albuquerque city improved property. All property to be shown In
person and papers to be examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's pxpense.

"'"""

to

m

4

J.

KtLEHER,

D.

Realtor.
Phone 410.

211 W. Gold.

Realtors.
Investments.

Mm.
FIREMEN, BRAKBMEN, beginners 1150,
later $250. No strike.
Railway, care
Morning Journal.
WANTED
Six or eight carpenters, for
open shop work.
Apply 1107 North
First. V. Clmlno.
WANTED
man
Young
stenographer, age
about twenty. Apply, giving name of
references to Bo 44. care Journal.
COITClETH form carpenters, teamsters
and laborers, good wages, transportation to Job. Employment Agency, 110
South Third.

$10.00

PAT, THE PLUMBER,

A

216 North Third,
PHONE 201

323 W.

SALE

Address Box C.

,

115.00.

Land
Lumber Co.:

hardwood floors,
features, nicely furnished.
Fine porches, good garage, "our
blocks put. See this one early.
770.

Load
Per,
Grade

McKirUey

'

five-roo-

J. P. GILL REALTY

Better

It Lasts

-

- Terms Cash

BRICK BUNGALOW

FOR

basement
and two porches,
fire place, furnace, hardwood
built-ifloors,
buffet and
kitchen cabinet, lawn, shade,
garage. Lot 100 feet on paved
street. East front. For appointment,
Call 2377-or any Realtor.
n

Care

Morning

Journal..

six-roo-

'&

New Mexico,

Albuquerque.

J. E, Gorlce, Real

Central.

Miscellaneous

Ft

It

AUTOMOBILES,
utilck speedster,
76.
sale
norn.

FOR SALK
ItJXLK; BEST IN TOWN.

rill after

B

407

p. m.

iTiht--

Eulck, IBO0;
Podge. 110 West Cold.
EXI'KliT KAOIATOIt REPAIRING!
18
K- - Eheot Motdl
Works, 217 North Third.
west McKlnley.
5
FOR SALE
liuick - touring car;
flrst-lus- s
FOIt SALE Acme adjustable dreea form.
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.
Thone 21
city.
FOR SALE Pure bred white Angora kit FOR SALE Overland touring car, flrst-clricondition; price JI00. 609 West
tens, i'none it:.-M- .
FOR SALE 10,000 pounds early harvest McKlnlev.
BO
SAVE
s
Mann
ti 7fi pi-- cent on used parts,
appies, cneap.
(iardens.
etc.; full stork for over twenty-fiv- e
difFOR SALE Laundry stovei "wlthank ferent
cars.
Molntosli Co., 311 West
heater attachment. Phone 473-FOR SALE Cheap, snda fountoln; good FOR HALE
Appersun "chummy"
cooomon. Apply ji5 South First.
newly palmed; new tires, and In
FOR HALM One 10x12,
No. 1 condition; reasonable prlre.
Duke
tent, complete. 020 North Eleventh.
rlty Auto Co., 300 West Tijeras.
ROOFINO
FOR SALE OK TRADE For a good
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1U34-roadster or speedster, a five passenger
GARDEN HOKE.
2.35 per roll.
The light six private family touring car; used
i:o weat Gold, phone 1111. very little: In excellent condition and up
FOR SALE Wicker baby carriage, cood to date; over 20 mlk-- per gal, of gaso-llrcan be seen at 301 North Third
condition; very reasonable. 618 West street. Make
me an offer.
Silver.
AUTO WrtfiCKINQ CO.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred pit bull ter-- ! ALBUQUERQUE
New
and Used
nor puppies, ti. K. Jilumenslilne, phone
REPLACEMENT PARTS
2413-RIn Stork for All Cars:
FOR HALE OR RENT Singer sewing ALL parts tested before lenvlng sbop.
machine.
The Exchange. ISO Wet
Radiators, electrical parte, tops, bodies.
Gold, phone 1111.
lights, horns, Ignition seta, springs, eto.
Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New
MANZANO GINGER ALE
A HOME product of super quality. Get axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
a bottle under your belt.
cnrrled, for all ears. Keep us In mind.
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
TYPEWRITERS, all n.dVi-s(15 and up.
$3 per sn'onth.
Albuquerque Typewriter
5
West Central.
Phone 434.
122
South
Fourth.
Exchange,
WHEN IN NEED OF
1
FOR SAT E Used tractors,
and
TIRES,
rims,
carburetors,
6,
springs, mag- with gang plows
Hardware
letos generators, wheels, gears, axles.
Department, J. Korber & Company.
accessories
horns,
bearings
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotCOME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
lots.
Bwayne'a Dairy, phone 1H1B-FOLLOWING
MAKES OF CARS:
Billed ri4 ritr.
nsxi rnHiiise.
rti
FOR SALE Piano and player pianos;
Che4rolet 490, FB.
pre-wChalmers.
Chandler.
P
Geo.
values. Phone 106.
t,
Piano Co., 114 South Walter. Baby Grand;
Dodge. Dort,
Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N.; Maxwell, MitchFOR SALE Standard make used player ell
Olds 8. Overland, every model; Saxon
A-l
at
sell
in
pianos,
condition; will
4 and 6; Studebaker
4 and 6; Willys-Knigh- t,
on easy payment plan. Phone
bargain
every model.
1409-If you don't aee your ear e
above
EVERYTHING IN PLUMBING FIXT- list, remember.
URES, and material. Pumpa and well WB ARE SALVAGING- I.ATB MODEL
CARS EVERY DAY.
points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-1111 North Fourth.
Tn addition to the largest stock of ated
In
the state, we carry a COMparts
SLAB WOOD For fire place, 1 3 full PLETE line of NEW gears, drive ehafts,
axle
shafts
and general accessories, for
truck load, delivered. Phone 1693-ev.ry car,
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
FDR SALE 34x4 tire, tubu and rim, IS;
VIADUCT OARAGB.
another one for 7.50 and 18.50; also
800 SOUTH. SECOND.
a few 30x3 M. The Exchange, 120 West
Largest
parts house In the stata.
Gold, phone 1111.
FOR
FOR SALH Buck range, heating stove,
with board; sanitary couch, with pad;
OA 141.
A pari
pitcher pump and sixteen feet pjpe. 313
set.
Phone 1742-W- .
North Fifteenth.
FOR
SALE
Kitchen cabinet, Ice box,
FCt SALE Black currents for making
dining room chairs, fruit lara. 1220
Jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Bent- - North
Fifth.
to I
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rfrom
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster
nights.
morning, 12 to 1 and 0 to
or 2035-pnone 618-Ervln
ing,
CEDHO CANYON Firewood Co., firewood
direct from Cedro canyon to user; Bedding Company.
sawed and split in atove or fireplace FOR SALE Refrigerator, baby buggy,
wardrobe and conrplete line of new and
lengths; prompt delivery. Phone 2400-.I2- .'
furniture at bedrock prices. 126
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions used
South First.
foot
cures
all
falUn
prevent
Insteps:
troubles. 11. Planter Arch Uupporta. Thos. FOR SALE Two oak wardrobes. Three
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. f oak dressers, one wooden bed, three
springs, three small center tables. 838
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
North Third.
,
11 pes gal
r lOD for all kinds of . roofs.
lon.
The Manxano Co..- - 110 Boutn FOP SALE Three-burngas stove, with
1834-J- .
Walnut, phone
Try a built up
oven; liundry stove, two heating atoves,
roof; will last aa long as tne nuiioina beds, mahogany davenp'brt and other
F1VB full sets of telegraph Instruments, furniture. 217 South Arno.
Includes key aounder, wire, resonator FOR 6ALE Dining table, six chairs, buf
and batteries: two sets already assem
fet, three rockers, dresser, chiffoniers,
bled on, good table and ready for two cabinet, tnble, library lamp, dishes, picvan tures, double and single beds, and, other
peraona to learn on; will sacrifice,
411 East Sliver, after 6pm.- articles;1 never used by sick. 501 South
USE EFFECTO AUTO TCP and seat- Third.
dreaslng. Effecto Auto Enamel, Van- FOR SALE Edison phonograph, good
par.
Valspar Enamel on automoones.
condition, twenty records, 120; drop-hea- d
Homestead
PIvmomh Cnttaae Print.
good condition,
sewing machine,
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement. Sat 310: thtee-bumoil stove, with oven,
isfaction assured. Tnoa. p. Keiener i.rtii
six ohalrs for 35; hall tree. $2.50;
312.50;
Co.. !) Wet Central
Tbon ;e,C7- -j
bed with iprlnga and mattress, 110; refrigerator, 17.50; steel cot with mat
WANTED Position
tress, $5; sanitary couch, 8B: swivel chair,
typewriter, IB; tent, 10x12,
WANTED Housework ty the day. Phone $8; Remington
37.50; four-qua- rt
freeier, $2. 611 North
1645.
Third.
woiU , or cooking,
WANTED Half-da- y
Call 1671-DRESSMAKING
WANTED washing and iron'ng to take
horned Phone 1304.
Milpleating Williams'
WANTED Washing and ironing by the HEMSTITC1HNG
linery. 200 South nr..nda. ph. 777-- J
'
v
doren. Phone 1703-FIRST-CLASdreasmaklng. work guarPhone
WANTED Work by the hour,
anteed. ' 820 West Lead, phone 1731 J.
1348-after 6:30 p. m,
25o
SEWING
h.ur. Satlafactlon guarHOUSE
cleaning, fliw polishing, lawn
til South Harvard. Phone
anteed.',
. work.
Call J. W. rjewe, phone i43u-R-- l.
3400
KALSOMINING,' cluing paper and
side and box;
Oooflson, PLEATING, accordion,
John
cleaning kalsomlne.
mall orders.
Crane, 215 (Forth
ihone 634-- J.
'
Seventh.
Crane
Apartments, phone 814.
VANTED Bv refined middle aged wo,
man, housekeeping or care of children. HEMSTITCHING done promptly in the
Dest possible manner, prices reasonaoie.
Mrs. J. w. Qulnn, Supetror notei.
117
Singer
avenue, .ihone 435-WANTED To do cooking for private SewingGoldMafhlne
Company.
no
sick; thoroughly experienced.
family;
Address H. W. U.. care Journal.
PERSONAL
WASHING and Ironing done; plcea rea- aonahle: satisfaction or no Tay; bun J. W. BRA3FIELD. watch, clock and jew
dles called for and delivered. 204 South
elry work. 115 South Second.
Walter.
CAN FURNISH good
hoihe for a few
CALL HUTCHINSON
for houso cleaning
iieaitny boys, wishing to attend Ainu
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paint querque, high school, board, room, laun
ing, kalsomlnlng, ami ctilninex ivfeepiug. dry at? mother's care. Address Mother,
'
oaj jot Mag, jhogt .j?!je v

a

SALEFurniture

t.

Estate,

477.

.Silver.

Thono

FOR RENT

Rooma

116

NEW THREE-ROOmodern out on west side;
$150 down.
FIVE ROOM
$3,150 NEW
modern, h. w. floors, glassed-i- n
s. porch, etc. Elevation:
$00 down.
FOUR
CLASS
$3,800 HIGH
room modern, h. w. floors,
built-i- n
Inclosed
features,
porches, etc. Elevation.
$2,600

S.

B.

FOR RENT Room and kitchenette.
415
North Second,
FOR RENT Furnished room. 322 South

Seventh, phone 729-Several rooms, unfurnlshod.
i: South Edith.
FOR RENT Very pleasant room, close
zus North sixlb.
in.
FOR RENT Furnishes, rooms; no- - children. 110 South Walnut
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
children. 414 West Sliver.
LAKGE: cool room, beautifully furnishpd.
private hnlh 1211 West Koma.
FOR r.KN'l" Furnished room and kltch-n- .
17?4 West Central, phone 252.
FOR RENT
Pleasant housekeeping
rooms near sanatorium. Phone 1097.
FOR RENT Rooms tin light housekeeping. 21S South Walter. Phone 1667-FOR I ft .NT Nice, oean sleeping ind
housekeeping rooms. 1214 North Third.
FOR RENT Two
furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 West
Iron.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms furnished
for housekeeping. Apply 617 West

RENT

FO

for

Nice,
clean apartments,
Imperial Hotel, 211ft West

reasonable.
Central.

KENT
Front bed room, adjoining
oath, close in and private family. 306
West Roma.
oui-sia- e
RENT
Nice
FOR
sleeping
216
looms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
North Second.
FOR KEN T, Three rooms, partly furnlsn-e- d
and bath. Apply 806 North Eighth,

phone

(137--

GRAY STONE

UOOMS

2184 West Gold,
5
per day;

.

EXCELLENT-FIVE-ro- om

$4,200

stucco, out In
A reaj
ward.
the Fourth
litmo.
$4,200 SNAP IN A SEVEN-rooIn
Fourth
modern,
ward. Garage, lawn, shade,
etc.
WE HAVE MANY OTHERS
let us shofa you. No trouble
to talk It over. At your service.
modern

FOR SALE OR TRADE
For Albuquerque property, a
fine littlo fruit ranch, suitable for chiclsrns
nd dairy,
andwill support 200 head of
S0
T, J, JOHNSON,

m

21 S

For

TURNER Co,
W. Gold.
Phone 407.

.

Nicely furnished rooms with
first-clas- s
table board. Phone 1327-110 South Arno.
FOR RENT Large front room, adjoining
bath, for one or two, and board if desired. Phone 1340-BOARD
oood home cooking, rates by
Mrs. Knight, corthe meal or week.
ner Broadway and Oold,
FOR RENT Have lovely vacanoy for two
convalescents. Mrs. W. 11. Reed, phone
152B-400 South Wnlter.
FOR RENT Desirable room and porch,
with- board, for gentlemen,
inquire
Mrs. Fleming, 105 South Cedar.'
HAVE two vacanciea in annex; hot and
cold water In rooms; summer rates, IDO
per month. 1410 south Kdltrr
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with board, suitable for one or two.
618 West Fruit.
Phone 1472-FOR RENT Cool, airy front sleeping
on
room
ground floor, good board near.
119 North Walter, phone 615-MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
convalescents and bed patients; nurse's
care: excellent meals. Phone 1161-board
I AM going to open a first-clas- s
ing house on August 1, on fc.ast
close In. For rates, call at 623 South
High. Mrs. T. F, Repp.
SPECIAL summer rates. Mi per month;
w,.
excellent Doaru,
jrnvaiq
sleeping porch and tray service. 491t
John's Episcopal sanatorium, phone
FOR RENT Nice room with glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, In new home; good
table board. Inquire 1603 East Silver, or
FOR RENT

7Ec-phone 210-per week. Mrs. E. Ollldl.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater. 21 Hi West Central
LINCOLN APARTMENTS,
newly furnish
ed rooms; hot water, cool and close In.
312 Smith Third, phone 014-FOR HUNT Two beautifully furnished
roopis in modern home. Apply Mra.
Fred Hamm, 623 North Becond.
FOR RENT One well furnished house-'keeplroom, close in; reasonable rent;
no slrk; no children. $06 West Iron.
FOR RENT Excellently ventilated clean
bed room, private entrance, - hot water,
phone; reasonable. 204 North- waiter.
rooms and
BI.CIN HOTEL Sieepln:'
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
week or month. 602Mj Weat CentraX
FOK KENT front room, well furnished,
adlolnlng bath, use of phone, close In;
one or.two gentlemen. 703 West silver.
'
9Q7-FOIt RENT Two furnished rooms, with Phone
na cnuaren; MRS. CARL BERGLUND. private aana-torlullcht. hath, telephone;
1414 South Edith street; acright across from postoffice. 414 West
commodations for a few more healthseek-rs- :
Gold.
modern, nicely furnished rooms, tray
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for
excellent meals, all fresh fruits.
light housekeeping;
light, gas ana service,
plenty good mug. uni vv
water furnished; also garage. 809 North vegetables,
ennrv in annex at $50.00 per month.
Edith,
Some vacancies tn main building, summer
FO::' RENT Exclusive, well furnished rates from ISO to 1100 per monin. nurse
room, wltlf large sleeping porch, hot care If desired. Phone HB5-water heat and hath; centrally located,
21 West Coal.
fhone 1744-CARPENTERING
PETTIFORD THB ODD JOB MAS.
WANTED Salesmen
All kinds of work. Phone
If you are making I WILL ESTIMATE all or any part of
WANT SALESMEN
less than ten dollar
per day, it win
lath-in- g
your work; I make a specialty of
nav you to see me.
Also have an A- -l
Come to 2414-J- and shingling. W. M. Conver. phone
state distributing proposition.
J.
o
Comba Htel, call for Mr. street.
We can resurface
BANDING
FLOOR
telephone calls answered
your old floors and make them like
WANTED
Five aalesmen to sell Colt new and make your new floors perfect
lighting and oouklng plants; we give Phono 2070-you one woe s training wim
v"""" LET me figure your new hquBe or re
paid, and pay a liberal commission and pairs; reasonable
prices; work guaran
an ousineus iftureu
expenses. on
E
.,
,
teed; estimates free. Call 1755-.
iuic. wn .,1,1,
alter, a nusuer can
H. Johnson. 614 John.
The
month.
dollars
plants
hundred
DO
per
. - .-- ,1
.
.
.
and
n
vear
WE-.'OB carpentering
ODD
" t"- ere sum unucr
Buala,,l-- C
house building, reasonable;; Investigate
in which to pay; making the most at
- our low prlces7 estlroatee free. Phone
tractive proposition tout nj m.. same
2S9H-J. F. Kluken. H Tale.
have placed before him. At the
every I WANT you to Investigate my low j.rlces
a Colt ,,la . something
time
, n . that
.
naaAm WHO
or sinau iowii ip'uoi.
runner
on any kind of a building proposition
doee not have the convenience of good you have In view. A. E. Palmer, Bunga41. city. Phfme 1768,W.
cuuni
ngnt ana ,, moaern
...
terrl- - low Builder. Box
v.,".- - tfirsi - appiiuitiii X..
Bt .it",, .hnlfia
Address W. M. Foster, 210H West
WANTED-Re- al
Estate
'
Uentrai. Ainuqueroug.
IF Yo'u have business property for salt
Hat
McMilMOD
It
Wood.
with
MONEY TO LOAN

Phone

PHYSICIAN'S
WO
HB. 8. I. BURTON,
of tne pHnmnrfi.
Suite. 9 Bnrnitt Building.
8. MABI.K NKKKI.M, I). O.

Sl't(iirO.

!laaee

Cltlxcns' Bonk Building,
S8.I-and W.Z--

rhone

UK. 8. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Kar. Nufce and Throat.

Barnett

LOAM

TO

OO

Building.
Office

Phone 181.

Honrs

II a. m.. and ! to p. m.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited to
GEN1TO - rniNAKY
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
to

B

Wassermnn

In

Lnhorntory

Citizens

Rank

Connection.

Phono

Bide.

H89.

F. C. BAKES, M.' D.

Diseases of the 'Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. 8ec
ond st. Ground floor. Phone 843.

CHIROPRACTORS
E. F. CAKMKN.
Chiropractic
IB nnd 20 Arml.l(i ltalli1lnir

Ranches

FOH RENT

FOR 1! E A iii 32 iTtiC ntta u! L'' HKlni minial n
grazing and agricultural land; 'good
arrasi and winter protection; good, four-roo- m
house; 25c an acre per year. Call
af 120? VtrctnlH hniivnrn".

FOR

RENT

F"o H It IS N tFOR KBN'T

Phone

-

I804-.-

Miscel!aneou

SH West 'coiii!"
Plauo, eaoelient condition.
; ii r a

g.

Fe-- T"oe
t
PAILY .STACK
To Taos (Read linen)
7:30 a.'m.
Leave
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
12:30 u. m,
Leave
12:30 p. ra.
Leave
AJuaqueri)ne-NaD-

....

Arrive,

ft:0J p. m.

To A huquenoe (Road I'p)
Albuquerque .. .Arrive... 7:60 p. m.
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p. m.
Santa Fe
Arrive.. .12:45 p. in.
..11 :15 a. m.
..Arrive.
Espanola
Taos
Leave... 7:30a.m.
FARE TO SANTA FK, $4.50.

....

TO TAOS, (Slt.Stf.

Rlngllng
Albuquerque Headquarters
Brothers' Cigar Store, 210 Wesf Central
Aver . Phone 000.
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Confeo-tloner- y.
.
Phone tit.

TIME CARDS

WESTBOUND Dally.
Arrive,
Depart
The Soout.... 1:10 pm 8:10 pm
I Calif. Limited. K:J0 am 11:40 am
7 Fargo
Fast.. 100 am 11:10 am
I Tbe Navajo. .1I:.1B am 1:40 am

Train.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

l

N--

No. 17
No.

Na
Na

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Exp
El Paso Exp

EAsqrooNn.

Na

ma

klUNEl'

w. wilson;
Attnmef,
II, 17 and 19, Cromwell
Building.
115J-J- .

Room

1':J.

r

N. SI

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

with Board john

Rent-Room- a

TABLE BOARD, single ineala served.
313 North Tenth.
FOR RENT Room with board. 318
South Broadway.
ROOM AND HOARD, i'J a week.
Gil
South Broadway.
FOR
RBNT Glassed In porch, with
h.ard 1H North Mapie.
ROOM with sleeping porch and Hoard;
gentlemen only. Phone 1079-CANVAS eleeplng porch,
with board.
1207 East Central.
110 per week
ROOM AND BOARD wl'h glassed sleep-In- s;
porch; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Front room, five windows;
tray service; summer rates. 1207 East
Central.
SLEEPING! PORCHES for five convalesPhone
cents; gentlemen
preferred.
1U1-J-

P. O. Box Z, Socorro,

-

ROBERTS

FOR ItENT

FOR KENT Two rooms furnished
light housekeeping. 1727 West

New stucco home of combination living and dining rooms,
with china closet
and fire
place, kitchen, bedroom, glassed sleeping porch, bath, oak
floors, two porches, sidewalk,
alfalfa and shade.
The parties that purchased
thlsiiome must leave town un
expfetedly and have instructed
me to sell it. Terms. Immediate possession.
To see It,
come to 1006 Orchard Place.
C. G, ZAPF,
Phono 1(10--

PRICED TO SELL

, YOU AND YOUR WIFE
Should own this splendid
modern home. Close In. A bargain.
Act quick or it'll be gone. Terms;
yes, very good.

CO.

TRY BODDY'S
rn(tne zl.!-r;4- .
FOR SALE Genuine French violin.

for sale:

ern New Mexico town, consisting of Dry Goods, Clothing,
Shoes and Furnishings. Stock
will invoice about J12.000; can
reduce stock if necessary. Good
reason for selling..

(Ot about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon

Plumbing and
Heating.
Repair Work- a Specialty.

Phono

Flverooms, music room, bath,

s

As Long As

Cosy

Consisting of

n

In north-

Good paying' business

built-i- n

HELP WANTED

REAL HOME

A

FOR SALE

and sleep-

ast

Pebble daRlj, 'eight rooms, modern. Well located, Flj'St ward,
Terms, 7 per cent on dei
ferred payments.
Close In Second ward, six rooms
room,
and glassed-lsleeping
Five hundred
5,800.
modern,
rent.
like
balance
down,
Almost new,
bungalow,
Third ward, fine location, garage,
shade, lawn, $4. COO. Easy terms.
New stucco adobe, five rooms and
bath, fire place, oak floors, cement basement, excellent location
$4,250, terms.
MiMIIXIOV & WOOD, Realtors.!
sun V. l.ohl. insurance, l.onns

REAL HOME

J.

ing porch, Adobe stucco,
mission front porch and
service porch, A beautiful lot and wonderful shade
-efront,' For appointment call 2377-or any
Realtor,

INC.

five-roo- m

"

city property,

m

ADOBE

FeATUReJERVICB,

lNT--

$5,-00- 0.

feet, orner near new
stucco
city school. Three-roodwelling, all foe 1 2,100. Here's
t
your chance,
$1,500 to loan on
100x142

Loans,

At a real price, with easy terms.
Five-roobrick, oak floors, furNew Mexico
nace, built-i- n
features, garage,
fenced, sidewalks, all for $5,600,
In Luna district. Can you beat it.
B. McCLUGIIAN, BEAITOB.
204 W. Gold.
Phono 442-HOME
Insurance, Notary Public.

FOR RENT Three-rooapartment. 423
Weat Bunt Fe.
FOR RENT furnished apartment and
Goodall Investment Co,
X
garage. Phone 1590-Room 6 Grant Bldg.
FOIt RENT Furnished apartment, four
(Over Golden Rule Store)
rooms, modern. J104 North Second.
Phone 849,
FOR RENT Two furnnwied roomi with
Insurance, Loans, Real Estate
private Path; very cool. Pho.ie 1727-FOR RENT Three room and sleeping
porch; private bath. i,lS West Granite,
phone 1701-MObfcKN,
FOR RENT Pwellingg
furnished or not, new. close
In, atrlctly flrit-clae- e.
708 East
WANTED
FOR RENT A house at 72 West Tljeras.
At once a reliable, first-clas- s
olothlng and
houso, furnished.
Two furnished rooms, for FOR RENT Four-rooFon RENT
salesman.
furnishing
328 North Fourth.
light houaekeeplng; adulta; no alclc.
EUBANKS
EROS.
724 South Second.
FOR KENT Several houses, furnished
and unfurnished. Phone J582-FOR RENT-Thre- e
roome, glassed In sleeping porch, beautifully furnished, close FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house,
tn.
Phone 19S8.J.
with porch. 1022 South Walter.
Female.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping apart- - FOR RENT Two-roohours'
cottage, porch, WANTED A good girl for several
nr.ur BiceyiiJB yorcn, draft boutn
housework dally. Phone 1990-water; HO month. 1S04 South Edith.
"'ciii.
Second.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house, WANTED Maid with experience to asFOR RENT Furnished mortem outside
sist In small sanitarium.
garage, lr,o. Inquire 822 South Arno.
1416 South
Averlll phone 1340-R- .
apartment; private bath.
Efllth street.
Apartment, 208H North Second.
FOR RENT Modern, unfurnished house, WANTED An office girl, capable of
FOR RENT Two or three-roofront
four rooms, glassed-i- n
office hours from 0
sleeping porch. to taking dictation;
apartment; running water In roome. At S23 South Arno.
12, and from 3 to 5. XXX, care
Henrietta Hotel, 117H North First.
FOR RENT Houses, all klnds;furnlshed
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
and unfurnished.
McMlllIn & Wood, TOUNO SPANISH or American girl, to
three roome and private bath. 21814 rteaunrs, ZUB west UOId.
do light housework; family of two; can
North Second. Albuquerque Hotel.
WILL LEASE my homer four rooms and sleep on premises if desired, Addres
'
care Journal.
6fl6,
FOR RENT A very Jilce four-roobath, to responsible parties for six
apartment, furnished; you should aee montha. 519 West Corner.e
Malp and Female.
this one at once. 916 Forrester.
FOR RENT Three-rvohouse, with SOLICITORS WANTED Good pay. ApFOR RENT Two-rooapartment, comglassed porch and two screened porches,
ply Emcee Studio, Grant building.
pletely furnished, modern; water paid; 23 per month. Phone 1238-WANTED Lady or gentleman to take
115. 1601 East Central, phone 1142-FOR RENT 108 South Arno, seven
over one or all of three agencies, which
FOR- - RENT Two
cool rooms,
rooms and bath,
large.
basement. ! I have held for three ye"ars; good money,
kitchenette, nicely furnished for house, Phone 1628-or P. F. McCanna.
1205
work; better investigate.
keeping; modern conveniences. 616 West FOR RENT Severs, modern furnished pleasant
North sixth.
Coal. .
125.
nn
rent
t30 and 15:
ear
cottages;
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
line. Apply at 1218 South Edith.
FOR SALE Ranches
with bath; FOR RENT
housekeeping apartment,
three
Completely
furnished,
reasonable; adults; no sick. 513 South
FOR
SALE A email ranch, three-fourth- s
room
aleeD
Uni
near
cottage.
ng porch,
Arno. .
mile weat of bridge; modern bouse. A.
versity car line. Phone 1478-3. Jamea.
FOR RENT Modern furnished apart-men- t, FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house.
two rooms And sleeping porch,
with sleeping porchea; modern; 130 ROBERTS-TURNEcompany, 218 West
close In, to couple only. 614 West Iron.
Gold, have established a special land
Call at 706 East Santa Fe,
month.
ptr
630-J.
Phone
department.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished house
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, conwith Bleeping porch. 125 per month: FOR SALE We have some splendid
necting with bath; private entrance, water paid. 911 West Iron, phone 2102-propositions In suburban ranches.
front and back. 1008 North Bkcond,
Company.
LIST your vacant houses wttn the City
182S-phone
acres,
efficient FOR SALE Ranch of thirty-tw- o
Realty Co.. for prompt-anfurnished apart- aervlce.
o
FOB RENT Two-rootwenty-twZ0T
acres of it alfalfa; ranch7.
West Gold, phone
ment; hot and cold water, light 421and FOR KENT Modern brick
man's house, barns for storing alfalfa,
seven-rooreasonable.
rent
and complete farm equipment
phone paid:
Santiago
house; furnished suitable for boarders Garcia.
South Broadway.
Ranchoa de Albuquerque.
or home. 118 North Maple, phone S27S-rooms
and
two
TO RENT Furnished,
acres In
OR
FOR
TRADE
SALE
Flvo
RENT OR SALE Elegantly fur
bath; two porches and garage, 135, light FOR
near paved road; fine grape
nished new five-roo117-house, with gar or Fruttvale,
Harvard;
and water furnished.
to right
terms
chicken
ranch:
easy
close
In. Address T. W care
age,
key at 119 Harvard.
party. Drone 883, or apply room 15 First
National bank, or 1100 South Walter,
FOR RENT One large and one email
completely for FURNISHED HOUSE of four rooms, RANCH A good one, for sale; all kinds
apartment, furnished
21S
aleeping porch, garage: opposite uni
houaekeeplng. Crane Apartments,
of
Implements, cows.
versity; (50 per montl. 1820 East Cen horses,fruit, alfalfa,bouse,
North Seventh, pheafa 814.
garage, barn,
twentv-tw- o
aorea close in. Old Town
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, con- tral.
four rooms, FOR RENT Modern brick house, nicely Boulevard; must beaold on account of
venient to sanatorlums;
or 848;
furnished, six rooms, 'front and back health. Phone owner, 2417-Rglassed-in- sleeping porches, gas; on East
highlands; close in. postotf'cebox 192, Old Albuquerque, N.
Central car line. Cull 1321 East Central, screened1S47--porchea;
J.
M.
Phpne
Wood. Phone 848.
or eee McMlllIn
FOR RENT Three-roohouse with
chicken house for two hundred chickens
FOR RENT Storeroom
FOR RENT Furnished front npartment,
1205 West
garage, lights and water,
two rooma and kitchenette, bath
FOR RENT Store room, suitable for
garage It de- Iron, phone 490-large front-porc- h;
Bmaii grocery. I'none inbo-sired; thoughly clean and sanitary; two FOR RENT Furnished
cottage, three
adulta only and no lick. 124 South Arno.
rooms, bath and- - glassed-i- n
sleeping FOR RENT Building at 412 Weat CopB.
682-8S1-neri suitable for garage. Inquire H.
modern
and
Phone
porch;
gas.
jhone
keys at 1524 East Central between a and Sherman, at First Savings Bank and
Trust company, phone I.
li.
Livestock
FOR- 5 ALL
.
m n nli-- i
house, FOR RENT Store room and cellar. 25
n n n -- Tl f. FOR'' RENT Modern, furnished
by (0 feet, the rear of 109 South First.
three rooms and glassed-l- n
FOR SALE Good milk cow. Phone
sleeping
two
other
2404-Jscreened
porch,
porches. In accessible bg alley fron second street,
avenues. Fred Luthy,
Gold
1001 touth Walter.
quire
1826-1301
Cal
Milk
cow.
FOR SALE
i
FOR RENT House, four rooma and at Cltlaena National bank.
North First.
to
ault tenant a 25x100
WILL
throe
Bleeping
arrange
unfurnished;
porchea.
FOR SALE Young Jersey cow, cheap. blocks from
foot brick building; good oonaitinn;
postoflce; 140 per month.
1411 South Edith.
reasonable
Wm. J. Leverett, phone 110,
opposite Santa Fe shops;
cow, for quiok
See or write TU Heyman. 100
FOR SALE A- -l Jersey
Two-roofflass- - terms.
RENT
FOR
and
house
2401-JV. M.
N
Altmoueron
sale. $65. t Phone
First.
rth
ed-l- n
Bleeping porch, nicely furnished.
FOR SALE Horses, harness, and wagons. modern, except bath; fine neighborhood;
BUSINESS CHANCES
adults only.
s, 810 North Broadway, pnone laos-- j.
Call 715 East. Silver, r
galted saddle phone 1II01-Cheap,
FOR SALE
1600
buys the best rooming house in town.
horao and saddle. 400 North. Twelttn FOR RENT House, new, three rooms,
MBH South Second.
glassed-l- n
battr,
porch. FOR SaLB Two-stor- y
sleeping
FOR S1 ALE Grade 'Hereford cows and
orlck building
box 624, phone screened porchea, electric light, gae and
Postoffice
calve
31t South First; location good for any
Areola heat; opposite Methodist Sanato2420-Rkind of business.
2400-Rrium.
Phone
Holsteln
FOR SALE A fine
popcorn outfit,
RENT Nicely furnished brand new, FOR SALE Crlspette
'Jersey cow. Call 1220 South High, or FOR
complete; good proposition for live man.
modern stucco bungalow; gas and trot
'phone 8161-611
North
First.
J
large glassed-l- n
sleeping porch; Inquire
irnn hat.k Kir mire-bre- d
Jersey cows, water;
115
Hotel.
will rent reaaonably. Call at 801 South FOR SALE Albuquerque
good milkers; will aell on Installment Edith.
Cafe, pool
South
First,
Albuquerque
ZI37-plan. Phone
819
room.
First.
South
RENT Unfurnished, modern brand
hai.r Three voung Jerseynineoow:to FOR
new- - house; two
glassed-l- n
Bleeping FOR SALE Official county paper In
oheam-oH- o'.
three
heifers,
front and ' back porches, all
2408-RDeveloper, Moaquera,
porches,
growing town.
old.
P'tone
twlv months
screened In; has gas; will rent reaaon- - N.
"
vrt uflAT.R Ynnnir fnmale tluck dog. ahly. Call ft 801 Sonth Edith
jhSalemarKet; sales 140.000
-j
cross between Airedale and Llewelyn
meats only; long tease; priced
"FOR SALE Real Enfate- - toannually;
setter. 1305 WestTrJeraa, pnone in-Towner leaving. Write,' to B. I
sell;
FOR 8AI E Flemish Oianta. Rufus Reds. FOR SALE 6k TRADE For aula, lot on t, care Journal.
noes um
DUCKS,
BS k ana.
Black.North Seventh; auto must be In good WB HAVEA-- 1 money-makin- g
business
condition. Pfione 171, Address 824 South
fr. era. 710 West Lead, phone 1926-opportunities; such as merchandise,
second.
young
of
good
Two
carloads
and other high-clas- s
FOR SALE
garages
groceries,
hnMAa. welzhlna from . 1.200 to 1,600 ..OTS We have some splendid residential propositions not advertised locally.
Albuquerquo
Iota iiall parta of city, to aell on;easy
Co., 218 Was Qold.
pounds.1 Martln"a oorraf,
.
Horae Market,' First afreet and Mountain
terms
jci uui.ee, 111 west niiii GARAGE FOR SALE W ft. deep, 60 ft.
477.
phone
frontage; S enow rooms; 1 stock room:
180 ton hydraulio press; full shop equipLOST-AN- D
FOUND
WANTED Apartment
ment: on main highway. Large estabrent 130 per
business
Modern furnished- auartmunt, lished repair
WANTED
LOST Airedale dog. dark and gray face
M.
or small house, three or four rooms, for month. Price $700,00. Magdalena, N. AdIf returned to Nye O. Martin, at Washcar
or
Will
take Ford
part paybent.
hum Co."s, reward.
couple and boy 7, girl 1, Answer R., care
O. Box SO. Alhuquerque, N. M.
dress
P.
S
and
BOYS
Journal,
TO
giving
description
price.
NOTICE
rosT-'R- ed
Water Spaniel dog, answer Don't, care tor place previously rented to
sleir.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
"
t to name er "iraKe;
to 723 Wait 8llver. Chaa nuier.
FOR HAJE Desirable Iota on North
Sixth, or will consider a trade for a
condition.
KXWiSfiENtlNoT1
touring car, -in arat-olae-' s
I
ovelr
fur
furniture
I06S.
Phone
rooms
repairing,
office
cleaning,
Rug
Two
Von KENT
or JUHO-- J.
80 per month;
llgbt. niture packing, fnone vij-ir'.Pg JKeaulUj
,Ad
,.0S5:r.ffl-ar-n- t

ins

LOCATION

BUSINESS

over our

INSURANCE
accounts that
there Is an abundance of propwe
do not have any
erty Hhat
INSURANCE on.
We feel that we ar entitled to
a share of your business and
ajBsur
you that any amount
will be appreaiated and - taken
care of.
"Our personal
attention to
every little detail"
Phono 657.'
FRAXKLIX & COSrpANT,
Insurance,

lumber. co.,

Thoreau

'

Beat Estate,
223 W. Gold.

Apply

We find in checking

BY

OPPORTUNITIES

INSTJBANCE

it INVESTMENTS'

m

W

120 W. Gold

RENT

five-roo-

5 Large rooms

THE EXCHANGE

Phone

A

FLEISCD. Realtor

Ateldent, Aoinm ilille , assurance,
Bnrety Bin Is, Lonfte.
So. Ill S. Fourth St. - telephone 674.
Fife,

7K0

4 Rooms, two porches, furnished,
. i. 0Av
T1AUT
hniioA '
. .....tfta.DUU
iiouao

t
'

Five-roo-

m

modern, hardwood Moots, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, oorner lott fine
location; Fourth ward.
13.750 Eight-roopebble
daabed dwelling, bath, eto. ;x also two-rooadobe In rear, lot 75x143; Third
ward, close In.
Some good buys In Central avenue business property.
white amcco frame
4.600
vhungalow, modern, oak floore, bullt-l- n
feature, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.

1

4
6
.

Fourth.

$4,750

Five rooms, FourtAi ward, fire
place, basement, garage (4,400.
Call B. E. DIeckmann
or
E.' C. Robertson.

09

120 S.

MOVE

IN TODAY
houso with two
sleeping parches and large front
two
toilets and bath, well
porch;
arranged for two apartments; lot
60 by 142; newly decorated and
furnished, ready- to move In, for
$3,700. In the Lowlands. To see
Phone 414. this call
Jas. M,. Johnson,
SALE
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans
riionev210.
white skeco tvungr.-lo- 816 V. Gold.

.
WHY PAY RENT
When you can buy a new,
house, all modern excepting heat, on ; a full size lot
On easy terms call
Or easy terms call'
& GRIFFITH
ACKERSON
Realtors.
five-roo-

rootns furnished; South
lawn, trees, garage.

Six

to

'

FOR SALE

Walter;
Price

'.

(922

'

RFT

TOP.

Furnished and
unfurnished
houses fn "all parts of the city.
TARF, VOI R CHOICE
We have five good Insurance
companies.
They settle claims
and
promptly
satisfactorily.
This is a service you will apwe
and
shall
preciate
appreciate your business.
A GOOD LOT
Can still be bought in the University Heights for only $10.00
down and 110.00
monthly.
This is the best addition to the
city and the terms make it
possihlo for aTl of us to own a
lot. We are general agents and
ready.
H, CHAS R0EHL,
I'hono CIO.

.

t The
Navajo..
Calif. Limited.
F. Eight..
18.
14
Tbe Scout....
4

2:10
6.00
7:25
7:20

10:14 pa
11:14 am
1:44 pm
1:40 pm
1:10 pm

pm
pm
pm
am

!:50 ant
F2CM gotrra
From El Paso 4:16 psa
From El Paso 1:64 m
Na 1'
Ha 14 aonneete at Telen ulti
4
for Cl"Tts, Pteee Valte- - Ka--1 City

,

il

Nu.
Nn. 10

a

Cnut

No. 23 connect, tt lela witb Na II
and south
from riovle and polnta ee-

walCBea,

guns and everything

valued

B. Marcus, CI Sooth rirat.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jowelry;' liberal, reliable, confidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 10 N. 1st,
MONEY TO LOAN on close-I- n
city propMcMllllon A
nortgages.
erty, first
Wood. tOC West Onld.
Insurance., real
Mr.

eetete.

fvbruDifclDs
s
as
-

S

Srf

V V

B

TVf EWUITEItS All makes overhauled
and " repaired. Ribbons for every maWr
chine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
i
ftauth Four
rhtnae. phone ens-- j

WELL CONTRACTOR
WKLLii iKi fLLEU driven and repaired;
pumps, tanks, towers. 3. T. Wolklng,
423 Weat Marble, phi'iie H52--

AREYOU GOING TO BUILD
'

Corner

lot, 65x100

$1,100.
tot 60x142

.

.

In Fourth ward,

feet, well located

feet on paved street In Fourth ward, pavln&T
and sidewalk paid ot $1,500.
I.ot 60x142 feet on west Gold, less than three blocks
"
from P. O., at T?,600.
, "

t
--

'

v

.WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
rhono

--L-

223

110.

(

Wet

Gold.

a

!

That will be In this mornlnff. W( knnw there is nothing defter baked in any factory. As there is several kinds, there
will be some kind just to your likine.
v
First New Comb Honey made from the sweet clover.
Ileinai Apple Butter makes a splendid hot weather spread.
Grapclade is another.

i

UN1ST

LET'S GO

Bjr

PASTK

TODAY
'

LAST TIME! TODAY

NEW LAURELS IN PLAY
"STRANGE IDOLS" l'ASTISHE

The Astoclnted Pres..)
Colo., July 23.

With
Delta.
huge crops In this section nearly
by Hie railready to be moved that
the carroads, and fearins
riers will be unable to meet the
railroad
the
of
situation In view
growers,
strike, representatives ofmen
held
shippers and business
a meeting; hero today to discuss
situation.
the
means of meeting
The gathering was attended by
prominent 'men fromTheMontrose
followand Delta counties.
ing "resolution was adopted unansenColorado
sent'to
and
imously
ators and representatives in Washington:
"At a meeting in Delta this
morning, attended by representatives from Montrose, Coal Creek,'
California,
Cedaredge,
olitho,
Paonia and
Mesa, Hotchkfss,
decided
that the
was
It
Delta,
situation must be relieved or financial ruin faces both Montrose
Perishable
and Delta counties.
products now ready to move. Ten
thousand cars is the railroad estimate from the above sectioas.
We ask that the national government immediately take charge
both as to labor and management
of the railroads and the necessary employes, If other means
fail.
"We further represent that the
national government is interested
financially. Five thousand or more
car.'i come from the reclamation
project located in the Uncom-pahgvalley. The farmers are
.obligated to pay the government,
and they now demand protection
in moving and selling their crops
so that this indebtedness may he
met. We also request immediate
action ' be taken to give the labor
board powers eo that their mandates may be enforced, both as to,
capital and labor.

STORE,

508 West Central.

OfSTIV FARNUM WINS

he-oia- n

Phone 28
Delivered
for 10c
Orders

CASH

E

Ten Thousand Carloads of t
Dustin" Farnum, a geriulne
Colorado Perishable Prodof the screen, scored another
Apto
ucts Ready
Move;
triumph yesterday at the Pastime
theater, where he opened an enpeal to Governments
gagement in "Strange Idols," a pic-

Heinz Sweet, Mustard Pickle is one of the new products:
Also have the Sour Mustard.
Potato chips; also the Pved Seal
Fresh AUmnuerque-mad- o
brand.
Should have New Mexico grown Cantaloupes tomorrow.

WARD'S

says. And she does. Whereupon
complications pile up thick and
fast and the result Is a swift moving picture which cannot fall to
please the most fastidious picture
fan.
"They Like 'Em Rough" Is a
Harry Beaumont production rfor
Metro, written and adapted by
liex Taylor and photographed by
John Arnold.

FARMERS FACING

WE WANT TO GIVE YOU A
TASTE OF FRESH CAKES

I

'

William Fox Presents

Dustin farnum

.

IN

STRANGE IDOLS'

ture produced by William Fox.The
audience
play plainly gripped the
and
from start to the final fade-othe sceule beauty added much to
"
,.
its enjoyment.
Mr. Farnum appears as a stalwart son of the wild a wealthy
lumberman who becomes fascinat
ed with a beautiful cabaret dancer
in New York s white light district
her. iLlfe at the
anfecretly wedslumwr camp soon palls upon the
Broadway favorite, despite a fine
home and plenty of servants at
command. The lure of the old life
at length proves too strong for
her. The husband accompanies her
bank to New York but business
will not permit him to remain and
she cannot summon courage enough
to' return with him to the 'primitive surroundings of the; lumber
'
camp.
It is at this point, following tne
advent of a baby, that the dramatic
action becomes tense. The situations call for the utmost of Dustin
Farnum's emotional ability and he
meets the demand wttn spiennia
ut

-

-

In Which Cupid Had a Job
Too Big for Him
"First Scenes of the Shriners
Through Albuquerque9'

j

ALSO

"B" Theater. Repeating today
for the last time, "Golden silence," the Richard Kipling pic
ture; also repeating the "Go Get
'Em Hutch
episode, and the
Current Events" pictures.

of the Day

Rews'-Tep- ics

Two Reel Comedy

Crystal Opera House- - Opening
performance of the Famous Players company, rendering "Baby
Mine" this evening, in connection
with the play, there will be six
vaudeville acts.

Regular Admission Prices

LOCAL ITEMS

I

0. T. STARS DEFEAT
X. I. T.'s IN GAME

I

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 6.
Dr. Virgil Halliday, the famous
spine specialist of Kirksvillc, JIo.,
visited here over the week end
with Dr. and Mrs. Robert D.
while en route home from
the osteopathic convention in California.
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
Violet-ra- y
treatments. Phone 741.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Dunn of Las
Vegas, who have been spending a
few days at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. D. A. Torter, returned home
yesterday,
A special communication of Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M.,
will be held Tuesday afternoon at
4:30 o'clock for the purpose of conducting the funeral of T. B. Owens.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company
Brew-ingto-

Phone

91.

Members of the Knights of Columbus and men's nodality of the
Immaculate Conception' church will
assemble this evening at 8 o'clock
for recitation of the Rosary for
the repose of the soul of Leon
at his late residence, 1008
South Broadway.

e,

THOMAS B. OWENS, WELL
KNOWN RESIDENT, DIES
t

Thomas B. Owens passed away
'.yesterday morning at 1:30 o'clock
at his home, 115 North Maple
avenue, following an illness of
four weeks. Funeral services will
he held from the First Baptist
,

church-Tuesd-

July

ay,

25,

at

5

p. m., conducted by Rev. T. F.
Harvey, and followed by Masonic
service In Fairview cemetery.
with his family,
Mr. Owens,
came here over two years ago
from Okeechobee, Fla., where he
held membership In Okeechobee
lodge, No. 237, A. F. & A. M. He
was also a member of the Modern Woodmen of America, lodge
No. 13303, here.
Mrs. Owens has Been teaching
in the mathematics
department
of the high school, the past two
rs.
yea
Mr. Owens was a member of the
ihnr-Vtnpanre nf the
Young Married People's Sunday
Hchool class, and was a most enthusiastic worker. Mr. and Mrs.
(..'. E. Bras, parents of Mrs. Owens,
were at his bedside a week, but
were forced to return home. Mr.
A. B. Owens v.as with him.
He Is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Owens, Tulsa,
okla.; three sisters and one brother, Mrs. F. M. Houghton, Iake-wortFla.; Mrs. A. Ray Wiley,
Tulsa, Okla.; J. A. Owens, Tulsa,
Okla., and Miss Kathrine Owens,
Tulsa, Ulla. His. wife and two
small sons,
Thomas.
Jr., and
Charles, also survive. Desides these
relatives who mourn for him are
a host of friends who Join in
deepest sympathy. Mrs. A. ' B.
Owens, Miss Kathrine and James
A. Owens are expected this
i

Theaters Today

I

AT

NEW BALL GROUNDS
Stars defeated the X.
T.'s yesterday by a 6Core of 6 to
2. The X. I. T.'s grabbed their only
runs in the ninth inning. The game
was played at the new grounds at
Fourteenth street and Gold avenue.
O. T. Stars Lucero
Batteries:
and Guevara; X. I. T.'s Burns and
Old Town

1.

Vigil.

Lyric Thentcr. "They Like 'Em
Rough," with Viola Dana as the
leading star, is being repeated to- day for the last time; also re-- '
peating "Pure and Simple," a two
reel comedy.

Pastime Theater. Dustin Farnum, starring in "Strange Idols."
is being repeated
today at the
Pastime; also repeating the picof the
Scenes
"First
tures,
Shriners Passing Through Albu"Fox
News''
and
the
querque,"
pictures and comedy.

The Stars will play the De
'
next Sunday at Barelas field. KIPLING'S "GOLDEN
SILENCE" P1CTCRE
Score by innings:
KT.l'EATIXG AX THE "B"
120 001 02x 6
O T S
000 000 0022
X. I. T
Sometimes
Old Nature takes
pity on us poor mortals and taken
ITNlVrcitSITY HEIGHTS.
a hand in helping.
Daily's Knsh and Kurry, our GypPlans were all laid .to go Into
sy store, will work the Heights two
n'fternootw each week, Tuesday and Big Bear Canyon to take the exterior scenes of Golden Silence.
Friday.
The company was driven up there
and ell arrangements were mado
to start taking the snow scenes In
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
There was.i't any
the morning.
DOINGS
snow on the ground, but the director had made all hia arrange-- 1
R. C. Fernstrom, a recent arrival', ments to make It look that way.
Then during the night. Dame
has purchased two beautiful lots on
tho corner of Coal and Glrard ave- Nature let loose the most wonnues in the greater restricted dis- derful snow storm and when the
trict with a view of improving the players went out Into the open
the next morning, the. scenes
same.
Silver avenue from the city lim- were all set and believe us, thete
its to Yale avenue is now In as bad was "plenty snow."
And it kept snowing! It kept
condition as East Central, largely
due to tho opening of the streets on snowing to such an extent that
not
was impossible to take any
it
then
and
for pipe plumbing
and
properly replacing the dirt, leav- scenes. The company waited were
and after two weeks,
ing ditches six or eight inches deep. waited,
to
enabled
photograph the exThere is a county law against this,
teriors and with the natural snow
but it is not observed.
Several parties are already sched- backgrounds. They say that artbackuled to be given at the new Heights ists can paint realistlo
auditorium by the residents of rte grounds, but no artist could ever
sno'w
Is
of
transcribe
the
the
beauty
as
the building
Heights as soon
"scenes in "Oolden Silence."
completed. This auditorium promTills wonderful story, told ' In
ises to be a big factor in tlie desirfilm pictures, Is being repeated
ability of the Heights asj' a .homo
today at the "B" theater for the
section.
,
last time.
Mo-la-

'

Another part has been found
for Miss Viola Dana, the little
Metro star, which seemingly waa
especially constructed to provide
her with an opportunity to display that reckless,
vlvaclousnexs in the portrayal of
which she is surpassed by no actress.
"They Like Km Rough" la her
newest vehicle and it opened yesterday at the Lyric theater, where
nn appreciative audience gave every sign of complete satisfaction
with both the star and her picture. It is being repeated today
for the last time.
The story is a most amusing
one, with a touch of adventure and
well flavored with thrills. It concerns one Katheririe Trowbridge,
a wilful little minx who only
needed to be told to do a thing
to be consumed with a determination not to do it. Authority Jn
sny guise she could not tolerate.
So when her uncle and aunt with
whom she lives, conceive a plot
to marry her off to a certain
young man and Katherlne discovers the scheme, she Immediately
decides that that anybody In the
world is preforabio to that parti
cular young man. "I'll go out and
marry the first man I meet," she

BANK

CLEARINGS

FOR

WEEKJ&482,840.96
Bank clearings for tlw; city of
Albuquerque for the Jweek4 ending6.
2.2 2.840.7
were
Wertrpsi1:iv
This is 1471,354.01 less than tho
preceding week, which inciuaeu
Santa Fe pay day. Business is
holding up unusually well for midsummer, merchants and bankers
say.

Co.,

654 TAXI

MILK THAT

Phone 654

Gentry's Ffrgs, 45c; for sale at
leadline groceries.

RCG CLEANING
Phone 458. Cor. 61 li "hnd Gold

on North 1st Street.
Apply
WEILLER & BENJAMIN
or any Real Estate Dealer

--

Coal
ness.

doing"

."GOLDEN SILENCE"

NAVAJO RUGS
PHONE

A wonderful deputation of the hardships ofi a United:
States Ranger ; his life in the big open places .oi our
country; his efforts to uphold the law.

770

For Sale Furniture
dressers, dining room
set, buffets, library table,
living room set, etc.
DR., H. 51. BOWERS ,
811 North 12th Street

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Beds,

"GO GET 'EM HUTCH"
CURRENT EVENTS

LOST..a'

.

Business

J

LVEilC

0
Garage business of
per year. A money maker for a live wire.
Owner, P. O. Box 681
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOGG, The Jeweler

$50,-000.0-

Jewelry.
Diamonds, Watches,
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices.
Opposite Postoffice.
118 South Fourth.

OONTTNCOC8

STAGE TO JEMF.Z SPRINGS
Runs six days a week. Passengers taken. One way. $5. Leave
at 6:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs. 2 p. ja.
U. S. mail by stage.

Would you marry this girl

T

1

THE IMPERIAL

One 32x4$ Gates tiro, mounted on rim. PUOXE 420.

LAUNDRY CO.

GLADIOLI
a
Fresh

B

dozen
cut daily, $1.50
delivered.
RAYMOND P. BT.OOM,
Phone 2167--

FORhouse.SALE
Fourth and

Rooming
Central. See Landlady for

YouH be able to judge'bettcr
when you see

More Ileat Vnits per Pound
More Ponnds per Dollar

FOR SALE BY OWNER

1

A Harry Beaumont Production

t

I ATI

Stoty and Scouris by Rtz Tiyk

mrm

ADDED ATTRACTION

"PURE AHD SIMPLE"
A Two

Part Comedy

I

j

Regular Prices

Fuel for

TV

WANTED

91

CQ.-Ph- one

VIOIADAMA

Dyeing, Hats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked,
Rugs
latest
cleaned
process.
by

7 rooms,
bath, breakfast
room, 3 sleeping porches, 2
Ideal arscreened porches.
rangement. Strictly modern In
every
respect. Steam heat.
Call 970.

CONVENIENT TO IIANDLK

HAHN COAL

"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

One of the finest homes in
the city in the most desirable
location on paved street

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Order a Ton Today.
Stove and Ranges.

..

for $100?

Phones 148 and' 449.

J.

2178--

UNIFORM SIZE

TO 11 P. U.

1

LAST TIME TODAY

2404-J-- 4

We make a specialty on lumber
material.
hauling and building lone
Now don't forect the
trips.
324
S.
Second
371.
Phone

!F

Regular Prices

brown
at the ball park,
leather ladies' purse containing $50. Finder please return
to Journal office. No questions

Opportunity

OS

'

'

RICHARD KIPLING OFFERS

i

lit

;

B1

'
Triced for quick sale.
Address
COAL YARD. Care Journal.

L

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

A. B. BACA,

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY. WAY

Direct from reservations
Get Our Prices
N. E. cor. Fourth and Central

s

Phone

IjI

K

asked.

SALEbusl'
FOR
Yard

701--

WILlJ KEEP

Vivian's Dairy, Phone

LAST TIME TODAY

good
frontage,

LINE

Woman cook, single,
for Sulphur Hot

Auction

Springs. Apply 203
South Second at once

Tuesday, July 25, at 515 West Lead Ave.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

WANTED

Dr. H. E. Kimble
DENTIST

I

Room 4, Grant Building. Third
nuu vuuirill.

Phone

492

We pay good prices for flr
arms such as Rifles. Shot
Must be tn
Guns. Pistole.
Acondition.
SIS South f irst Street
-l

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

j

r

Five rooms of house furnishings to go the highest bidder for
cash. Note the following articles to bei sold: Dressers, beds,
springs and mattresses, library table, rockers, dining table and
chairs, sanitary cot, coal range, oil stove, kitchen table, kitchen chairs, some dishes and cooking utensils, chickens and
many other articles not mentioned. If you want house furnishings you cannot afford to miss thin sale. Be on hand early and
bring your friends. All goods are sanitary and never used by
sick. Don't forget the date and place. Be on hand.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

The Straight Line

,

21

Crystal Oerap House

w

HEN

a railroad is constructed from orfe town

to another engineers strive to make' the line as
straight as possible. Because a straight route is

shortest, quickest and least costly.

Business furnishes a parallel case the line,, between the
man who makes something and the (man who wants
'
something.
'

Opening Performance

Tonight

FAMOUS PLAYERS DELUXE
Present

devil-may-ca- re

EMPinE, Cleaners

1

Work which had begun on tne
new power dam site of the Iowa
pnmnnnv nr. Quaker Mill
was destroyed at a loss of $70,000.
finest iarnweans
Many of the were
ho
nnniv
completely
wrecked. Crrips'in the county will
half.
cut
in
be
TTiootrif

.

t

Tnbllo fctcnoprrapher,
Room 8, Mcllnl Bids. Ph.

IX
"THEY LIKE 'EM ROUGH"

4M7--

A

RENT
FOR
ware house, railroad

$50,000.

I

LEON ANT0INE, FOR
SEALS PURCHASE SHEA.
San Francisco, Calif., July 23.
37 YEARS .RESIDENT Paddy
Shea, former New York NaOF ALBUQUERQUE, DEAD tional league pitcher, has been
purchased .by the San Francisco
clu-the Pacific Coaijt league,
Leon Antoir.e, a resident of this from of
St. Paul of the American As37
died
tit
for
the
past
years,
city
it was announced here I Let Us Send a Man
Jiis home on South Broadway yes sociation,The
price was not divulged.
today.
To replace that broken window
i
terday morning. Mr. Antoine
glass. Albuquerque Lumber CO.
nuivived by his wife, three daughCITY KI.ECTRIO SHOB "HOP
Phone 421. 423 North First.
213 Smith tfecood.
Phone
ters, Mrs. Arthur Tulip of Galves-- ,
I'tt Call and Delivery.
ton, Texas; Mrs. E. li. Swope of
this city, and Mrs. Thomas E. MorPj. MbcCRACKEN,
gan of Kaifsus, and two tons, Leon DIt. ! I'BANK B.
MacfRACKE.i.
Antoine, Jr., of this city and Ernest Dlt. DAISV
Osteopathic Physicians.
J. Antoine of Los Angeles Ca.nf.
He wan a member of the Fraternal K. P. Hiilldlng. I'hone Office 89-89-- J.
; Residence
nd the KnighlH of
DYERS AND HATTERS
Brotherhood
llolumbtis.
The body will Ho in
i
Ek'flrlc
The Gllilfrslocvr
iate at Blakemorc's mortuary from
S until 8 o'clock today.
211 liiist Cciilrul. Phone 797--

Manchester, la., July 23. A
rain and wind storm did
damage estimated at $175,000 to
the federal fish hatchery and other
property in the rnunty early Saturday morning. The most serious
damage was (lone at the United
States fish hatchery where thousands of breeding fish were swept
away. Included in the loss Is 2.500
speckled rainbow trout.
It is estimated by the superintendent of the state hatchery it will
take three years to replace stock
lost. Another source of strpply for
restocking lakes and ponds' wrll
have to be found, he said. Estimated loss to government ponds is

-

Associated Prei.
lv 23. Colorado
of
rangers stopped a. mass meeting
memapproximately 2.000 striking
Workers
bers of the United Mine
and sympathizers In Walsenburg
this afternoon, according to FeHx

h,

-

THEATRE

J.

v

VIOLA DAN A AT HER
HKST AT THE LYRIC

Pogliano, secretary or uiBirict io.
15. United
Mine worKois, ueic
this evening. A. J. McGuire, president of the district, and Mike
president of the Walsenburg
local union, were to nave aaureao-e- d
the crowd. The rangers have
mind th:it nn mass meetings may
bo held in, the district, it is said.

'

. O.

Osteopathic Specialist.
825-Stern Bids. Tel. 701--

,

STRIKERS' MEETING
STOPPED BY RANGERS
(Bj Th

ROUSH TO JOIN RKDS.
Cincinnati, July 23. Ed Roush,
reinstated outfielder of the Cincinnati Reds, came to an agreement today to play with, Pat
tVin rest nf the season.
The terms on which the contract
was made were not announced.
Roush, it was said, will resume
play with the team tmmedlately.
I

.

M.

C. H. CONNER,

DAMAGE ESTIMATED AT
$175,000 IS DONE BY
RAIN AND WIND STORM

artistry.

re

"Fox

July 24, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Eight. -

"BABY farce
MINE"

An Uproarious
Comedy
Full of Laughs and Comic Situations

With

.

i'

,

'

;'

Figure how many steps, how much" nee'dless walking
advertisements save you and your neighbors.
Then you will realize the great economy of advertising.
an'd-talking't-

6

VAUDEVILLE ACTS

6

'Advertising provides a short cut between the manufacturer and you. Advertisements make it possible to tell
the
'you in a few minutes all you want to know about
'
services or articles, you need,
'
'
v
fA glance-thrqugl- i
this paper enables you to sift out the
things that interest you, and in a moment you know just
.where and when to go for what you want.
;

I
I

he

THE ORIGINAL GLOOM CHASERS

Two Show, Each Night at 7:30 and 9:00 O'Clock
PRICES: Adults 50c; (Children 25c
'

(Tax Included)

conditions
milk produced under prop
a healthy, herd is goorLI clarification
makes milk better, clarifiGationplus pasteur-- .
'ization makes the best milk of all.
For hot weather dessert SHERBET" is best of all.

ANY

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
;
Phone' 851
3t North
CO-OPERATI-

'

,

Second.'

Advertising plays a necessary part in your life pRead it.

Se

the advertiser who displays his goods in the newspapers and helps the town He is" the one who deserves.
f
Your Patronage.

ri

